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Motivations  

Lacking of visual perception due to the physiological or neurological factors is known as blindness. 

According to the world health report, about 314 million people are visually impaired and among them 

45 million are blind. This means that approximately 45 million people are dependent on others around 

them for movement, information processing and environmental interpretation [1]. 

Lack of visual perception is paralleled with a loss of independence. In today’s society where the social 

independence is important, visually impaired people like everyone else want to live without depending 

on others. They want to travel without any fear of getting crashed or lost.  They want to reach 

information individually as everyone else does. Therefore, those who do not have the benefit of sight 

require assistive devices to be independent such as for navigation, for reading signs etc. 

Navigation is the art and science of determining one’s position by directing him to a desired 

destination in a safe way. In particular, outdoor and indoor navigation has always been a challenging 

problem for visually impaired people for their mobility since navigation concern restricts the visually 

impaired right access to many buildings, precludes their use of public transit and makes their 

integration into local communities difficult.  

To overcome navigation concerns of visually impaired people considerable researches have been 

conducted and thereby several mobility aids like walking stick, electronic travel robot aids etc. were 

developed. However, as far as overcoming navigation aids is concerned, there are several limitations 

in such devices. For instance; the most widely used mobility aid today is the long cane. Long cane has 

some limitations as its detection range is limited due to its length, or it has difficulties in detecting 

overhanging obstacles and storing in public places etc. Additionally, weight of cane is another critical 

problem like in those of other mobility aids [2].  

Thus, in order to overcome navigation concerns of visually impaired, there is a significant need for a 

new assisted navigation system to help blind people in the visualization of environment easily. 

Purpose of the thesis 

The main objective of this study is to help blind or visually impaired people to navigate safely and 

quickly among obstacles and other hazards faced by blind pedestrians in indoor environment. Towards 

this objective, an innovative approach based on integration of electronic components onto textile 

structures was realized. By this way, a new wearable obstacle detection system, which can be worn as 

a garment that is flexible, lightweight and comfortable for the human body has been designed. The 

proposed smart clothing navigation system would become united part of visually impaired people’s 
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lifestyle, and it would help them overcome navigation concerns seamlessly, without imposing upon 

them any physical or cognitive load.   

Research methodology 

The smart clothing navigation system is an initial prototype system that combines garment with 

sensors, actuators, power supplies and a data processing unit. The working principle of the system is 

based on two main functions: sensing the surrounding environment as well as detection of obstacles 

via sensors and guiding the user by actuators through a feedback process interpreted in signal 

processing unit. Within this approach, the design of the smart clothing prototype navigation system is 

consisted of the review on theories subjecting both visually impaired and smart clothing. The 

framework of the study is shown in below figure and the research methodology with respect to 

specific objective is summarized as: 

Review on theories in 

sensor and smart clothing

Review on theories in 

visually impaired 

Determination of system 

components: type of sensors, 

actuators, microcontrollers etc.

Interactive garment 

design

Electronic circuit 

design

Microcontroller 

programming

Interactive Garment Development

Testing and controlling of  protoype 

Integration of sensors 

to textile structure

Integration of actuators 

to textile structure

Analysis on signal 

quality of sensor

Analysis on beam 

pattern of sensor

Analysis for object 

detection

Analysis of 

vibrotactile 

perception

Development of 

algorithms for obstacle 

avoidance

Development of prototype 

of smart clothing

 
Flow chart for the study 
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First of all, electronic components for smart clothing navigation system were determined by using an 

algorithm based on fuzzy AHP and fuzzy information axiom. Secondly, integration of electronic 

components to textile structures was performed.  Afterwards, working performances of electronic 

components integrated to textile structure were analyzed. Then, both electronic circuit and smart 

clothing have been designed simultaneously. Algorithm for obstacle avoidance has been developed 

and according to developed algorithms microcontroller programming has been done.  

Finally, the prototype of smart clothing navigation system has been developed and tested. Herewith, 

interactive garment development was completed successfully.   

Main contributions and originality of research 

Although there are numerous researches and developments of mobility aids for visually impaired 

people, there is no development of any interactive garment, which can help visually impaired people 

to overcome navigation concerns.  

Comprehensive investigation on the developed smart clothing navigation system with respect to 

sensing performance of the indoor environment and guiding the visually impaired accurately will 

provide a new scientific understanding of interactive garment design and development. It represents a 

great challenge and significant contribution to the sensor and actuator integration knowledge to textile 

structure. In addition, intelligent textiles is a recently developing area and there is still many to be 

invented, therefore successful implementation and integration of electronics used in our smart clothing 

system are significantly valuable for smart textiles researches. By this way, within the scope of this 

research;  

 The first interactive garment for visually impaired people was designed and developed using 

conductive yarns.  

 An innovative neuro-fuzzy based control algorithm for obstacle avoidance was developed to 

guide visually impaired with interactive garment. 

  For the first time in the literature, the integration of sonar sensors to textile structure was 

realized successfully.    

   For the first time in the literature, vibrotactile perception was analyzed via e-textiles within 

varying parameters such as signal type, frequency, textile structure, different body parts etc. 

   For the first time in the literature, the signal quality of sonars integrated to textile structure 

was analyzed using different conductive yarns. 

These highly value added results should bring benefits not only to textile and clothing industries but 

also to electronics, military, sports, medical and even rehabilitation fields.  
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Thesis overview 

The thesis comprises four chapters summarized below: 

Chapter 1 provides a comprehensive literature review for the recent developments in both visually 

impaired people’s navigation problems and electronic textiles. Various ideas and developments for 

visually impaired people’s navigation concerns were compared. The fabrication processes for 

electronic textiles were explained.  

Chapter 2 presents e-textile architecture for obstacle avoidance. Wearability, and hardware and 

software system requirements were discussed. Determination of electronic components for smart 

clothing system using an algorithm based on fuzzy AHP and fuzzy information axiom was presented. 

Adaptation of sensor and actuator methodology to textile structure was realized. 

Chapter 3 brings discussion on system analysis and results for e-textile architecture. Signal quality of 

ultrasonic sensor by using different conductive yarns were investigated and compared. Beam pattern 

of ultrasonic sensor was studied and compared. Obstacle detection with multiconnected sensors was 

analyzed and presented. Vibrotactile perception by using vibration motors integrated to textile 

structure was investigated in fuzzy relations. Comparisons of vibrotactile perceptions within signal 

alternatives, e-textile alternatives, and body alternatives were discussed. 

Chapter 4 illustrates design and development of interactive garment prototype as well as algorithm 

for obstacle avoidance. Obstacle avoidance strategy and kinematic analysis of walking person were 

realized. Neuro-fuzzy control algorithm for obstacle avoidance was developed and explained to 

navigate visually impaired people through interactive garment. Microcontroller programming 

according to developed algorithm was presented. Design concept and design layout of interactive 

garment was demonstrated. Frameworks of the prototype including ultrasonic sensors, vibration 

motors, microcontroller, circuit design was thoroughly studied. Finally, performances of prototype 

were tested and discussed. 

The thesis ends with a conclusion of the theoretical and practical work presented in the previous parts. 

A perspective has also been given on the possibilities of further expanding the research presented in 

this thesis. 
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Chapter 1    

State Of The Art 

 

 

 

1.1.  Introduction  

Towards the objective of the study, a brief summary of what has been done so far to help navigation 

concerns of visually impaired people was given. Moreover, concerning the objective, in order to 

transform garment into an interactive-intelligent infrastructure that facilitates information processing 

around visually impaired’s environment, fabrication of electronic textiles from fiber to fabric and 

garment was investigated. Therefore, literature review about electronic textiles was also given.  

1.2.  Literature Review about Visually Impaired People’s 

Navigation   Problem  

During the last decades, several researches have been focused on visually impaired individuals’ 

navigation and reading concerns in their living environment. These researches have concentrated on 

developing new devices by adapting them new technologies.  The development of these devices and 

application of technologies for orientation and mobility have evolved since 1960’s, a long history 

covering the postwar period. 

The devices developed for visually impaired can be categorized as ETA (Electronic Travel Aids) or 

RTA (Robotic Travel Aids).  
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These ETAs generally provide feedback to the user through a range of tones and fixed intensity 

vibrations, and are usually implemented as a portable system. They consist of cameras to capture the 

image and detect obstacles or find pathways using image processing techniques. Moreover, they 

include sonar sensors to measure the distances to obstacles, and/or GPS (Global Positioning Systems) 

- RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) to identify their local position.  Besides, in order to guide 

user, vibrators, earphone, audio etc.  are generally used as an actuator in those systems. 

When the literature is reviewed, we came across a set of systems that represents the four principal 

approaches to solve the identification and navigation problems of the visually impaired people: 

Camera, RFID, GPS, and sonar based systems. 

1.2.1. Camera-based systems 

In camera-based systems, cameras are used to capture visual information from the surrounding 

environment. The captured image is processed via image processing methods, and then it is mapped to 

stereo sound patterns or vibrations. The basic concept of image processing is shown in the Fig. 1.1. 

Images captured by a camera are enhanced, pixelized, and then converted into stimulation commands 

[3-9]. 

 

Fig. 1.1: Summary of the image-processing procedure [4].  

The earliest camera based system was NAVI (Navigation Assistant for Visually Impaired), which was 

designed to convert images captured by a vision sensor into verbal messages through stereo earphone.  

In that system, digital video camera was used as a vision sensor. Furthermore, Single Board 

Processing System (SBPS) was mounted in a specially designed vest that has to be worn by user (see 

Fig. 1.2). In those studies fuzzy based image processing was used [10, 11]. 

 

Fig. 1.2: NAVI system [11]        
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Balakhrishnan et al. developed  SVETA (Stereo Vision based Electronic Travel Aid) system as shown 

in the Fig. 1.3. The system was composed of a wearable computer, stereo earphones and a helmet 

molded with stereo cameras capturing the images. The images were processed via wearable computer 

based on fuzzy relations and the information was conveyed to the user through a set of earphones in 

terms of musical tones [12, 13]. 

 

Fig. 1.3: SVETA system [12] 

Similarly, Gozales et al. developed Virtual acoustic space prototype as seen in Fig. 1.4. This system 

was consisted of a processor, headphones and two micro cameras attached to the frame of some 

conventional eyeglasses.  

The cameras were used for capturing information of the surroundings. It was reported that in most 

cases (>75%), individuals could detect objects and their distances, and in small simple experimental 

rooms, it was possible for them to move freely and extract information for objects like walls, table, 

window and opened door [14]. 

 

Fig. 1.4: Visually acoustic space prototype [14] 

Unlike the previous studies, in some studies mounting the visual camera on the head was found to be 

an inconvenient solution for the blind user. Thus, another system in which the camera was mounted on 

the chest of the user was proposed [15, 16]. As seen in Fig. 1.5 camera is hung over the chest and the 

system is integrated with earphones, laptop and a wireless communication [17].  

Bourbakis et al. developed a various prototypes of Tyflos system for visually impaired people. Tyflos 

system consisted of two tiny cameras placed at the dark glasses, a microphone, an ear-speaker, a GPS 

device, a range sensor, an RFID Reader, 2D vibration vest and a portable computer as seen in the Fig. 

1.6. It used laser range sensors to detect the distance and camera to capture the images. In that system, 

the visual information was converted into either vibrations on the 2D vest for navigation purposes or 

spoken natural language sentences for reading purpose (see Fig. 1.7). 
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Fig. 1.5: Camera mounted on the chest system [17] 

Furthermore, a verbal description of surroundings was provided to user. For example, for the nominal 

question where I am? It provides additional information about surroundings using GPS module. Thus, 

this system gives to the user both navigation and reading information [18-22]. 

 

Fig. 1.6: Tyflos prototype [19] 

 

 

Fig. 1.7: Tyflos system hardware-modalities overview [19] 

Apart from portable and wearable camera based navigation systems, there have been also some studies 

on robotic travel aids [23-24]. At first, RTA (Robotic Travel Aid) HITOMI had been developed as 

seen in Fig. 1.8a, and then the novel concept of HITOMI was presented (Figure 1.8b-c). As seen in 

Fig. 1.8, robotic system contains video camera, a stereo camera, sonar sensors and a bumper sensor. 

Due to image processing information, audio guiding system in which the names of avenues, 

intersections, and hotels etc. were recorded before, was activated by its digital map guide. 
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a b c
 

Fig. 1.8: Camera based robotic travel aids [23-24] 

The biggest disadvantage of the camera based systems is the processing of captured images. The right 

image processing and, afterwards conversion of these images into stimulation commands are difficult 

procedures. Besides, other factors such as lighting conditions, camera angle and the amount of clutter 

are also other criteria that affect the visual information of the system. 

1.2.2. RFID Tag based systems 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is used for identification and tracking of an object such as car, 

product or person by using radio waves.  An RFID tag is a microchip combined with an antenna,  and  

it contains at least two parts: One is an integrated circuit for storing and processing information, 

modulating and demodulating a radio-frequency (RF) signal, and other specialized functions and the 

other is an antenna for receiving and transmitting signals. An example to RFID tag is shown in the Fig. 

1.9 [25]. 

 
Fig. 1.9: RFID tag [25] 

RFID tag based systems can be used for both indoor and outdoor applications. The basic concepts of 

RFID tags used for  visually impaired navigation concerns are such that at first tags are mounted on 

the objects in the environment that are significant for the user, then the signal sent by the RFID tags  is 

read by the receiver that user carries [27]. In last two decades, a number of research projects have 

focused on development of suitable guidance system using RFID [2, 27-41].  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demodulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio-frequency
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Chang et al. developed iCane System equipped with an RFID reader, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) 

and earphones communicating via bluetooth.  The overview of the iCane system is shown in the Fig. 

1.10.  RFID tags preloaded with information were used. The RFID reader embedded in iCane sends 

the information gathered from the RFID tags to the PDA to show local points (e.g. crossing points, 

stairs etc.). By this way, the instructions are transmitted to the user via speech through the Bluetooth 

earphones [28].  

    
Fig. 1.10: On the left hand side of the figure is the iCane overview; on the top right    of the figure is 

RFID antenna; on the bottom right of the figure is RFID reader [28] 

Similar to iCane system, Shiizu et al. developed White cane system by using RFID tags as seen in the 

Fig. 1.11. Apart from iCane, this system was composed of colored navigation lines. Thus, the working 

principle of the system was based on two concepts: color sensing and RFID tag. RFID tags set on 

those colored lines are sensed by white cane. Along the navigation line, if the user is oriented to wrong 

line he/she is informed by vibration of the white cane. Moreover, information is sent to him/her by 

pre-recorded voice [32-33]. Similar type of RFID-tag systems embedded in the cane for the visually 

impaired people have also been studied and developed [34-38]. 

  

Fig. 1.11: White cane system overview [33] 

Unlike canes, there have also been some robotic guides using RFID tags. Such as a kind of robot 

resembling wheel chair was equipped with a vision system, RFID tag, and a laptop [27, 39, 42-43].  
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Moreover, Liu et al. developed a new self-positioning method that combines RFID, Bluetooth and 

FLC (Fluorescent light Communication). In their system, unlike other studies, a photo sensor receives 

a positioning signal from the fluorescent lights in indoor environment, thus information taken by FLC 

is transmitted to user via PDA [44].  

Differently, an interesting approach in the RFID tag systems was suggested by Szeto et al. that was 

embedding RFID reader antennas on a jacket (see Fig. 1.12). They suggested that microstrip antennas 

could be etched or sewn on to wearable conducting clothing while the pocket PC and a rechargeable 

battery are placed in the pocket of the jacket [45]. 

 

Fig. 1.12: Microstrip antennas can be embedded on the jacket (made of conductive cloth) [45] 

To sum up, tag-based systems, as portrayed in the literature, seem to have two disadvantages: First, the 

system needs to be placed in local places that is significant for the user to get information.  

Secondly, tagging devices can fail completely or their power can expire. By means of this, the 

reliability of the tagging devices is a critical issue. In spite of these disadvantages, tag-based systems 

seem to be more suitable for identification the location of the user rather than GPS based systems 

especially for indoor environment. 

1.2.3. GPS based systems 

GPS (Global Positioning System) is a kind of system that calculates the position information of a user 

using GPS signals sent from 24-32 GPS satellites high above the earth.  This is mainly used by car 

navigation, airplane etc. [46]. Since the mids 1980s, researchers have focused on the GPS-based 

systems in order to overcome the visually impaired navigation concerns, maintain orientation, and 

store and retrieve information about specific location [47-50].  

The basic concept of GPS-based system is taking the location of user as reported by GPS device 

through Geographic Information System (GIS).  This information can then provide the user his/her 

localization such as by identifying which building the user is close to or how far the user is from the 

desired destination [51-52]. In the Fig. 1.13 and Fig. 1.14, the overview of GPS-based navigation 

system components and the functional components of GPS-based navigation system for visually 

impaired are shown respectively.  
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As seen in Fig. 1.14, the functional components of the system are a GPS module for determining the 

traveler’s position and orientation, a Geographic Information System (GIS) comprising the system 

software and the spatial database for the traveler’s orientation, and a user interface for providing 

information about surrounding environment [53-55].  

 
Fig. 1.13: Overview of the GPS-based navigation system components [53] 

 

 

Fig. 1.14: The functional components for all GPS-based navigation system for visually impaired [54] 

Loomis et al. developed Personal Guidance System including GPS module with stereo head set as 

seen in Fig. 1.15 [56]. Another portable system including GPS module was the ODILLA System with 

white cane. In that system, the information about the localization of a user was provided by audible 

text-to-speech information as shown in Fig. 1.16 [57]. 

 
Fig. 1.15: Personal Guidance System [56] 
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Fig. 1.16: ODILIA System [57] 

Ran et al. developed DRISTHI System for outdoor and indoor environments. In their system, GPS 

module was used for outdoor navigation whereas ultrasound-positioning tags were used for indoor 

environment. System comprised of additionally wireless connection, a wearable computer and a vocal 

communication interface for guiding the user as shown in Fig. 1.17 [58]. 

   

Fig. 1.17: Outdoor and indoor mobile user of DRISTHI [58] 

LaPiere and Kargoankar developed a portable navigation system using Global Positioning that would 

accurately let user know his/her location [58-60]  

Hunaiti and et. al studied on the performances of 2G, 2.5G and 3G mobile links. They evaluated the 

suitability of these GPS mobile communication links for application of a navigation system since these 

link characteristics such as bandwidth, latency, link outages and packet losses directly influence the 

navigation system performance [54, 61-62]. 

As presented above, GPS-based navigation systems are mainly suitable for outdoor applications. Since 

they provide information about localization, vocal communication interface is generally preferred as a 

guidance tool. One of the greatest weaknesses of these systems is to get the information from the 

satellites, which is a problem especially in some points where the system does not work. Moreover, 

another weakness of the system as deduced from the above is the fact that in order to ensure 

information, system has to be integrated with a portable computer.   
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1.2.4. Sonar based systems 

Sonar is a kind of instrument used for detecting, locating, determining objects or measuring the 

distance to an object through reflected sound waves. The working principle in sonar systems is as seen 

in Fig. 1.18. First, electrical impulse is converted into sound waves by sonar equipment and then, 

sonar equipment picks up the echoes of reflected sound waves that crash to an object. Thus, the 

distance to an object is identified by the measurement of the time from transmission of a pulse to 

reception.  

 

Fig. 1.18: Principle of active sonar [63] 

The frequencies used in sonar systems changes from infrasonic to ultrasonic. The term ultrasonic 

refers to frequencies above audible sounds, which humans could not hear, and it nominally indicates 

anything over 20000Hz. In nature; bats, dolphins and some other species communicate and navigate in 

the range of 20-100 KHz.  

During the past decades, several researchers have introduced devices that use sonar system to provide 

mobility to the visually impaired. Cane or stick is the one approach in which the sonar system is 

integrated (see Fig. 1.19). In the researches, since the number of sensors due to their beam angles 

affects the detection capability of cane, researchers have concentrated on finding the optimum number 

of ultrasonic sensors to be used in the cane.  In those cane systems, as soon as the information is get by 

the sensors, the information is processed and by this way, encoder generates control pulses for the 

servos as a routing system [64-70]. 

   
Fig. 1.19: Ultrasonic based cane system [64] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrasonic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultrasonic
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Another approach is to implement sonar system on a wearable concept.  Shoval et al. developed 

Navbelt system that involves ultrasonic sensors mounted on a belt with a computer (see Fig. 1.20). In 

this system, signals acquired by the sensors were processed in the computer, and then resulted signals 

were sent to the user by stereophonic headphones using a stereo imaging technique [71-73].   

   

Fig. 1.20: The Navbelt system [71] 

Recently, unlike Navbelt, researchers have suggested novel wearable devices in which sonars are 

attached to textile structures.  Fig. 1.21 and 1.22 show examples of suggested systems e.g. Andha 

Astra, Arm9-based embedded system. The basic working principles of these systems are similar to 

those mentioned above.  

 

a

b

c
 

Fig. 1.21: a-b) Overview and module of Andha Astra c) another navigation aid worn by blind [74,75] 

 

Fig. 1.22: Arm9-based embedded wearable ultrasonic based system [76] 
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For instance, in a study of Cardin et al. sonars were placed on the shoulder of cloth, and vibrators were 

mounted on the same cloth. Prototype was composed of sonars, vibration motors, a microcontroller 

and a PDA as shown in Fig. 1.23. The microcontroller gathers information via sonars, and sends 

feedback the user through vibration motors. They reported that in an indoor environment the users 

managed to distinguish (which are on the left or right) and avoid obstacles [77].   

 

Fig. 1.23: Details of EPFL prototype 

However, in those studies, the integration of electronic components to textile structures was not given 

in detail; this was the missing part. It seems that they only suggested a system, or attached these 

components by using conductive wires to the garment [74-77]. 

In some studies, sensors were mounted on shoes as shown in Fig. 1.24, and the performance of the 

system was analyzed in terms of both direct distance detection and road surface reflectance detection 

[78-79].    

  

Fig. 1.24: Shoe mounted sensors [78-79] 
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Shah et al. developed Tactile navigation system composed of sonar sensors, a microcontroller, and a 

tactile array, where each actuator matches with one finger.  Signals acquired via ultrasonic sensors 

were transformed into commands through variable and synchronized vibrations on the user hand. 

Vibration intensity levels and points of the devices sensed by the hand according to distance are shown 

in Fig. 1.25. For instance, the corresponding feedback signal according to obstacle distance was 

provided by vibration levels [66]. However, this system may be difficult for user to sense precise 

vibration levels and their locations accurately. 

   

Fig. 1.25: Tactile navigation system [66] 

Similarly, there are various commercial products, which can be carried by hand including sonar 

systems (see Fig. 1.26). Despite their low scientific and technological values, their costs are relatively 

high [81-84].  

   

Fig. 1.26: Commercial products that uses sonar system [81-84] 

In addition to above studies, Rentschler et al. have recently developed Guido Robotic Traveler 

equipped with sonar system (see Fig. 1.27). It consisted of both laser and sonar sensors. Sonar sensors 

were added to the system in the case where laser sensors cannot detect objects that are out of their 

viewing capability such as glass or transparent materials. Furthermore, system consisted of two optical 

encoders to calculate the orientation and position, force sensor to sense the command, and a volume 

knob to give auditory messages [85] 
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Fig. 1.27: Guido Robotic Traveler [85] 

According to studies, it is clear that ultrasonic based systems have advantages in the detection of 

objects over lasers and cameras, because they are not affected by light like cameras or lasers. 

Furthermore, there is no need to use image processing system. Nevertheless, they only detect the 

presence or absence of an object as well as measure the distance to it. They do not give any 

information about the user location. 

1.3. Literature review for electronic textiles 

E-textiles are playing a vital role in many applications such as military, medical, telecommunications, 

and healthcare. In recent years, the field of e-textiles is more and more extending due to new sensing 

elements, multifunctional fibers, flexible technologies, MEMS actuators etc.   

The research carried out in this area is primarily driven by the motivation of creating yarn-like 

material assemblies that can sense, act, communicate and compute.  

Since the hierarchical nature of textile structures goes from fiber to cloth/garment (fiber-yarn–fabric-

garment), the way for the development of fully integrated electronic textiles (or Elecrotextiles) with 

transistors, circuits, sensors, batteries, solar cells and other electronic devices were explained starting 

from yarn-like materials to conductive fabrics and finally interactive cloths. 

1.3.1.  Electrically conductive yarn-like materials 

The explored yarn-like materials are traditional and conventional yarns modified with various 

functional materials such as conductive yarns, conducting polymers, carbon nanotube fibers, optic 

fibers, piezoelectric materials etc. 

Methods of creating yarn-like conductive materials can be summarized as: 

1) filling fibers with conductive particles; 

2) coating fibers with conductive polymer composites or metals; 

3) use of continuous or short fibers that are completely made of conductive material [86-87].  

Conductive threads are made of single or multiple strands of conductive and nonconductive fibers.  
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Fig. 1.28: Various forms of conductive threads [88] 

As shown in Fig. 1.28, there are two types of conductive threads: multi-filament threads (see Fig. 

1.28a–d) and monofilament threads (see Fig. 1.28e) [88].  

Huang et al. developed yarn-based sensor for breathing monitoring using piezo-resistive carbon coated 

fibers (CCF), elastic and regular polyester fibers. To manufacture the yarn structure they utilized 

single and double wrapping methods (see Fig. 1.29). They concluded that the yarn-based sensor could 

track breathing signals precisely [89-91].  

 

Fig. 1.29: The yarn structure of yarn-based sensors: (a) single wrapping and (b)double wrapping [89] 

Kaynak et al. prepared conductive materials from nylon, cotton, and wool yarns by continuous vapour 

polymerization of pyrrole [92].  Ramachandran and Vignesweran developed core–sheath conductive 

yarn using copper filament as core and cotton fibers as sheath as seen in Fig. 1.30 and they studied the 

electro-mechanical characteristics of developed conductive yarns [93].  

  (c) 

Fig. 1.30: a) Cross-sectional and b) longitudinal views of core–sheath c) Developed yarn: 

Core/Copper filament; Sheath/Cotton fiber [93]  

Kim et al.and Koncar et al. studied electrical and morphological properties of PP and PET conductive 

polymer fibers. In order to create conductive fibers, melt spinning and coating processes were used. 

PANI coating on PET yarns was carried out during the impregnation of PET yarns in the PANI 

solutions as shown in Figure. 1.31 [94-95].  
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In another study, PANI-coated PE (Dyneema) conductive yarns were obtained by coating process. The 

effects of time and temperature on electro-mechanical properties of yarns were studied. They reported 

that conductive yarns showed interesting properties for electrical applications. Moreover, they 

preserved the original strength and flexibility of the textile in which they were integrated (see Fig. 

1.32) [96].  Similarly, Xue et al. developed different electrically conductive yarns based on carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) by using wet-spinning and coating process [97].  

 

Fig. 1.31: Overview of coating process [95] 

 

Fig. 1.32:  (a) Prototype of conductive yarns covered with plastic films and (b) LED lighting test [96] 

Apart from electrically conductive yarns mentioned above, there were also some studies on fiber-

based cells. In one of these studies, the structure and properties of the photovoltaic fiber converting 

sunlight into electricity were described. Photovoltaic fibers were prepared by using flexible 

polypropylene (PP) monofilament, the PEDOT:PSS layer, the photoactive layer and a metal-based 

electrode as shown in Fig. 1.33 [98]. Similarly, Toivala et al. developed photovoltoic fiber as shown in 

Fig. 1.34. They used both optical and silica fibers as substrates [99].  

 

Fig. 1.33: Schematic diagram of photovoltaic fiber [98]  

In another study, Wang et al. developed flexible fiber battery based on conducting polymers. Batteries 

consisting of a PPy/PF6 cathode and a PPy/PSS anode were fabricated as presented in Fig. 1.35 [100]. 
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Fig. 1.34: Overview of photovoltoic fibers [99]  

Moreover, there were also some attempts to fibrous transistors [101-107].According to articles 

published until now, fibre transistors can be divided into two families: wire thin film transistors 

(WTFTs) [102-104] and wire electrochemical transistors (WECTs) [105-106]. For inst ance, Tao et 

al. studied the integration of fibrous transistor into a weaving fabric. In their study, two parallel 

filaments were twisted together like a thread. One of them was used for the gate electrode and the 

other was used for drain and source electrodes. The PEDOT:PSS was used as thin-film electrodes in 

the wire electrochemical transistors (WECTs). This kind of WECT was inserted into a cotton fabric 

and the numerical and analog circuits were realized [107]. 

 

Fig. 1.35: Shematic of fibre cell [100]  

1.3.2. Electrically conductive fabrics 

In order to realize fabric based circuits or electrically conductive fabrics, several processes could be 

utilized including embroidery, weaving, knitting, printing, deposition and coating. 

In embroidery, conductive threads are exposed to high level of stress and friction during stitch 

formation. These stresses may lead to yarn breakages or discontinuities in sewn conductor lines.  
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As a result, undesirable additional impedance can occur in fabric circuit. Similarly, when electrically 

conductive fabric is formed by printing, deposition or coating, electrical discontinuities at certain 

points can occur due to non-uniform dissipation of conductive materials e.g inks, films, pastes.  

Additionally, these fabrics are stiff and prone to cracking; as a result bending of such a fabric may 

cause electrical discontinuities.  However, woven and knitted fabrics are mainly well suited for the 

formation of electrically conductive fabrics due to their structural order and flexibility [108]. 

Dhawan et al. gave information about the formation of fabric-based circuit by weaving of conductive 

and non-conductive yarns [109]. Moreover, they observed signal crosstalk noise between transmission 

lines due to the distance. They reported that as the distance between conducting transmission lines 

increases, the magnitude of crosstalk noise decreases [110]. Additionally, Cottet et al and Locher et al. 

studied the electrical performance of fabric based signal transmission lines. The conductive yarns 

(ground-G or signal lines-S) were woven and separated from each other by any number of non-

conductive yarns. GS, GSG, GSSG, and GSSSG configurations of signal and ground transmission 

lines were formed as seen in Fig. 1.36.  

  

Fig. 1.36: Woven fabric with metal fibers and GSSG transmission line on woven e-fabric[86] 

Electrical parameters (e.g.,line impedance, insertion loss, far end crosstalk, etc.) for different 

configurations of woven e-fabrics were investigated using time and frequency domain analysis [86, 

111]. 

In the work being carried out on communication systems, several fabric based antennas operating at 

2.45 GHz have been developed [112-118]. Hertleer et al. reported that the efficiency of developed 

fabric based antennas were over 75%, which was a very promising result since a similar non textile 

antenna would have an efficiency of 80% [118].  

Gimpel et al. developed three-layer woven antenna of a textile RFID tag by using Ag/PA threads as 

shown in Fig. 1.37 [119]. Winterhalter et al. utilized double plain weave construction to develop 

textile based USB [120].  
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Nakad et al. designed an electronic acoustic array in order to detect the location of passing vehicle 

according to vehicle’s acoustics emissions. This acoustic array e-fabric was developed by first 

weaving of conductive yarns (see Fig. 1.38) and then, by integration of microphones to certain 

location of fabric [121].   

   

Fig. 1.37: a) Metals in woven structure b) Three-layer woven antenna of a textile RFID tag [119] c) 

Textile based USB [120] 

  

Fig. 1.38: Woven prototype containing multiple stainless steel fibres [121] 

Moreover , there are some other studies focusing on electromagnetic shielding effect of woven e-

fabrics. In those studies, the effect of varying weft density, warp density, conductive yarn 

diameter/count,  conductive yarn type such as copper, stainless steel, carbon etc. on electromagnetic 

shielding effectiveness were studied [122-124].  

Rothmaier et al. investigated the effect of woven fabric construction on the resulting performance of 

light emitting and receiving capabilities of plastic optical fibers (POF). They concluded that capability 

of emitting or receiving light without further conditioning of optical fibers changed due to the 

structure [125]. Moreover, Kumar et al. studied signal transmission efficiency of woven POF fabrics 

(see Fig. 1.39) [126]. 

In a study of Hasegava et al., fabric tactile sensor formed by artifical hollow fibers and cotton yarns 

was developed by weaving process as seen in Fig. 1.40. Hollow fibers were silicon rubber tubes 

coated with gold. They investigated the relationship between applied load and sensor output 

(capacitance change) [127].  

Conductive yarns 
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  (a) (b)

 

Fig. 1.39: Woven specimens connected to halogen lamp OFF and ON, POF in weft direction, white  

PET fibers in warp direction, [125] Optical fiber core conductive fabric (b) [126]  

 

  

Fig. 1.40: Fabric tactile sensor [127] 

Apart from weaving techniques, there are other studies where knitting techniques were used to 

produce e-fabrics. Kayacan et al. investigated heating behavior of knitted e-fabrics. Heated fabric 

panels including steel yarns were produced by weft knitting techniques as seen in Fig. 1.41. They 

observed and analyzed the electrical and temperature characteristics of heated e-fabric panels [128-

129]. 

   

Fig. 1.41: Production procedure of heating panels [129] 

Scilingo et al. and Wijesiriwardana et al. developed conductive fabric electrodes with knitting 

technology to measure respitory monitoring and ECG as seen in Fig. 1.42. Scilingo et al. used stainless 

steel yarn twisted around viscose yarn as a conductive yarn whereas Wijesiriwardana et al. used 

carbon or metal loaded rubber (CLR/MLR), polypyrrole (PPY) coated fibers and copper wire.  
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Conductive fabric electrodes developed by Wijesiriwardana et al. were called as resistive fibre-meshed 

transducers or FMTs as seen in Fig. 1.42b [130-132].  

a) b) 

Fig. 1.42:  Conductive fabric electrodes constructed with knitting technology [130-131]  

Soleimai designed knitted switches based on resistive and capacitive sensing methods [133].  Soleimai 

et al. and Zhang et al. developed conductive knitted fabrics as strain gauges [134-135].  In a study of 

Zhang et al., fabric was knitted as tubular weft plain fabric using steel and stabilized carbon fiber as 

shown in Fig. 1.43. They analyzed the effects of strain-rate and temperature on the sensitivity of the 

gauge experimentally.  

They reported that fabric gauges made from carbon fibers displayed a higher sensitivity, repeatability 

and accuracy than those made from stainless steel.  

  

Fig. 1.43: Tubular conductive knitted fabric [135] 

Li et al. derived the analytical model of conductive knitted stitch network based on the common 

intersia knitting technique and jersey knitting techniques [136]. They also studied the pressure effect 

of different knitting stitches. They found that conductive knitted fabric of specific stitches resulted in a 

different pressure effect on human skin. By this way, they concluded that knitting technologies as well 

as garment design skills play an important role in intelligent clothing applications, such as monitoring 

sensors and heat generators [137].  

In order to develop textile-based electronic circuits, researchers also used different manufacturing 

processes such as embroidery, coating, printing and dyeing. Linz et al. developed a mechanism to 

embroider through flexible electronic modules using conductive yarns [138-139]. As shown in Fig. 

1.44, interconnections of electronic modules with conductive yarns were accomplished by embroidery. 
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Fig. 1.44: Electronic modules connected with conductive yarn by embroidery [138-140]  

Koncar et al. studied on heating performance of e-fabrics which were coated with conductive polymer 

composites (CPCs). To construct e-fabric, they first  produced woven fabric using conductive yarns, 

and then applied CPC coating including conductive carbon black nanoparticles on fabric surface as 

seen Fig. 1.45 [141]. 

In addition, Li et al. also used coating process in order to develop flexible strain fabric sensor [142].  

 

Fig. 1.45: Coated e-fabrics as a heating element [141]  

Moreover, screen-printing method has also been tried to form transmission lines in fabrics [143-145].  

As a print ink, conductive pastes (e.g silver filled paste) were used. The number of print passes in a 

different scale was tried in order to find efficiency of transmission lines (see Fig. 1.46). For instance, 

Locher et al. reported that a higher number of passes resulted in a better penetration of the fabric and 

therefore, resulted in better conductivity [145].  

 

Fig. 1.46: Screen printed structures [145] 

Similar to coating and printing techniques, Leah et al. presented fabric printed circuit boards (Fabric 

PCBs) techniques based on adhesion principles [146]. In their study, at first circuit was designed on 

conductive fabric, and then this fabric was cut by laser cutters. 
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As a further step, laser-cut fabric was exposed to heat activated adhesive, and then it was placed on 

non-conductive fabric. Owing to heating and adhesion principle, conductive fabric having circuit was 

attached to non-conductive fabric. Finally, soldering was implemented on certain conductive parts to 

encapsulate joints on epoxy resin (see Fig. 1.47). 

In addition to all studies mentioned above, dyeing methods were used to form electrically conductive 

fabrics. Panhuis et al. investigated the incorporation of carbon 

nanotubes into textiles through conventional dying. They found that suggested dyeing process 

provided a simple way to fabricate conducting textiles [147].  

 

Fig. 1.47: Solder joints on a fabric PCB [146]  

1.3.3.  Interactive cloths 

This section provides an overview of existing efforts and associated challenges in interactive cloths.  

Electronic components embedded to textile structures, as well as built into yarns, can gather sensitive 

information, monitor vital statistics and send information for further processing. The developed 

interactive cloths mainly take a role in entertainment, safety, communication, military, and medical 

applications. 

One of the earliest accounts of interactive cloths is Wearable Motherboard/Smart Shirt developed at 

the Georgia Institute of Technology as seen in Fig. 1.48, in mid-1990s.  

  

Fig. 1.48: Wearable Motherboard (early prototype of SmartShirt) and SmartShirt® [148] 
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The aim of the proposed garment was to ensure combat soldiers information about their personal 

survival. The garment integrated with sensor technology enabled monitoring heart rate, respiration 

rate, electrocardiograph (ECG), pulse oximetry and temperature [148].  

The feasibility of Wearable Motherboard paradigm brought new challenges for numerous application 

domains especially for medical applications. There have been handful attempts to design and build 

prototypes for health monitoring systems especially for detection of biosignals such as ECG, 

respiration [149-171].  

       

Fig. 1.49: a)WEALTHY system prototype model [153] b) Smart Jacket prototype [168] 

Figures 1.49 and 1.50 show some kind of interactive cloths developed for medical applications. For 

instance in a study of Paradiso et al., sensors, electrodes and connections were realized with 

conductive and piezoresistive yarns in order to get several biomedical signals (i.e ECG, respiration, 

activity).  The interactive cloth produced by knitting technology combined advanced signal processing 

and telecommunication techniques as others (Fig. 1.49a) [153].  

  

Fig. 1.50: Lifeshirt developed by Vivometrics [158] Sensor-based Sportswear by Phillips [149] b) 

Fully Integrated EKG Shirt [160] 
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For entertainment purposes, an interesting study was Emotions Jacket from Philips®. The Emotions 

Jacket was a tightly fitting garment, which consisted of a series of vibration motors sewn into the arms 

and torso (see Fig. 1.51). In response to what is happening on screen, these vibration motors are 

activated by a control unit. Thus, certain feelings being experienced by the characters in the film can 

be perceived by the user [172].  

 

Fig. 1.51: Philips emotion jacket-outer and inner lining [172] 

Thalmann et al. developed a garment to guide user to the required destination in a building 

environment. Concerning indoor location tracking; WiFi, RFID and sensors were integrated to inside 

of developed jacket. Target destination in a building, could be selected through input buttons on sleeve 

as seen in Fig. 1.52 [173].  

There have been also some prototypes developed for measuring body postures, [174-179]. In a study 

of Tognetti et al., fabric was coated by using electrically conductive elastomer composites (CEs) as 

seen in Fig. 1.53a. Since CEs show piezo resistive properties when deformation is applied, they act as 

strain sensors. 

 

Fig. 1.52: A virtual 3D mobile guidance jacket [173] 

By the help of CE sensors, which were connected to acquisition unit, posture and movement of a user 

were detected and analyzed [175-176, 180]. Similar to approach of Tognetti et al,  to measure the body 

posture Matmann et al. used a tight-fitting clothing and strain sensors that were composed of 

thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) filled with 50wt-% carbon black powder (Fig. 1.53b)  [177].  
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Wu et al. and Munra et al. also studied strain sensors placed on a fabric by coating method.  They 

developed intelligent knee sleeve sensing system composed of conducting polypyrrole-coated nylon 

lycra, which can monitor human motion and provide feedback to the wearer (Fig. 1.53c). Such a 

system could be useful for injury prevention, rehabilitation, and sports [181-182].   

    

Fig. 1.53: Prototypes for recognizing body posture [176-177,181] 

Li et al. developed an interactive cloth with transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) 

function from a knitwear design.  They designed knitwear based on intarsia knitting technique by 

using conductive yarns. Textile electrodes connected to the end of conductive yarns were activated by 

energy supply in order to give electrical stimulation to acupuncture points (see Fig. 1.54) [183]. 

   

Fig. 1.54: Prototype of garment with electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) function [183]  

Stead et al.  and Goulev et al. worked on development of emotional garment, which has a capability of 

understanding user’s feelings and thereby, presenting emotional response through the interface 

technology. The system was configured from under and over garment. The analogue signals taken by 

physiological sensors embedded to garment was transferred into digital signals through control 

system. By this way, control system estimates the mood of user and passes display information [184-

185]. 

 

 

a b c 
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1.4. Summary 

Based on literature review, it is important for a usable electronic travel aid to let the visually impaired 

be hand free and comfortable during the navigation. The most suitable approach to let the user be hand 

free is embedding whole system into clothes. In the literature, some of the researchers suggested this 

idea as explained above. However, in their researches the implementation of electronic components 

into textile structures was not given in detail, they all considered to attach the components onto clothes 

[2, 74, 76-77, 186].  

To conclude, the design of the textile architecture in this concept is missing part. For example, in order 

to satisfy the electrical conduction between electronic components in the textile structure of the 

system, smart clothing approaches mentioned above could be utilized such as integrating electronic 

circuit by using conductive fibers through woven or knitted structure. 

Thus, based on the analysis literature mentioned above, we developed an innovative wearable obstacle 

avoidance system fully integrated to textile structures for visually impaired people.  
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E-Textile architecture for obstacle avoidance 

 

 

 

2.1 Basis of system architecture  

Designing interactive garment requires exploring the design parameters not only in software and 

hardware components but also in everyday wearing requirements. 

2.1.1.  Software and hardware components requirements  

Before starting to design proposed smart clothing, many questions related with design variables were 

considered. In electronic system architecture towards the objective of the study, the questions that 

were answered are as follows: 

 What types of sensors are required? 

 What types of actuators can be used? 

 How the data will be processed, which types of signal processing units are required?  

 What will be the decision parameters in signal processing unit? 

 How many sensors of each type are required? 

 How many actuators of each type are required? 

 What is the optimum placement of sensors and actuators on human body? 

 What is the most useful placement for the microcontroller? 

 What algorithms are needed to provide accuracy in analyzing data gathered by sensors?  

 What is the required power consumption for the system?  
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 Which types of power supplies are adequate? 

 Which types of conductive fibers are suitable for this system architecture? 

2.1.2.  Wearability performance requirements 

When designing smart clothing system, apart from electronic hardware and software concept, the 

wearability of the system is a also critical issue. In wearability concept, some performance 

requirements such as lightweight, breathable, comfortable, easy to wear etc. have to be taken into 

consideration.  

In our system, the whole wearability performance requirements were expected as shown in the Fig. 

2.1.  

Detection of obstacles

Guidance alertFunctionality

Manufacturability Ease of fabrication

Suitable size ranges

Maintability

Launderable

Easy Drying

Color fastness

Repairable

Durability

Comfortable

- No Skin Irritation 

- No Pressure Points

Breathable (Air Permeable)

Moisture Absorption

Lightweight

- Low Bulk & Weight

Dimensional Stability

Easy to Wear & Take-off

Maintain Operational Mobility

Maximize Range of Motion

Wearability

Strength

- Tear-Tensile-Burst

Abrasion Resistance

Proposed Smart Clothing 

Expected Requirements

 

Fig. 2.1: Wearability performance requirements of the proposed system 
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2.2 Determination of electronic system components using an 

algorithm based on fuzzy AHP and fuzzy information axiom  

A major challenge in smart clothing system is the integration of a multitude of diverse components, 

which are developed and produced in different technologies and materials. Each component in the 

system plays an important role in terms of performance and design. Therefore, designing a smart 

clothing system is a complex problem. In this context, in order to determine the most suitable 

components related to our objective, information axiom of axiomatic design was used to compose the 

optimal smart clothing system. 

2.2.1. Criteria and alternatives for visually impaired’s smart clothing 

electronic components  

In the scope of this study, types of sensors, actuators and power supplies, which are suitable for smart 

clothing system, were investigated. 

The first main critical question in this system design that must be answered was the type of sensor. 

According to previous studies, it was observed that there are three possible sensor options to measure 

the distance to an obstacle: ultrasound, laser and infrared (IR). These sensors could be evaluated due to 

their power consumptions, costs, sizes, weights, accuracies, working ranges and comfort issues. 

The second critical question that must be answered was the type of actuator. Actuator is a mechanical 

device that converts energy into some kind of motion. According to our system design, vibration, 

audio or artificial muscle could be used as an actuator to ensure the user stimuli through feedback 

process. As sensors, these actuators could also be evaluated due to power consumption, cost, size, 

weight, accuracy and comfort issues. 

The last criterion that should be considered was the type of power supply. For the power consumption 

of this smart clothing; solar cells, mechanical, chemical or thermal energy could be used. Unlike the 

power generators given in Table 2.1, flat battery can also be used because of easy replacement and 

recharging. These power supplies could be evaluated according to their power generations, costs, 

sizes, weights, accuracies, working ranges and comfort issues.  

Power Generator Power Remarks 

Solar cell (outdoors) 
150 µW/mm2 

1.5 µW/mm2 
Direct sun 

Cloudy day 

Solar cell (indoors) 
5.7 µW/mm2 

0.06 µW/mm2 

Desk lamp 

Standard desk 

Motion (Shoe generator) 
1-10mW 

50-250mW 

Piezoelectric 

Electro-magnetic (rotary) 

Motion (Inertial generator) 
200µW 

50µW 

For legs when walking 

For torso when walking 

Thermoelectric generator 0.2µW/(cm2K) Human body  

 

Table 2.1: Comparison of power generators useful for wearable Microsystems [187] 
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For example; thin battery presents us some advantages like ease of removal before washing. It could 

be attached with snap fasteners for easy replacement and recharging. 

2.2.2. Axiomatic design methodology and its axioms 

Axiomatic Design (AD) was introduced by Suh to provide a scientific basis for  design activities by 

presenting designer theoretical foundation based on logical and rational thought process and tools. The 

primarily goal of AD is to establish a thinking process to create a new design and/or to improve the 

existing design [188]. Axiomatic design methodology includes four main concepts; (1) domains (2) 

hierarchies (3) zigzagging, and (4) design axioms. The domains consist of customer, functional, 

physical, and process domains. The functional and physical domains are used for generating the design 

map. The functional domains are the functional requirements of a design solution. A minimum set of 

independent requirements that completely characterize the functional needs of a design solution in the 

functional domain are called as functional requirements (FRs). The physical domain shows the design 

parameters (DPs) of a design solution that are selected to represent the specified FRs [188-190]. The 

hierarchies are figured out by the decomposition of functional requirements and design parameters. 

The selected highest level of FR/DP is decomposed into the lower levels of FRs/DPs until the point 

where design solutions are considered to be reasonable. To decompose FRs and DPs, zigzagging 

should take place between domains. Zigzagging is the compromise of what a designer wants to 

achieve and how he/she achieves it. In any design situation, the probability of success is given by what 

the designer wishes to achieve in terms of tolerance (i.e. design range) and what the system is capable 

of delivering (i.e. system range) (see Fig. 2.2) [191]. 

 

Fig. 2.2: Design range, system range, common range and probability density function of a FR [191] 

AD methodology was derived from  two axioms: the independence axiom and the information axiom. 

These axioms are shortly defined below [188-190]: 

Axiom 1. Independence axiom: Axiom 1 requires maintaining the independence of FRs 

Axiom 2. Information axiom: Axiom 2 requires minimizing the information content 
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In this study, information axiom was used to determine electronic components of smart clothing 

design. In this concept, information axiom was used to select the best components with respect to the 

defined FRs. The information axiom states that the design having the highest probability of success is 

the best design [189]. Information content  jI is defined in terms of probability jp  of 

satisfying
jFR , where j indicates the number of criteria. The information content is given by Equation 

2.1.  

The logarithmic function is selected in order to make the information content  additive when there are 

many FRs that must be satisfied simultaneously [188]. In the case of more than one FR, the 

information content of a system (Isystem)  can be calculated by Equations 2.2. 

The probability of success ( jp ) is calculated by Equation 2.3,   

where system range and common range are defined by the area of system range and by the intersection 

area of the system range and design range, which is determined by a functional requirement of the 

design, respectively.  

Kulak and Kahraman used the information axiom under fuzzy environment for the solution of the 

complex decision making problems [191-192]. Instead of conventional information axiom, they used 

fuzzy numbers to satisfy the fuzzy information axiom. 

Kulak et al. developed unweighted and weighted multi attribute axiomatic design approaches by 

considering both crisp and fuzzy criteria. Their application as a case study was about an equipment 

selection problem [193]. Additionally, Kulak developed a decision support system for the selection of 

a material handling system [194]. Then, Kahraman and Cebi improved the usability of the fuzzy 

information axiom for different decision-making problems [195]. In the literature, the proposed fuzzy 

information axiom has been tried in several applications. For instance, Celik et al. used the fuzzy 

information axiom to search a systematic evaluation model on docking facilities of shipyards [196]. In 

another study of theirs, they designed a hybrid approach that combines fuzzy information axiom and 

fuzzy technique in order to rank the performance of competitiveness requirements for container ports 

by presenting similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) [197]. 

              (2.1) 
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Celik et al. implemented information axiom into quality function deployment method to analyze 

shipping investment processes [198]. Coelho and Mourão used the information axiom to choose an 

appropriate technology required for the subsequent detailed design of a mechanical component [199]. 

Kahraman et al. used information axiom to choose the best alternative for renewable energy 

investment of Turkey [200]. Moreover, Cebi and Kahraman designed a decision support system based 

on fuzzy information that can be easily adapted to decision making problems [201].   

Herewith, we implemented the information axiom to determine the most suitable electronic 

components of our proposed smart clothing system.  

2.2.3. Main structure of the proposed methodology  

The framework of the proposed methodology for smart clothing system design was given in Fig. 2.3.  

2.2.3.1 Initial phase 

First, expert team was established. Then, the experts’ weights were assigned with respect to their 

experiences.   

Assume that the expert team consists of m experts and  

1 2 ... 1e e emw w w   
 

                                                  (2.4) (3.4) 

where eiw  is the weight of i
th
  expert and [0,1]eiw  . Then, to evaluate alternatives since the 

linguistic terms are good at representing human logic, fuzzy membership functions were determined.  

2.2.3.2 Definition of criteria phase 

In this phase, evaluation criteria were determined by expert team after a literature review. Since each 

criterion may result a different impact on the final decision, it is necessary to identify the importance 

of each criterion due to our case. The best way to determine the importance of the criteria was the 

pairwise comparisons of the criteria. In this study, a modified fuzzy analytic hierarch process (AHP) 

proposed by Zeng et al. was used to define the priorities of the criteria [202].  In the classical AHP 

method proposed by Saaty, (1-9] scale was generally used for calculation of the priorities of the 

criteria [203]. 
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Fig. 2.3: Framework of evaluation model 

The odd numbers between (1-9] range correspond the linguistic evaluations; more important, strongly 

more important, very strongly more important, and absolutely more important, respectively. Even 

numbers were used to express intermediate values. For the reverse comparison, the reciprocals of the 

corresponding numbers were used such as 1, 1/2, 1/3,….,1/9. 
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However, in the modified fuzzy AHP developed by Zeng et al., experts present their preferences in 

fuzzy scale such as “about 5”, “between 3 and 5”, etc. In the case that  there is no comparison between 

two factors at all, experts leave absent that means they can’t be compared [202]. In our study, each 

expert made pairwise comparisons of the criteria using fuzzy numbers defined by Zeng et al. [202]. 

Then, evaluations were transformed into standard fuzzy numbers. To calculate the priorities of the 

criteria, experts’ evaluations for pairwise comparisons were aggregated by using Equation 2.5.     

1 1 2 2 ...i i e i e im emS S w S w S w      
 

             (2.5) 

where 
iS is the fuzzy aggregated score of the i

th
 criterion and  and  denote the fuzzy multiplication 

and fuzzy addition operators, respectively. Then, defuzification operation was used to defuzzify the 

fuzzy numbers. In Equation 2.6, defuzification operation was given for trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Let 

 , , ,l m n u

ij ij ij ijA a a a a be a trapezoidal fuzzy number, then 

2( )
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The priority weights of the criteria in the aggregated comparison matrix were calculated by Equation 

2.7.  
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             (2.7) 

2.2.3.3 Evaluation phase 

In this phase, each alternative was evaluated under defined criteria. Then, experts’ preferences were 

transformed into fuzzy numbers, and fuzzy numbers were aggregated by using Equation 3.5. 

Functional requirements for the design were determined to calculate the information contents of the 

design. Information content values for the problem was calculated as follows [195]: 

Case.  Exact value problems;  
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2.2.3.4 Output phase 

In this step, weighted total information contents (I
t
) were calculated by Eq. 2.9. Then the designs that 

have the minimum total information content value was selected (Eq. 2.10). 
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2.2.4. Application 

In this section, electronic components to be used for smart clothing system were determined. For this 

purpose, type of sensor, type of actuator and type of power supply were selected. To make the 

methodology easily understandable, it was given phase by phase. 

2.2.4.1 Initial phase 

The expert team consisted of three experts. Due to their expertise, weights of the experts were taken as 

we1=0.3, we2=0.4, and we3=0.3, respectively. Linguistic scale given in Fig. 2.4 was selected for the 

evaluation of the alternatives under the defined criteria. The explanation of the linguistic terms was 

presented in the Table 2.2. 

 

Fig. 2.4: Triangular fuzzy numbers for linguistic terms  
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2.2.4.2 Definition of criteria phase 

Following criteria were determined for the evaluation phase of the electronic components; power 

consumption/generation, cost, size, weight, accuracy, working range and comfort level. In the 

evaluation phase, linguistic terms given in Table 2.2 were used. 

Criteria 
Evaluation Scale 

Linguistic Term Label 

Power consumption 

Cost 

Size 

Accuracy 

Working range 

Usability 

Very low 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Very high 

VL 

L 

M 

H 

VH 

Weight  

Very light 

Light 

Medium 

Heavy 

Very Heavy 

VLi 

Li 

JR 

Hv 

VHv 

Comfort level 

Very uncomfortable 

Uncomfortable 

Fair 

Comfortable 

Very comfortable 

VU 

U 

F 

C 

VC 

To determine the importance of the defined criteria given in Table 2.2, pairwise comparison matrix 

was constructed  by each expert. Table 2.3 represents the pairwise preferences of the experts and fuzzy 

numbers for experts’ preferences. Experts’ preferences were aggregated by using Eq. 2.5 and fuzzy 

numbers were defuzzified by using Eq. 2.6. The aggregated and defuzzified pairwise comparison 

matrix C is given below. 

  1 2,55 0,24 0,29 0,15 1,7 0,2 0,13  

  0,39 1 0,29 0,26 0,13 0,31 0,15 0,15  

  4,17 3,45 1 3,15 0,14 0,76 0,46 0,56  

  3,45 3,85 0,32 1 0,16 1,18 0,33 0,53  

C=  6,67 7,69 7,14 6,25 1 5,3 0,56 5,9  

  0,59 3,23 1,32 0,85 0,19 1 4,1 4,3  

  5,00 6,67 2,17 3,03 1,79 0,24 1 0,87  

  7,69 6,67 1,79 1,89 0,17 0,23 1,15 1  

 

The importance of the criteria is obtained by using Eq. 2.7 as follows 0.05, 0.02, 0.09, 0.07, 0.32, 0.15, 

0.17, 0.12 for power consumption/ generation, cost, size, weight, accuracy, working range, usability, 

and comfort level, respectively. 

2.2.4.3 Evaluation phase 

Experts evaluated the alternatives by using linguistic-scale given in Table 2.2. Their preferences were 

given in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.2: Linguistic terms 
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Power
Power E1 (1,3) (1,1,3,3) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/5,1/3) (0.2,0.2,0.33,0.33) (1/9,1/7) (0.11,0.11,0.14,0.14) (1/ 3, 1) (0.33,0.33,1,1) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/ 5, 1/3) (0.2,0.2,0.33,0.33)

E2 3 (3,3,3,3) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) 1/7,1/5) (0.14,0.14,0.2,0.2) 3 (3,3,3,3) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2)
E3 (2,3) (2,2,3,3) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/5,1/3) (0.2,0.2,0.33,0.33) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) 1 (1,1,1,1) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2)

Aggregetion 1 (2.1,2.1,3,3) (0.24,0.24,0.24,0.24) (0.252,0.252,0.33,0.33) (0.13,0.13,0.16,0.16) (1.6,1.6,1.8,1.8) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.2,0.2,0.24,0.24)
Cost E1 (1/ 5, 1/ 3) (0.2,0.2,0.33,0.33) (1/ 5, 1/ 3) (0.2,0.2,0.33,0.33) (1/ 9, 1/7) (0.11,0.11,0.14,0.14) (1/ 5, 1/ 3) (0.2,0.2,0.33,0.33) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) (1/ 7, 1/ 5) (0.14,0.14,0.2,0.2)

E2 (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/ 7, 1/ 5) (0.14,0.14,0.2,0.2) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14)
E3 (1/ 5, 1/ 3) (0.2,0.2,0.33,0.33) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/ 9) (0.11,0.11,0.11,0.11) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14)

Aggregetion 1 (0.25, 0.25, 0.33,0.33) (0.24,0.24,0.28,0.28) (0.12,0.12,0.13,0.13) (0.29,0.29,0.33,0.33) (0.14,0.14,0.164,0.164) (0.14,0.14,0.16,0.16)
Size E1 3 (3,3,3,3) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33)

E2 3 (3,3,3,3) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) (1/ 5, 1/3) (0.2,0.2,3,3) (1/ 3, 1) (0.33,0.33,1,1) (1/ 3, 1) (0.33,0.33,1,1)
E3 (3, 5) (3,3,4,4) (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/ 3, 1) (0.33,0.33,1,1)

Aggregetion 1 (3,3,3.3,3.3) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) (0.2,0.2,1.32,1.32) (0.33,0.33,0.6,0.6) (0.33,0.33,0.8,0.8)
Weight E1 (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/5, 1/3) (0.2,0.2,3,3) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33)

E2 (1/ 7) (0.14,0.14,0.14,0.14) (1/5, 1/3) (0.2,0.2,3,3) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33)
E3 (1/ 9, 1/7) (0.11,0.11,0.14,0.14) (1/ 5) (0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) 1 (1,1,1,1)

Aggregetion 1 (0.15,0.15,0.16,0.16) (0.2,0.2,2.16,2.16) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) (0.53,0.53,0.53,0.53)
Accuracy E1 5.00 (5,5,5,5) (1/ 3) (0.33,0.33,0.33,0.33) 7 (7,7,7,7)

E2 5.00 (5,5,5,5) (1/ 3, 1) (0.33,0.33,1,1) 5 (5,5,5,5)
E3 (5, 7) (5,5,7,7) (1/ 3, 1) (0.33,0.33,1,1) (5,6,7) (5,6,6,7)

Aggregetion 1 (5,5,5.6,5.6) (0.33,0.33,0.8,0.8) (5.6,5.9,5.9,6.2)
Working Range E1 (3,5) (3,3,5,5) (3,5) (3,3,5,5)

E2 5 (5,5,5,5) (3, 4,5) (3,4,4,5)
E3 3 (3,3,3,3) 5 (5,5,5,5)

Aggregetion 1 (3.8,3.8,4.4,4.4) (3.6,4,4.6,5)
Usability E1 1 (1,1,1,1)

E2 (1/ 3, 1) (0.33,0.33,1,1)
E3 1.00 (1,1,1,1)

Aggregetion 1 (0.732,0.732,1,1)
Comfort Level E1

E2
E3

Aggregetion 1

Comfort LevelCost Size Weight Accuracy Working Range Usability

Table 2.3: Fuzzy pairwise comparisons for importance of the criteria 
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The experts’ preferences were transformed into fuzzy numbers, and fuzzy numbers were aggregated 

by using Equation 2.5 (see Table 2.5). 

To calculate the information content values of the alternatives, functional requirements were defined. 

For the design of smart clothing system, the functional requirements that must be satisfied and their 

fuzzy number are given as follows; 

 Power consumption of sensor and actuator alternatives must be at most low; (0, 0, 0.5) 

 Power generation of power supply alternatives must be at least high; (0.5, 1, 1) 

 Cost of alternatives must be at most medium;(0, 0, 0.75) 

 Size of  alternatives must be at most low; (0, 0, 0.5) 

 Weight of alternatives must be at most light; (0, 0, 0.5) 

 Accuracy of alternatives must be at least medium; (0.25, 1, 1) 

 Working range of alternatives must be medium; (0.25, 0.5, 0.75) 

 Usability of alternatives must be at least medium; (0.25, 1, 1) 

 Comfort level of alternatives must be at least medium; (0.25, 1, 1) 

By using Equation 2.8, information content values were obtained as in Table 2.6. Then, weighted 

information contents were calculated by using Equation 2.9 (see Table 2.7). 

2.2.4.4 Output phase 

According to weighted information contents (see Table 2.7), ultrasound, vibration, and chemical cells 

were selected as sensor, actuator, and power supply, respectively for our smart clothing system design. 

However, when the importance of the criteria was not taken into account, ultrasound, vibration, and 

mechanical energy would be the best options as seen in Table 2.6. This showed that mechanical 

energy was affected by the importance of the critera. Since, experts emphazised that chemical energy 

is better than mechanical energy in terms of accuracy criterion, chemical cells became important for 

our study. 

As a result, a chemical cell, which provides continuous and determined energy was selected as a 

power supply for our smart clothing system. Since ultrasound sensor alternative has more advantages 

than the other ones in terms of power, cost, size, weight and working range criteria, ultrasonic sensor 

was selected for our smart clothing system. Additionally, since vibration alternative has more 

advantages than the other alternatives in terms of cost, size, weight, accuracy and usability criteria, 

vibration motor was selected as an actuator for our smart clothing system. 
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    Power Cost Size Weight Accuracy Range Usability Comfort  
Alternatives E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3 

S
en

so
rs

 

Ultrasound L VL L VL VL L M VL L VLi JR VLi M M M M M M M M M F U U 

Laser H M H VH VH H VH M M JR Hv Hv H H VH VH VH VH M M H C F C 

Infrared M L M L L L M L L VLi JR Li M H H VL VL VL VL L L U U F 

A
ct

u
at

o
r Vibration L M M VL VL M VL VL L VLi VLi VLi H H M       VH H M U U F 

Audio H H M VL VL VL L VL VL VLi Li VLi M M M       H M M F U U 

Artifical muscle VL VL VL H H H M L L Li VLi VLi L M L       M L L C C F 

P
o

w
er

su
p
ly

 

Solar cells L L L L L M M L L Li Li Li L L L L L L L L M VC C VC 

Mechanical M M M L L L M M M Li Li Li L L M L M L L M L U U U 

Chemical H H H M H M VH M M Hv Hv Li VH H VH H VH H H VH M U U U 

Thermal energy VL VL VL L M H VL VL VL VLi VLi VLi VL VL VL VL VL VL VL L VL C F F 

    Power Cost Size Weight Accuracy Working Range Usability Comfort Level 

S
en

so
rs

 Ultrasound (0,0,15,0,42) (0,0,075,0,36) (0,075,0,225,0,495) (0,1,0,2,0,48) (0,25,0,5,0,75) (0,5174,0,5,0,75) (0,25,0,5,0,75) (0,075,0,325,0,575) 

Laser (0,4,0,65,0,9) (0,64,0,925,1) (0,385,0,65,0,825) (0,425,0,675,0,925) (0,56,0,825,1) (0,5211,1,1) (0,325,0,575,0,825) (0,4,0,65,0,9) 

Infrared (0,15,0,4,0,65) (0,0,25,0,5) (0,075,0,325,0,575) (0,1,0,275,0,54) (0,425,0,675,0,925) (0,0,0,3) (0,0,175,0,44) (0,075,0,325,0,575) 

A
ct

u
at

o
r Vibration (0,175,0,425,0,675) (0,075,0,15,0,435) (0,0,075,0,36) (0,0,0,3) (0,425,0,675,0,925) (0,485,0,75,0,925) (0,075,0,325,0,575) 

Audio (0,425,0,675,0,925) (0,0,0,3) (0,0,075,0,36) (0,0,1,0,38) (0,25,0,5,0,75) 
 

(0,325,0,575,0,825) (0,075,0,325,0,575) 

Artifical muscle (0,0,0,3) (0,5,0,75,1) (0,075,0,325,0,575) (0,0,075,0,36) (0,1,0,35,0,6) 
 

(0,075,0,325,0,575) (0,425,0,675,0,925) 

P
o

w
er

su
p
ly

 Solar cells (0,0,25,0,5) (0,075,0,325,0,575) (0,075,0,325,0,575) (0,0,25,0,5) (0,0,25,0,5) (0,5396,0,25,0,5) (0,075,0,325,0,575) (0,62,0,9,1) 

Mechanical (0,25,0,5,0,75) (0,0,25,0,5) (0,25,0,5,0,75) (0,0,25,0,5) (0,075,0,325,0,575) (0,5433,0,35,0,6) (0,1,0,35,0,6) (0,0,25,0,5) 

Chemical (0,5,0,75,1) (0,35,0,6,0,85) (0,385,0,65,0,825) (0,35,0,6,0,85) (0,62,0,9,1) (0,52,0,85,1) (0,505,0,775,0,925) (0,0,25,0,5) 

Thermal energy (0,0,0,3) (0,25,0,5,0,75) (0,0,0,3) (0,0,0,3) (0,0,0,3) (0,0,0,3) (0,0,1,0,38) (0,325,0,575,0,825) 

 

 

 

Table 2.4: Experts’ preferences 

 

Table 2.5: Aggregated fuzzy numbers for experts’ preferences 
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Power Cost Size Weight Accuracy Working Range Usability Comfort Level Total  

S
en

so
rs

 

Ultrasound 0,24 0,02 0,63 0,52 1,00 0,00 1,00 2,20 
5,61 

Laser 5,23 4,95 4,79 6,26 0,10 2,73 0,63 0,41 
25,09 

Infrared 1,61 0,19 1,09 0,90 0,33 6,04 3,62 2,20 
15,99 

A
ct

u
at

o
r Vibration 1,87 0,09 0,07 0,00 0,33 

 
0,21 2,20 

4,78 

Audio 6,26 0,00 0,07 0,11 1,00 

 

0,63 2,20 
10,27 

Artifical muscle 0,00 3,00 1,09 0,07 2,03 

 

2,20 0,33 
8,72 

P
o

w
er

su
p

ly
 

Solar cells Inf 0,35 1,09 0,58 3,00 0,38 2,20 0,04 
Ġnf 

Mechanical 2,58 0,19 2,58 0,58 2,20 0,16 2,03 3,00 
13,33 

Chemical 0,58 1,64 4,79 4,06 0,04 2,40 0,17 3,00 
16,68 

Thermal energy Inf 1,00 0,00 0,00 6,98 6,04 4,53 0,63 
Ġnf 

 
Table 2.7: Weighted information contents 

 
 

Power Cost Size Weight Accuracy Working Range Usability Comfort Level Total I 

S
en

so
rs

 

Ultrasound 0,01 0,00 0,06 0,04 0,32 0,00 0,17 0,26 0,86 

Laser 0,26 0,10 0,43 0,44 0,03 0,41 0,11 0,05 1,83 

Infrared 0,08 0,00 0,10 0,06 0,11 0,91 0,62 0,26 2,14 

A
ct

u
at

o
r Vibration 0,09 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,11 

 

0,04 0,26 0,51 

Audio 0,31 0,00 0,01 0,01 0,32 

 

0,11 0,26 1,02 

Artifical muscle 0,00 0,06 0,10 0,01 0,65 
 

0,37 0,04 1,23 

P
o

w
er

 s
u

p
ly

 

Solar cells Inf 0,01 0,10 0,04 0,96 0,06 0,37 0,00 Inf 

Mechanical 0,13 0,00 0,23 0,04 0,70 0,02 0,34 0,36 1,84 

Chemical 0,03 0,03 0,43 0,28 0,01 0,36 0,03 0,36 1,54 

Thermal energy Inf 0,02 0,00 0,00 2,23 0,91 0,77 0,08 Inf 

 

Table 2.6: Information content values 
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2.2.5. Conclusion 

An algorithm based on fuzzy AHP and fuzzy information axiom was presented to determine electronic 

components for the design of smart clothing system. In the scope of the study, sensor, actuator and 

power supply components of the smart clothing system were taken into consideration. First, criteria 

and the importance of the criteria were determined for the evaluation procedure. In order to obtain 

importance, fuzzy AHP proposed by Zeng et al. (2007) was used [202]. Then, alternatives of the 

components in industry and literature were determined and an expert team consisting of three 

engineers was set up. Then, the functional requirements for the smart clothing system design were 

defined. The linguistic evaluations of the experts for the alternatives under the defined criteria were 

processed with fuzzy information axiom methodology with respect to defined functional requirements. 

According to the results, the accuracy criterion was thought to be the most important among all 

criteria, while cost was the least.  Finally, ultrasonic sensor, vibration motor, and chemical cell were 

selected as the best alternatives for the proposed smart clothing system design as a sensor, actuator and 

power supply, respectively.    

2.3 Adaptation of sensor methodology to textile structure 

2.3.1. Introduction 

According to results mentioned in Section 2.2, firstly, types of ultrasonic sensors were investigated 

due to the aim of the study. Then, ultrasonic sensor was chosen according to criteria identified earlier. 

In order to integrate ultrasonic sensor to textile structure, types of conductive yarns were also 

investigated and realized. Therefore, in this section, the integration of sensor methodology to textile 

structure was briefly explained with respect to smart clothing system. 

2.3.2. Materials 

2.3.2.1 Characteristics of ultrasonic sensor 

Towards our aim, in order to select ultrasonic sensor, following criteria should be considered: 

 Criterion 1: Dimension of sensor should be as small as possible. 

 Criterion 2: Ranging distance of sensor should be between the ranges of 0.2m-6m for 

identifying objects in front of the user.  

 Criterion 3: Interface of sensor should satisfy analog voltage as output for easy programming, 

and pulse width output for obtaining digital measurement. 
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 Criterion 4: Voltage requirements of sensor should be around 5V because of microcontroller 

and actuator’s working constraints.  

 Criterion 5: Beam pattern of sensor should be as narrow as possible.  To detect objects in front 

of the user along walking direction, beam angle should not be expanded so much to the 

environment in order not to misguide the user. 

Considering Appendix-A1, Table 2.8 shows the comparison of ultrasonic sensor types. In the table, the 

sign (+) shows that related sensor meets criterion requirement, whereas sign (-) shows that it does not 

meet the criterion requirement. As a result, since Maxbotic Inc. Max Sonar-EZ type matches with our 

requirements, it was chosen in the scope of this study. 

LV-MaxSonar ®-EZ3™ (MaxBotix) has small dimensions and low power requirements, 2.5V to 5.5V 

supply with low (2mA) typical current draw [204]. Fig. 2.5 shows the ultrasonic sensor with its 

dimensions. These dimensions were taken into account during the insertion of conductive yarns to 

textile structure. The detection capability of this sensor ranges between 6 to 254 inches [see Appendix-

A2].   

 
 

Fig. 2.5:  Overview of ultrasonic sensor and its dimensions [204] 

2.3.2.2 Characteristics of conductive yarns 

Different conductive yarns were studied to integrate ultrasonic sensor to textile structure in order to 

compare system performance. Therefore, five different conductive yarns with different linear 

resistances were used to form electrical circuits in woven fabric samples.  

The details of the conductive yarns used in our research are summarized in Table 2.9. Additionally, 

polyester yarn was used to form electrical insulation in the structure.   

Table 2.8: Comparison of ultrasonic sensor types 

Ultrasonic Sensors 

Type 

Dimensions Ranging 

Distance 

Interface Power 

Requirements 

Beam Pattern 

Maxbotix MaxSonar-EZ + + + + + 

Devantec SRF04 - - - - - 

Devantec  SRF05 - - - + - 

Devantec SRF08 - + - - - 

Devantec SRF10 - + - - - 

Devantec SRF235 - - - - + 

Devantec SRF02 + + - + - 
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Sample no Role of yarn in fabric Material type Yarn count Linear 

resistance 

 Non-conductive Yarn Polyester Microfiber  330dtex - 

1 Conductive Yarn 100% Stainless Steel 260  2-ply tex <15ohm/m 

2 Conductive Yarn Silver Plated Nylon 66-4 ply 312/34f  4-ply dtex <50ohm/m 

3 Conductive Yarn Silver Plated Nylon 66-2 ply 140/17f  2-ply dtex <230ohm/m 

4 Conductive Yarn Silver Plated Nylon 66 312/34f  dtex <240ohm/m 

5 Conductive Yarn Insulated Copper Yarn  144tex <10ohm/m 

Electrical resistivity () is a measure of how strongly a material shows resistance to the flow of 

electric current. The SI unit of electrical resistivity is the ohm metre [Ωm]. Electrical conductivity is 

the reciprocal quantity of electrical resistivity. Its SI unit is siemens per metre (Sm
-1

).  

In our study, to measure the conductivity of yarns, TTi 1906 computing multimeter was used. Both the 

electrical resistivity and linear resistance of yarns were calculated in ohm meter (Ωm) and ohm per 

meter (Ω/m), respectively. For instance; Table 2.10 shows the conductivity calculations for yarn 

sample 2 (silver plated nylon 66-4 ply). 

By using length and measured resistance values, Fig. 2.6 was obtained. According to Equation seen on 

the graph (see Fig. 2.6), resistance of the multimeter circuit was identified as 0.74 Ω. 

Table 2.10: Conductivity calculations for yarn sample 2 

Measurement 

no Length(cm) 

Measured 

Resistance-

R(Ω) 

Resistance 

of Circuit-

Rc (Ω) R-Rc (Ω) 

Resistivity 

Ωcm 

1 1 1,3 0,74 0,56 0,000703 

2 2 1,8 0,74 1,06 0,000666 

3 3 2,2 0,74 1,46 0,000611 

4 4 2,7 0,74 1,96 0,000615 

5 5 3,1 0,74 2,36 0,000593 

6 6 3,6 0,74 2,86 0,000599 

7 7 4,2 0,74 3,46 0,000621 

8 8 4,7 0,74 3,96 0,000622 

9 9 5,1 0,74 4,36 0,000608 

10 10 5,6 0,74 4,86 0,00061 

11 11 6,2 0,74 5,46 0,000623 

12 12 6,7 0,74 5,96 0,000624 

13 13 7,2 0,74 6,46 0,000624 

14 14 7,6 0,74 6,86 0,000615 

15 15 8,1 0,74 7,36 0,000616 

    
average 0,000623 

Then, resistivity values were calculated by using following equation: 

R Rc
A

l



  (2.11) 

where, 

Table 2.9: Characteristics of yarns for integration of ultrasonic sensor 
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l is the length of the piece of material (measured in meters, m) 

A is the cross-sectional area of the yarn (measured in square meters, m²). 

 

Fig. 2.6: Linear resistance graph of sample 2 (Silver Plated Nylon 66-4 ply) 

2.3.3. Design of woven fabric structure  

To prevent formation of short circuits, conductive yarns were hidden into structure. A fabric structure 

was considered as a double-woven fabric, and conductive yarns were placed in the middle layer of the 

structure. A double woven cloth containing weft stuffer yarns was woven with polyester yarns on an 

ARM loom (see Fig. 2.7b). The set of warp yarns of upper layer was linked to the set of weft yarns 

from bottom layer and thus, two layers were held together. A four-harness satin weave was chosen for 

both layers. Fig. 2.7a shows the diagram representing the drawdown, threading and lift-plan of the 

double-woven cloth. The design process was created by using Pointcarre Textile Software ® [205]. 

3D-graphical representation of the woven fabric structure (TexGen software ® [206]) is shown in Fig. 

2.8.  
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Fig. 2.7:  a) The draft for double-woven cloth with weft stuffers and conductive yarn position b) fabric 

on the loom 
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Conductive 

yarn

 
Fig. 2.8: 3D representation of the double-woven cloth (TexGen software®) 

2.3.4. Integration of ultrasonic sensor  

In our research, to measure the signal quality and beam pattern of sensor, single ultrasonic sensor 

integrated to textile structure was used. However, our other experiments showed that obstacle 

detection required multi-connection of sensors. Since the number of insertion of conductive yarns 

changes according to connection procedure, integration of single sensor and multi connected sensors 

was presented separately.   

2.3.4.1 Integration of single ultrasonic sensor 

For single sensor measurements, only analog voltage output was used. Therefore, to integrate single 

sensor to textile structure, three electrical connection points that are Ground, Voltage (Vcc) and 

Analog Voltage at  specified distances (see Fig. 2.5), were taken into account.  

During the weaving process, some of polyester weft stuffers were replaced with conductive yarns at 

the distances required by sonar sensor’s technical data book [204]. The conductive yarns were 

positioned in the middle of the fabric and they had a straight trajectory without crimp. Thus, in each 

sample the same conductive yarn was used three times in weft direction at desired distances to satisfy 

three electrical connection points. Finally, for signal quality experiments, five different samples 

including five different conductive yarns with the same fabric design were produced (see Fig. 2.9).  

 

Fig. 2.9: Samples 
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Final sample corresponding sensor’s connection points is shown in Fig. 2.10. As seen in the figure, the 

conductive yarns are in grey color in the middle part of fabric and non-conductive polyester 

microfibers are in white color. Conductive yarns were placed in order to match Ground, Voltage (Vcc) 

and Analog Voltage Output pins. Furthermore, to construct electrical circuit and to connect sensor 

with fabric, loops were formed among conductive yarns, and snap fasteners were sewn onto these 

loops.  

Conductive yarn

Conductive yarn

Conductive yarn

2.54mm

7.62mm

 

 

Fig. 2.10: a) Sample overview: conductive yarns corresponding to sensor ground, Vcc and analog 

voltage output points 

2.3.4.2 Integration of multi-connected ultrasonic sensors 

According to our objective, to detect obstacles it is necessary to work with several sensors. Therefore, 

we performed our obstacle detection experiments by using multi-connected sensors integrated to 

textile structure. Before giving the integration procedure of multi-connected sensors, it is necessary to 

define multi connection procedure of sensors at first.  

In order to work with multi-sensors, sensors should be chained together as shown in Fig. 2.11.  

Therefore, to keep running and constantly loop sensors, mainly three things were done: 

Firstly, a resistor 1K  was added between the last sensor's TX back to the RX of the first sensor. 

Secondly, BW pin was pulled high. Thirdly, to "kick start" sensors; the RX pin on the first sensor was 

pulled high for at least 20 S . This lets the microcontroller return its pin to a high impedance state so 

that the next time around the TX output from the last sensor made its way to the RX of the first sensor. 

Thus, all of the sensors in the chain run in sequence. This "ring of sensors" cycle around and around 

provided constantly maintaining the validity of their analog values.   
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Fig. 2.11: Chaining of ultrasonic sensors [204] 

Within this concept the most recent range reading was always ready to be read on the analog voltage 

pin, so once the chain in continuous mode, the values at any time are read. Fig. 2.12 shows the 

MATLAB file for sensors constantly looping. As summarized above, BW pin of sensors was pulled to 

high, which corresponds to Analog output of DAQ (Data Acquisition) Card with constant value of 5 

voltage. RX pin also was pulled high with step function, which corresponds to Analog output1 of 

DAQ Card, for 20µS with initial value of 5 volts.  

After brief explanation of multi-sensor connection procedure, integration procedure of multi-

connected sensors is defined as follow: 

 

Fig. 2.12: MATLAB file for sensors constantly looping 

As presented above, to integrate multi-connected sensors to textile structure, it was necessary to use 

Voltage, Ground, AN, TX, RX and BW pins of the sensor. Therefore, six electrical connection points 

(Voltage, Ground, AN, TX, RX and BW pins) at specified distances (see Fig. 2.5), were taken into 

account.  

0 .00002=20 S  
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Similar to single sensor integration, during the weaving process, some of polyester weft stuffers were 

replaced with conductive yarns at the distances required by sonar sensor’s technical data book [204].  

Thus, in each sample the conductive yarn was used six times in weft direction at desired distances to 

satisfy six electrical connection points. 

To construct electrical circuit and to connect sensor with fabric, loops were formed among conductive 

yarns, and snap fasteners were sewn onto these loops. Final sample corresponding sensor’s connection 

points is shown in Fig. 2.13. As seen in the figure, the conductive yarns are in grey color in the middle 

part of fabric and non-conductive polyester microfibers are in white color.  

 

Fig. 2.13: Sample overview: conductive yarns corresponding to sensor ground, Vcc, TX, RX, analog 

voltage, and BW output points 

2.3.5. Conclusion 

In this section, ultrasonic sensor integration methodology to textile structure was studied. It was 

observed that single sensor and multi sensors integration procedure varied with sensors’ connection 

technique. 

2.4 Adaptation of actuator methodology to textile structures 

2.4.1. Introduction 

Towards the objective of the study, vibrotactile feedback was chosen in order to guide visually 

impaired people. Therefore, according to results in Section 2.2, vibration motors to be used as 

actuators were investigated. Considering clothing system requirements and ultrasonic sensor power 

requirements, type of vibration motor was selected.  
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In order to investigate vibrotactile perception, two different fabric structures with two different 

conductive yarns were produced.  In this part, the integration of vibration motor to textile structure 

was briefly explained with respect to smart clothing system. 

2.4.2. Materials 

2.4.2.1 Characteristics of vibration motor 

In this research, Arduino LilyPad Vibe Board® vibration motor was used as an actuator to ensure 

vibrotactile sensation due to its small dimensions, low power requirement and easy implementation. 

Fig. 2.14 shows the vibration motor with its properties.  

 

 

 

Fig. 2.14: Arduino LilyPad Vibe Board® [207] 

2.4.2.2 Characteristics of conductive yarns 

Two different conductive yarns were used to form electric circuits in the structure in order to integrate 

the vibration motors to textile structures.  

Since silver plated nylon yarns show the best compromise between the signal quality and textile 

properties e.g. handle, stable and elastic, easy to weave, easy to integrate sensor etc.; they were chosen 

to form electric circuits. Table 2.11 shows the characteristics of yarns used for integration of vibration 

motor. Two conductive yarns with different linear resistances were taken into account to evaluate their 

performances on the resulting vibrotactile perception level.   

Role of yarn in fabric Material type Yarn count Linear resistance 

Non-conductive Yarn 100% Acrylic 24x2 tex - 

Conductive Yarn Silver Plated Nylon 66-4 ply 312/34f  4-ply dtex <50 ohm/m 

Conductive Yarn Silver Plated Nylon 66 312/34f  dtex <240 ohm/m 

2.4.3. Formation of e-textile structures 

To prevent short circuits, the woven fabric sample was designed as a double-woven structure as 

mentioned in Section 2.3   (see Fig. 2.8),  and a knitted fabric sample was designed using lay-in 

technique with the stitch density of 1×1 rib . The model of the knitted structure is seen in Fig. 2.15. 

Thus, conductive yarns were hidden in the middle layer of both woven and knitted fabrics.  

 

20 mm outer diameter 

Thin, 0.8 mm PCB 

0.002 kg 

Max Applied Voltage: 5.5 V 

 

Table 2.11: Characteristics of yarns for integration of vibration motor  
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Double-woven fabric and 1x1 rib fabric samples were produced by using handloom weaving machine 

and handloom flat knitting machine, respectively. 

 

Fig. 2.15: 3D representation of the 1x1 rib fabric 

2.4.4. Integration of vibration motor 

During the production of samples, loops were formed among conductive yarns and then, snap 

fasteners were sewn onto these loops.  

Thus, the connection of vibration motor to textile structure was provided by these loops. Eventually, 

signals were transmitted to vibration motor passing through conductive yarns via snap fasteners. Fig. 

2.16 shows the samples that were produced and Table 2.12 shows the physical characteristics of 

samples. In order to optimize the fabric pressure effect on the skin, the weights of samples were 

adjusted approximately to the same value.  

 

Fig. 2.16: Samples 

 

 

Conductive yarn 
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 Sample 

1 

Sample  

2 

Sample  

3 
Sample 4 

Weight 5.184 g 4.819 g 5.194 g 4.836 g 

Length 19 cm 19 cm 14 cm 14 cm 

Width 4 cm 4 cm 4 cm 4 cm 

|d|  

(distance between snap 

fastener-vibration motor) 

4 cm 4 cm 4 cm 4 cm 

2.4.5. Conclusion 

Since vibration motion was chosen as a guidance alert in smart clothing concept, vibration motors 

were investigated and selected for the proposed system. To evaluate vibration effect in terms of 

vibrotactile perception, two different fabric structures with two different conductive yarns were 

produced. Then the vibration motors were integrated to fabric structures. In this part, a brief 

explanation about integration of vibration motors to textile structure was given. 

Table 2.12: Physical characteristic of samples 
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System analysis & results for e-textile architecture 

 

 

 

3.1 Analysis on signal quality of ultrasonic sensor 

3.1.1 Introduction 

The main function of ultrasonic sensor is to detect obstacles and to measure the distance to obstacle 

through reflected sound waves. In sonar systems, electrical impulse is converted into sound waves, 

and the echoes of reflected sound waves are picked up by the sonar equipment. Thus, in ultrasonic 

sensor system, the distance to an object is identified by the measurement of the time from transmission 

of a pulse to reception, and performance of the system is analyzed according to detection capabilities 

and signal accuracy.  

In this part, in order to find the influence of conductive yarn type for our smart clothing system, 

conductive yarns on the performance of ultrasonic sensor integrated to textile structure were 

investigated and discussed. The performance of ultrasonic sensors was tested in terms of signal quality 

by using five different conductive yarns used as transmission lines in three different configurations 

regarding disturbances. 

3.1.2 Experimental 

In this part, the produced samples described in Section 2.3. (see Fig. 2.9) were used. 

3.1.2.1 Measurement set up 

As seen in Fig. 3.1, in order to evaluate performance of integrated sensor, Textronix®TDS 210 scope 

was used. Textile circuit was connected to oscilloscope from VAN snap fastener. Vcc snap fastener 
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(Feeding voltage) and GND snap fastener was connected to power supply. Since the working range of 

sensor is between 2.5 V-5.5 V, 5 V (Voltage) was fed to Vcc snap fastener.   

Test sample

Oscilloscope

Power supply

Oscilloscope Test Leads 

Cables 
 

 

Fig. 3.1: Electrical circuit of integrated ultrasonic sensor and experimental set up 

3.1.2.2 Measurement procedure 

In order to observe disturbances effect, measurements were conducted in three different cases using an 

obstacle above the height of 20 cm as seen in Fig. 3.2. In the first case, ultrasonic sensor fabric sample 

was only tested using an obstacle. In the second and third cases, mobile phones were used in order to 

disturb measurements, and simulate real conditions of the sonars utilization. They were placed 

vertically and horizontally according to test sample at the same distance of 10 cm. During the 2
nd

 and 

3
rd

 case, to observe if there is any differences between calling and non-calling situations, phones were 

subjected to ring. As a result, in order to present the performance of ultrasonic sensor and to show the 

effect of yarn type on the signal quality of the sensor, samples woven with five different conductive 

yarns were tested in three different cases, and situations as summarized in Table 3.1.    

10cm 10cm

2
0

c
m

Without phone

2
0

c
m

2
0
c
m

2
0

c
m

Test sample

2
0

c
m

With phone in horizantal direction With phone in vertical direction

I IIIII

Test sample
10cm

10cm

Test sample

 
Fig. 3.2: Measurement configurations 

 

Cases Situation 

I. Without Phone 
- 

- 

II. With Phone in vertical direction 
Calling 

No calling (standby) 

III. With Phone in horizontal direction 
Calling 

No calling (standby) 

Table 3.1: Cases for measurement procedure 
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3.1.2.3 Noise level identification 

The noise level (unwanted signal) and noise amplitude was determined by the signal processing in 

MATLAB.  The signal to noise ratio (SNR) was estimated by calculating the ratio of signal power to 

noise power as described below: 

signal

noise

P
SNR

P
  

(3.1) 

Since signal and noise were measured in the same impedance, the SNR was obtained by calculating 

the square of the amplitude ratio, where A is root mean square (RMS) amplitude. 

2

signal

noise

A
SNR

A

 
  
 

 (3.2) 

Generally, SNRs expressed in logarithmic decibel scale.  Therefore, in order to quantify signal quality 

of each sample, dBSNR value of each sample was calculated by using following equations [208]. 
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(3.3) 

 

(3.4) 

3.1.3 Results 

A random fluctuation in an electrical signal is called an electronic noise. The level of noise, which is 

the level of unwanted alteration of the signal waveform, gives an idea about the signal quality [209]. 

In our case study due to the material characteristics, conductive yarns woven so close to each other 

create an undesired effect on themselves when they are transmitting signals. Thus, they are acting as a 

noise sources between each other creating crosstalk [110]. For instance in Fig. 3.3, the noisy signal 

recorded by sample 3 woven with silver-plated nylon 66-2 ply yarn  can be easily noticed. 

Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 show the comparison of signals and SNRs during the sensor measurement 

without using mobile phones, respectively. From a first visual examination, it is possible to notice that 

there is significant difference between the morphology of signals. Samples woven with 100% stainless 

steel, silver plated nylon 66-4 ply yarn, and insulated copper yarn, which have linear resistance of <15 

ohm/m, <50 ohm/m, <10 ohm/m respectively, showed better signal quality than samples woven with 
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silver plated nylon 66-2 ply yarn and silver plated nylon 66 yarn with a linear resistance of <230 

ohm/m and <240 ohm/m, respectively (see Fig. 3.4). 

V
o
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Fig. 3.3: Signal recorded by  sample 3 woven with silver-plated nylon 66-2 ply   yarn during the 

sensor measurement with case I (without phone ) 

Furthermore; as seen in Fig.  3.5, SNR values of samples woven with 100% stainless steel (29.11), 

silver plated nylon 66-4 ply yarn (29.37) and insulated copper yarn (29.38) were higher than samples 

woven with silver plated nylon 66-2 ply yarn (27.77) and silver plated nylon 66 yarn (27.92). SNR 

values of samples also explained that the signal qualities of sample 1, sample 2 and sample 5 were 

better than sample 3 and sample 4. These differences in signal quality permitted us to state that as the 

linear resistance of yarn increases noise level increases also. 

Sample 1

Sample 5

Sample 4

Sample 3

Sample 2

 
Fig. 3.4: Comparison of signals during the sensor measurement with case I (without phone) 
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Furthermore, it was clearly identifiable that there was no significant difference between the 

morphology of the signals obtained by samples woven with 100% stainless steel and silver plated 

nylon 66-4 ply yarn. In addition, it was noticed that sample woven with insulated copper yarn showed 

better signal quality than others.  

 
 

Fig. 3.5: Comparison of SNRs during the sensor measurement with case I (without phone) 

In order to check if the calling situation influences performance of sensor due to the direction, phones 

were subjected to ring, and replaced in different positions according to sensor range. Figs. 3.6-3.8 

show comparison of signals and SNRs during calling situation in vertical and horizontal position. As it 

can be seen from the figures, when phones were replaced in vertical position (see case II-Fig. 3.2), 

calling situation presented a significant effect on the signal performance whereas it has no significant 

effect when the phones were replaced in horizontal position. Different peaks can be clearly observed 

from the Fig. 3.6 during the calling situation in vertical position. 

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 5

Sample 4

Sample 3

 
Fig. 3.6:  Comparison of signals during the sensor measurement with case II (with phone vertical 

direction during calling) 
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Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 5

Sample 4

Sample 3

 
Fig. 3.7:  Comparison of signals during the sensor measurement with case III (with phone horizontal 

direction during calling) 

Moreover, with reference to Fig. 3.8, SNR value of each sample decreased during calling situation in 

vertical position. This phenomenon can be linked to the working range of sensor. Therefore, it should 

be outlined that if the sensor’s beam is parallel to the position of calling situation, it may cause a 

decrease in signal quality. Despite this phenomenon, sample woven with insulated copper yarn also 

showed good signal quality once again. 

Additionally, in order to distinguish if there is any difference between horizontal and vertical position 

during standby situation, samples were tested. Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 show the comparison of signals in 

horizontal and vertical direction, when the phones were subjected to standby situation, respectively. 

With reference to Fig. 3.9-3.10, from a first visual examination, it can be noticed that, standby 

situation of phones has no considerable effect on the signal quality of sensor due to the direction.   

 
 

Fig. 3.8:  Comparison of SNRs during the sensor measurement with case II and III (with phone 

horizontal and vertical direction during calling) 
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Even if the morphology of signals seems similar between vertical and horizontal direction, a slight 

decrease was seen in the SNR value of each sample when the phones were replaced in vertical 

direction rather than horizontal direction (see Fig. 3.11). 

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 5

Sample 4

Sample 3

 
Fig. 3.9:  Comparison of signals during the sensor measurement with case II (with phone in horizontal 

position during standby) 

Hence, this proofs that if the working range of sensor is parallel to the position of standby situation, it 

may also cause a slight decrease in signal quality. 

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 5

Sample 4

Sample 3

 
Fig. 3.10:  Comparison of signals during the sensor measurement with case II  (with phone in vertical 

position during standby) 

Fig. 3.12 shows the change in SNRs according to situations. In this figure, codes were arranged 

according to details of cases. “wp” indicates with phone, “H” indicates horizontal position, “V” 

indicates vertical position and “woutp” indicates without phone . As seen in the figure, a change 

occurs apparently in vertical position during calling. 
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Fig. 3.11:  Comparison of SNRs during the sensor measurement with case II and III (with phone in 

horizontal and vertical position during standby) 

It is found that the change in SNR value of sample 4 (silver plated nylon 66 yarn with a linear 

resistance of <240 ohm/m) was extremely high; on the other hand change in SNR value of sample 5 

(insulated copper yarn with a linear resistance of <10 ohm/m) was low in vertical position during 

calling. The changes in rank from higher to lower are sample 4, sample 3, sample 2, sample 1, and 

sample 5, respectively.  These results can be attributed to the conductivity of yarns and working range 

of sensors as mentioned above.  

From Fig. 3.12, it is possible to notice that when the linear resistance increases, change in SNRs 

increases also. Therefore, it can be concluded that the change in SNRs is proportional with linear 

resistance of yarns. This means when the conductivity of yarn increases, the noise level decreases, 

resulting in better signal quality. 

 
 

Fig. 3.12:  Change in SNRs  according to situations 
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3.1.4 Conclusion 

In this part, the performance of ultrasonic sensor integrated to textile structure was analyzed and 

discussed by using five different conductive yarns in different cases. In order to measure signal quality 

of ultrasonic sensor, measurements were performed in three different configurations of disturbances: 

without using phones, with phones in vertical and horizontal directions, during the calling and standby 

situations. 

The results reported that linear resistance of conductive yarns affects the signal quality of sensors. It 

was found that when the linear resistance increases, noise level increases and signal quality decreases. 

According to our results, insulated copper yarn showed the best signal quality. Nevertheless, our 

experiences showed that silver plated nylon 66-4ply yarn achieve the best compromise between signal 

quality and preserving textile properties e.g. handle, stable and elastic, easy to weave, easy to integrate 

sensor etc. Another result issued was that the direction of calling and standby situation has an 

important effect on the signal quality of sensor and it gives us an idea about their working range. 

Therefore, it should be noted that the working range (beam) of sensor is noise sensitive.  

3.2 Analysis of the Beam Pattern of Ultrasonic Sensor 

3.2.1 Introduction 

In order to detect obstacles in front of the user, first the detection capability of our sensor should be 

known. Therefore, in this part the detection angle and capability of ultrasonic sensor were analyzed. 

By this way, the beam pattern of the ultrasonic sensor was presented related to identified object and 

compared with the actual one given in sensor’s datasheet in order to test the efficiency of the proposed 

method of detection. 

To do this, according to results of Section 3.1, single  ultrasonic sensor integrated to textile structure 

with silver plated nylon 66-4 ply yarn  having linear resistance of <50 ohm/m was tested for detection 

of obstacles. An electronic circuit was designed with PIC 16F877 microcontroller unit used to convert 

and record measured signal to meaningful data. 

3.2.2 Experimental 

3.2.2.1 Distance and object direction measurement by ultrasonic sensor 

An ultrasonic sensor wave is a sound speed of about c=344 m/s in 20 Cº at sea level. Distance 

measurement in ultrasonic sensor is based on the “time of flight” principle (TOF) [210]. That means, 
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the distance to an object is identified by the measurement of the time from transmission of a pulse to 

reception. In other words, the distance (L) to an object is calculated by Equation (4.5) (t: arrival time 

after reflection) [211]. 

L=c*t/2 (m) (3.5) 

However, there is a difficulty in measuring the azimuth of an object by using a single ultrasonic 

sensor. Fig. 3.13 shows a drawing of the geometrical relationship in measuring azimuth of objects 

where they are vertically arranged at the same distances to a sensor. Let us define O1, O2, O3 and O4 as 

objects and L1, L2, L3, and L4 as the distances measured respectively from the objects O1, O2, O3 and 

O4. The azimuth of objects can be expressed by using triangle rule as following:   

For object 2: 
1 1

12

2

cos
L

L
   

  
 

 (3.6) 

For object 3: 
1 1

13

3

cos
L

L
   

  
 

 (3.7) 

Since object 4 is outside of the sensor’s detection range, the azimuth value of this object cannot be 

determined by sensor. 

Due to known facts explained above, in our experiments, only the measured distances to an object was 

taken into account by considering triangular rule. The object either is detected by the sensor or not was 

noted, and if it is detected then the measured distance was taken. 

 
 

Fig. 3.13: Geometrical relationship in measuring azimuth of objects  
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3.2.2.2 Measurement set up 

Measurements were performed using TekoPIC Programming Experimental Set Kit as shown in Fig. 

3.14. Our system consisted of power supply, ultrasonic sensor integrated to textile structure, 

microcontroller and a LCD panel.  

To control the system 16F877 peripheral interface microcontroller was used. Its code was written in 

the PIC C language by using MPLAB®IDE software and then, to compile HI-TECH C® Compiler 

was used. Since our ultrasonic sensor analog voltage output works with a scaling factor of Vcc/512 per 

inch that means a supply of 5V yields ~9.8 mV/inch (5V/512 9.8 mV) whereas 3V (3V/512 5.8 

mV) yields 5.8 mV/inch, programming was done according to this information [204]. LCD screen was 

used to display the distance values to an object.  

The block diagram of system is shown in Figure 3.14b. Once the sensor was triggered, ultrasound 

waves transmitted and if any object was presented within working range, ultrasound waves reflected 

back. In that system, a counter using 40 KHz clock frequency measured the time taken by sensor from 

transmission of a pulse to reception.  

By using this control system, the detection capability of our sensor was measured within the working 

range of 50 cm to 2.5 meter. 

 
 

Fig. 3.14: (a) Experiment set-up    (b) Block diagram of system 

3.2.2.3 Measurement procedure 

To determine the beam pattern of ultrasonic sensor, experiments were conducted as shown in Fig. 3.15 

by using proposed measurement set-up above. First, consider the ultrasonic sensor is positioned at 

(0,0) and to detect the border of working range, object is positioned to a distance starting from (0, 50) 
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to (x, 250) in cm. Measurements were repeated in every 5 cm starting from 50 cm to 250 cm of y-axis. 

Then, the actual position of object at the border of working range was compared with the one 

measured by the sensor.  

 
Fig. 3.15:  Experimental procedure to determine border of sensor  working range  

3.2.3 Results 

Table 3.2 shows the comparison of actual distance and measured distance to an object. According to 

this table results, beam pattern of ultrasonic sensor integrated to textile structure was determined as 

seen in Fig. 3.16. Furthermore, determined beam pattern of sensor was compared with the sensor’s 

beam pattern in its datasheet (Fig. 3.16b). It is clear from the figure that the beam pattern that we 

determined in our study is similar to the sensor’s beam pattern given in its datasheet [204]. 

 
 

Fig. 3.16:  a) Determined beam pattern of ultrasonic sensor integrated to the woven fabric b) Beam 

pattern of sensor according to its datasheet [204] 

Furthermore, achieved results showed that the error between actual distance and measured distance 

increases as the distance to an object increases. If the object is in the range of 50 and 100cm, the error 
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will be 0-5 % and if the object is in the range of 200 to 250cm, then the error will increase with 13-15 

% (see Fig. 3.17).  
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Fig. 3.17: Error differentiation between actual and measured distance 

Table 3.2: Results of experiments at the border of working range of sensor in one direction  
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3.2.4 Conclusion 

In this part, detection capability of sensor was analyzed. To observe the detection capability of sensor 

in an environment, objects were placed in front of the sensor in various positions. Measurements were 

performed by using single ultrasonic sensor that was integrated to fabric. Fabric was connected to a 

control system that includes power supply, microcontroller and LCD panel. By using this system, the 

beam pattern of sensor was determined.  

The achieved results showed that the determined beam pattern matches with the actual one given in its 

datasheet. Therefore, it can be concluded that the integration of sensor was successful. Nevertheless, 

according to our results it should be noted that as the distance to an object increases measurement 

error increases. Thus to get right results through completely smart clothing system, some coefficients 

could be added into final programming language considering the errors due to the distance ranges. 

3.3 Analysis of Obstacle Detection with Multi-Connected 

Ultrasonic Sensors 

3.3.1 Introduction 

In order to find required number of sensors for obstacle avoidance algorithm of smart clothing system, 

various scenarios were developed by using various numbers of sensors. At first in developed 

scenarios, sensors were connected by using electrical wires, and then the suitable scenarios were 

chosen to be tested within textile structure. Moreover, considering the detection capability of single 

sensor which was found before as approximately changes between -30 cm to 30 cm of x-axis, four 

sensors were decided finally to be used in two different manner: Two groups of sensors were 

considered to be placed at left and right position in order to distinguish left and right obstacles. On the 

other hand, the other two were considered to be placed up and down position in order to differentiate 

height of obstacles. Considering this arrangement four sensor connected with each other depending on 

the construction as explained in Section 2.3.4.2 were used to perform experiments within textile 

structure in order to analyze obstacle’s position. Thus, detection capability of four scenarios within 

textile structure were analyzed and discussed in detail.  

3.3.2 Experimental 

3.3.2.1 Developed scenarios by using wires 

After connecting sensors as explained in Section 2.3.4.2, the analog values taken via sensors were 

checked and found to be successful. Then, scenarios about sensor replacement were designed by 
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changing the degree of sensor’s position to 0°, 30°, 45° as well as arranging the distribution of sensors 

in a square form or line form. Furthermore, during scenarios the number of sensors was also changed. 

Two, three and four sensors combinations were tried. Fig. 3.18 shows some developed scenarios 

related to sensors’ positions.  

   

  

 

  

a) square form all sensors at 0°

b) square  form: 2 sensor up at 30 ° and 2 sensor down at 0°

c) square  form: 4 sensors at  30 ° 

d) line  form: 4 sensor at 30 ° 
 

Fig. 3.18: Various scenarios related to sensor positions 
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Due to developed scenarios, it was observed that analysis of detection of obstacles is easier with four-

sensor combination in a square form than the other scenarios. 

Therefore, experiments continued with textile structure by using four sensor combinations.   

3.3.2.2 Developed scenarios in textile structure using conductive yarns  

In this case, only combinations of 0°, 30°, and 45° in a square form were found to be precious to 

continue experiments within textile structure. At this step, instead of wires conductive yarns were used 

for integrating sensors. The samples mentioned at Section 2.3.4.2 were used. Fig. 3.19 shows four 

different scenarios, which were developed by using four sensors integrated to textile structure with 

conductive yarns (white fabrics) and mounting them onto textile surface (green fabric). 
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Fig. 3.19: Scenarios developed by mounting sensors onto textile surface 
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3.3.2.3 Measurement set up 

By considering human body physiology, the distance between each sensor was arranged as 20 cm in 

both horizontal and vertical position as shown in Fig. 3.20. The heights of down sensors and up 

sensors were adjusted to 90cm and 110cm, respectively. The height and width of obstacle that was 

used in the experiments were 100cm and 30cm, respectively.  

  

Fig. 3.20: Distances between sensors 

To analyze the detection capability of ultrasonic sensors, experiments were conducted as seen in Fig. 

3.21. Measurements were recorded in MATLAB by using National Instruments® DAQ (Data 

Acquisition) Card.  

 
Fig. 3.21: Overview of experiment set-up for obstacle detection 

First, the board (green fabric) on which ultrasonic sensors were attached, was positioned at (0, 0) to 

detect the obstacle in the working range. Then obstacle was positioned to a distance starting from (0, 

Board 
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0) to ( 40, 200) in cm by taking into account its detection range (see Fig. 3.16). Then, measurements 

were repeated every 20cm starting from 40cm to 200cm of y-axis. Then, the actual position of obstacle 

was compared with the one measured by the sensors. During the experiments, sensor 1 and 4 locates at 

left side; sensor 2 and 3 locates at right side. Furthermore, both sensor 1 and 2 were placed at down 

position, on the other hand both sensor 3 and 4 were placed at the up position. For each position of 

obstacle 100 data was taken and then recorded and analyzed for each sensor, separately. 

3.3.3 Results 

3.3.3.1 Comparison of scenarios according to position of obstacle 

To compare the results of scenarios according to position of obstacle, firstly three examples are given 

to explain the situations. For instance, consider the obstacle is located at (0, 60), (0++, 60), and (--0, 

60). “(0, 60)” denotes the center of obstacle at 0 of x-axis, and 60cm of y-axis.  “(0++, 60)” denotes 

the border of obstacle locates at 0 from the right side of x-axis, and at 60cm of y-axis. On the contrary, 

“(--0, 60)” denotes the border of object locates at 0 from the left side of x-axis, and at 60cm of y-axis.  

 
Fig. 3.22: Comparison of scenarios when object locates at x=0, y=60cm 

Fig. 3.22 explains that the real position of obstacle is x=0 and y=60 cm. The expected result or the 

measured distance by sensors should be around 60 cm.  Since the obstacle located at just in front of the 

all sensors, it was expected that all sensors normally should detect obstacle. When we analyzed the 

results obstacle was detected correctly at around 60 cm with all sensors of both scenario 1 and 2. 

However, with scenario 4 obstacle was also detected unfortunately the measured distance value by 
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sensors was wrong around 45 cm. Moreover, the worst results were recorded by Scenario 3. Scenario 

3 appeared hardly incapable of detecting obstacle position.  

 
Fig. 3.23: Comparison of scenarios when object locates at x=0 (from left side), y=60cm 

In the case that obstacle was located at x=0 (from left side), y=60cm; the expected result should be 

that sensors which are positioned at left side should read the object’s position definitely. On the other 

hand, considering hypotenuse rule and distance from sensors to obstacle, sensors at right side may 

detect the obstacle’s position. According to Fig. 3.23, both Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 detected the 

obstacle well. As it was expected, apart from sensor 3 (up right sensor); sensor 1 (down left sensor), 

sensor 2 (down right sensor), and sensor 4 (up left sensor) detected the obstacle position correctly. 

Nevertheless, with Scenario 2 only sensors, which were positioned at left side detected the obstacle. 

Similar to above, the worst results were recorded by Scenario 3 once again.  

When the obstacle position was slid to x=0 (from right side), y=60cm; that time the expected result 

should be reverse to information described above. As seen in Fig. 3.24 in all scenarios sensors at the 

right (sensor 2 and sensor 3) detected obstacle position correctly, besides with both scenario 1 and 4, 

obstacle position was detected by also sensor 1 (left down) correctly.  However, it was clear to state 

with scenario 4 that the reading of sensor 4 is not stable.    

As a summary, as described above by only analyzing each position of obstacle in a working range 

separately is not sufficient and easy way to assess which scenario is the best. Therefore, in order to 

compare the scenarios, all data taken by each sensor in each scenario was analyzed individually 

according to detection success of obstacle. 
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Fig. 3.24: Comparison of scenarios when object locates at x=0 (from right side), y=60cm 

3.3.3.2 Comparison of scenarios according to detection success  

For each position of obstacle, 100 data was taken to measure the distance value to an obstacle. The 

arithmetical averages and standard deviations of measured distance values were calculated. Table 3.3-

3.4 show the summary of average and standard deviation values of scenarios with obstacle at various 

positions in the range of  40, 200 cm.  According to our experimental set, if the object was detected 

by sensor then the table was colored (see Table 3.3).  Dark blue, green, red and blue colors show the 

regions detected by sensor 1, sensor 2, sensor 3, and sensor 4 respectively.  

During the detection phase, the measured distances and real distances were compared relatively by 

considering triangular rule. Since the hypotenuse is larger than the sides of triangular, the distance to 

an obstacle increases when the position of obstacle is slid along x-axis compared to the centre (at x=0). 

For instance, if the obstacle’s real position is x=±40cm, y=40cm; then by the triangular rule: 

2 2z x y  ; the distance to obstacle is z=56,56cm. Therefore, by also giving some toleration value 

( 25 cm) all the measured distances were checked within an interval of y-25cm≤ z ≤y+25cm, where z 

and y denote the measured distance and real distance values, respectively. Thus, as an assumption y-

25cm≤ z ≤y+25cm was accepted for evaluation of detection phase. Then, each scenario was assessed 

according to total number of detection success. According to Table 3.3, it is clear to say that the total 

detection rate of scenario 1, scenario 2, scenario 3, and scenario 4 are 161, 105, 64, 149 respectively. 

The total success of scenarios is ranked in descending order as scenario 1> scenario 4> scenario 2 > 

scenario 3. As seen in Fig. 3.25, as the angle of sensor increases from 0° up to 45° detection success 

decreases. 
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a) scenario 1  

 
b) scenario 2 

 
 

 

Table 3.3: Average values of measured distance data taken by different sensors in each scenario 
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        c) scenario 3 

 
 

       d) scenario 4 

 

Table 3.3: Average values of measured distance data taken by different sensors in each scenario (continue) 
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Fig. 3.25: Total detection success of scenarios  

Fig. 3.26 shows the detection success rate of different sensors in each scenario. In the figure, R and L 

denote the right and left, whereas U and D denote the up and down positions of sensors, respectively.  

In all the scenarios, detection success of down sensors is larger than the up sensors. This can be 

apparently attributed to the height of obstacle. Since the obstacle height is smaller than the position of 

up sensors’ height and when the distance to an obstacle increases, detection range of up sensors 

decreases. This shows that sensor is sensitive to height of obstacle. Especially, it should be noted that 

if the obstacle height is larger than the sensors’ position height then the detection of obstacle becomes 

easier when compared with detection of smaller obstacles. 

Moreover, according to Table 3.4, the less variation occurs with scenario 1. In scenario 1, all of the 

results are more stable as compared to other scenarios.  

 

Fig. 3.26: Detection success of each sensor in each scenario 
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a) scenario 1 

 

b) scenario 2 

 

Table 3.4: Standard deviations of measured distance data taken by different sensors in each scenario 
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Table 3.4: Standard deviations of measured distance data taken by different sensors in each scenario (continued) 

c) scenario 3 

 

d) scenario 4 
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3.3.3.3 Comparison of scenarios according to detection error 

After the comparison of detection success, scenarios were also compared according to detection error. 

In order to do this, detection error of each sensor in each scenario was calculated as follows: 

Firstly, the average values of gathered data were calculated. Since 100 data was taken for each 

position of obstacle, the average value of 100 data was calculated for each sensor in each scenario by 

using Equation 3.8. By using these data, Table 3.3 was obtained.   

1

1 n

i

i

X X
n 

   (3.8) 

Secondly, the expected value of each position of obstacle (µ) or in other words the each actual position 

of obstacle was used to calculate the mean square error (MSE) by using Equation 3.9.  

It should be noted that the actual distance of each position of obstacle was computed according to each 

sensor’s position separately by using triangular rule (
2 2z x y  ). Error was calculated if the 

obstacle is detected by sensor, therefore the colored values in Table 3.3 were used for error 

calculation. 

2( ) (( ) )MSE X E X    (3.9) 

Finally, the total mean square error of each sensor in each scenario was summed up and divided by 

each sensor’s detection rate ( ) separately in order to calculate average detection error (ADE) of each 

sensor: 

 

2(( ) )E X
ADE









 (3.10) 

In Appendix B, Tables B1-4 summarizes the calculations of average detection error for each scenario. 

For instance with reference to Table B1, case no 66 shows that obstacle located at x=10 (right) and 

y=80. The actual distances according to sensors were calculated as following: 

-Since sensor 2 and sensor 3 locates at (10, 0), then the actual distance to obstacle from these 

sensors should be 
2 2(10 10) (80 0) 80z      cm.  

-Since sensor 1 and sensor 4 locates at (-10,0), then the actual distance to obstacle from these 

sensors should be 
2 2(10 ( 10)) (80 0)z      =82.5cm. 
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According to table, the measured average distances are 80.7cm, 76.8cm, 82.7cm and 239.3cm for 

sensor 1, sensor 2, sensor 3, and sensor 4 respectively. This shows that obstacle was detected by only 

sensor 1, sensor2 and sensor 3. Thus, the table was colored. Then by the colored (detected) values, 

mean squared errors for sensor 1, sensor 2 and sensor 3 were calculated as 
2(80.7 82.5) 3.1  cm, 

2(76.8 80) 10.4  cm and 
2(82.7 80) 7.1  cm, respectively.  

Finally, considering all cases, average detection errors were calculated by Equation 3.10. The 

detection rate of a sensor explains the number of detected points by the sensor and it can be computed 

by counting the number of detected points. 

Table 3.5 summarizes the average detection error for each sensor in each scenario. Fig. 3.27 shows the 

total average detection error of each scenario. It can be easily seen from the figure that the minimum 

error occurs with scenario 1 while the maximum error occurs with scenario 4.    

  Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 

Total Average Detection 

Error 

Scenario 1 161.4 153.3 48.0 102.3 464.9 

Scenario 2 191.6 230.5 110.6 122.0 654.7 

Scenario 3 194.2 114.4 139.4 151.1 599.1 

Scenario 4 244.0 243.8 148.4 188.2 824.3 

 

 

Fig. 3.27: Total average detection error of each scenario 

3.3.3.4 Comparison of scenarios according to detection range  

Moreover, scenarios were compared according to detection range capabilities. For instance, Fig. 3.28 

shows the detection range of sensors when obstacle located at y=80 cm along whole x-axis. With 

scenario 1; sensor 1 (left down sensor), sensor 2 (right down sensor), sensor 3 (right up sensor), and 

Table 3.5: Average detection error for each sensor in each scenario in cm 
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sensor 4 (left up sensor) detect the obstacle in the range of [-35 15]cm, [-15 35]cm, [0 12]cm, [-8 0]cm 

on the x-axis  respectively. Indeed, this proofs that obstacles located at right side can be easily 

detected by right positioned sensors than the left positioned ones, or vice versa as expected logically.  

 

 
Fig. 3.28: Comparison of detection range of sensors when object at y=80cm 

However, detection range capabilities showed differences according to scenarios. In order to compare 

detection range of scenarios easily, Fig. 3.29 and 3.30 are presented. As seen from the Fig. 3.29, with 

scenario 2 and scenario 3 the detection range capabilities of sensor 1 decreases as well as its detection 

beam angle becomes narrower. On the other hand, scenario 1 and scenario 2 present larger detection 

angle to sensor 1 that means sensor 1 is capable of detect obstacles within wider range. 

Moreover, it can be noticed that sensor 1 can detect the area mainly at the left rather than at the right. 

However, with reference to Fig. 3.30 sensor 2 can detect the area mainly at the right rather than at the 

left. This can be attributed to sensor’s position. As described above and expected logically, if the 

position of sensor is at the right then the right sided obstacles are mainly detected clearly, in contrast if 

the position of sensor is at the left then the left sided obstacles are mainly detected. Additionally, when 

scenarios are compared, with Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 detection capability of sensor 2 increases like 

sensor 1, whereas it decreases with Scenario 2 and Scenario 3.  

As a result, according to detection range capabilities Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 present better results 

than the other two scenarios. 
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Fig. 3.29: Detection range of sensor 1 according to scenarios 

 

 

  

Fig. 3.30: Detection range of sensor 2 according to scenarios 
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3.3.4 Conclusion 

In this part, in order to find required number of sensors as well as develop suitable obstacle avoidance 

algorithm for smart clothing system, different scenarios were developed by connecting sensors 

together. According to developed scenarios by using electrical wires, only four scenarios were selected 

to continue experiments within textile structures. Then, sensors integrated to textile structures by using 

conductive yarns and snap fasteners were mounted on textile surface.  In 1
st
, 2

nd
 , and 3

rd
  scenario, 

four sensors positioned horizontally onto textile surface with an angle of 0°, 30°, and 45°, respectively. 

Additionally, in 4
th
 scenario, two sensors at  down were positioned horizontally, on the contrary two 

sensors at up were positioned vertically with an angle of 0°. Then, all data taken by each sensor in 

each scenario were analyzed and compared. 

Results showed that when the scenarios were evaluated according to total detection success, rank in 

descending order was scenario 1> scenario 4> scenario 2 >scenario 3.  Furthermore, it was found that 

as the angle of sensor increases from 0° up to 45°, detection success decreases. Moreover, in all 

scenarios detection success of down sensors was larger than the up sensors. This can be associated 

with the height of obstacle. Therefore, height of obstacle has a considerable effect on the detection 

success. It should be noted that if the object height is smaller than the sensors’ position height 

relatively, then the detection of objects will be difficult.  

According to standard deviation results, the less variation occurred with scenario 1. In scenario 1, all 

of the results seemed to be more stable as compared to other scenarios.  

When the results were compared according to detection error, minimum error occured with scenario 1 

while the maximum error occured with scenario 4.    

Moreover, due to detection range capabilities scenario 1 and scenario 4 presented better results than 

the other two scenarios.  

Another result issued from this section was that position of detection range of sensors was shaped by 

position of sensors. That means, if the position of sensor is at the right then the number of detected 

objects will be greater at the right side than the left side, or vice versa.  

To sum up, scenario 1 in which all sensors were placed horizontally at 0° presented us the best 

compromising results not only in terms of detection success, detection error and detection range 

capabilities but also integration and mounting of sensors onto textile structure. Therefore, for our 

smart clothing system scenario 1 was chosen to arrange position and number of sensors onto garment.  
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3.4 Analysis of  Vibrotactile Perception via Vibration  Motors by 

using Fuzzy Logic  

3.4.1 Introduction 

According to results of the Section 2.2, in order to guide visually impaired people, vibration motion 

was determined as guidance alert. Therefore, as mentioned in Section 2.4, vibration motor was 

selected towards our aim and it was successfully integrated to textile structure. However, the critical 

question was that to where vibration motor should be placed in proposed smart clothing system?  In 

which areas of human body are more sensitive to vibrotactile perception e.g wrists, abdomen, arm? 

Which fabric structure can transfer vibration motion better? Therefore, in order to answer these 

questions, first we made a literature review about vibrotactile perception and then, we conducted a 

comprehensive study in order to analyze the vibrotactile perception via our e-textile structures by 

using fuzzy logic.  

3.4.1.1 Vibrotactile sensation 

Tactile sensations activate numerous mechanoreceptors in the outer layers of the skin. Tactile 

information is then, transmitted directly to the brain from these mechanoreceptors to provide 

information about tactile sensations. Vibrotactile sensation is a kind of tactile sensation based on 

vibration motions [212].  

In a number of developed tactile displays, vibrotactile feedback stimulation is used to provide 

information about the direction or orientation of person or vehicle [80, 213-219], for deaf people to 

support speech vocalization [220],  for blind people to detect 3D patterns of an obstacle distribution 

[221-222], and to read printed material [223] etc.  

3.4.1.2 Factors effecting vibrotactile perception 

In vibrotactile sensations, the perception level depends on many factors connected with the 

characteristic of vibration stimuli such as contact and friction values between the human skin and a 

sensed object, vibration frequency, magnitude, duration of vibration, type of applied vibration motions 

and the area of the contactor stimulating the skin [212, 224-226]     

The literature review mainly summarizes the effect of vibration frequency ranging from 0.4 Hz to 1 

KHz on vibrotactile perception level. The effect was studied by a different contactor measuring device 

[227-231]. Some researchers reported that when the vibration frequency increases, perception level 

increases also [232-234], whereas others found that the perception level is independent of vibration 
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frequency [235-237]. Indeed, since frequency working range is different in various studies, perception 

level results according to used frequencies, showed differences.  Furthermore, some researchers 

concluded that factors such as the size of the contactor/handle [230, 238-240], its shape [230], and its 

surroundings [240] have significant effect on the vibrotactile sensation at different frequencies. 

Furthermore, in most of the studies three regions of the body, which are fingertip, forearm, and 

abdomen, are often used as a stimulated contact area.   

Indeed, the perception level of vibrotactile stimulation varies in different regions of the body. This 

may be explained by the innervation density of mechanoreceptors in the skin [241-242].   

For instance, the perception level in areas with high innervation densities, e.g. fingertips, is stronger 

than in areas with low innervation densities, e.g. the arm [243]. In some of the studies, parts of the 

body (i) upper body: abdomen, chest, shoulders, or head; (ii) lower body: feet and legs, or buttocks, 

back were subjected to vibration [244-246]. It was reported that low frequencies (from 0.5 to 1.25 Hz) 

caused discomfort in the upper body, whereas high frequencies (from 6.3 to 16.0 Hz) caused 

discomfort in the lower body [245]. 

Vibrations are not in the form of unitary stimuli. They are composed of a certain waveform, which can 

be regular or irregular [246]. Waveforms can also affect the level of vibrotactile perception. It has 

been shown that in a modulated sinusoid waveform study, in which the amplitude of a base signal (e.g. 

250 Hz) is modulated by a second sinusoid (e.g. 50 to 20 Hz), the level of perception has changed 

[247]. 

As seen from the factors mentioned above, during the design of a vibrotactile display there are many 

parameters, which should be considered carefully. Therefore, considering our smart clothing system 

we conducted a comprehensive study in order to analyze vibrotactile perception level. Herewith, we 

intended to discover the influence of conductive yarns, signal waveforms and frequencies, and 

different body local areas on the resulting vibrotactile perception level.   

By this way, which kind of fabric structure should be used, in which area of smart clothing system 

vibration motors should be fixed, which kind of signal waveform at which frequency level should be 

applied to vibration motor  were decided by using fuzzy logic. 

3.4.2 Experimental 

In order to perform experiments, samples that were mentioned in Section 2.4 (see Fig. 2.16) were 

used.  
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3.4.2.1 Measurement set up 

Experiments were conducted by applying three types of signal waveforms as seen in Fig. 3.31 (square 

wave, sin wave, and saw tooth wave) in three different frequencies (0.5 Hz, 5 Hz and 50 Hz) to 

different parts of the user’s body (see Fig. 3.32), by using samples mentioned above.  

 

Fig. 3.31: Generated signals: sinwave, square wave, sawtooth wave with 5V amplitude at 0.5Hz 

2
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Over hip bone Over outer  wrist

Over outer  arm

 
Fig. 3.32: Stimulated contact areas of human body  during the measurements 
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Signals were generated in MATLAB, and transmitted via National Instruments® DAQ (Data 

Acquisition) Card. Frequency level was measured with oscilloscope. Duration for each experiment 

was adjusted to 30 seconds [231].  

 

Fig. 3.33: Measurement-set up (a) measurement over outer wrist (b) 

In order to analyze and compare the perceived vibrotactile sensations, samples woven and knitted with 

two different conductive yarns were tested with three different waveforms at three different 

frequencies, on eight different body parts of the eight people. 

Fig. 3.33 shows measurement set-up and measurement over outer wrist. In order to avoid pressure 

effect, fabrics were placed on human body under relaxed conditions i.e. without any stress. Therefore, 

for some parts of the body, test was done when evaluator was lying on the bed to prevent fall down of 

fabric by gravitational force. 

3.4.2.2 Evaluation method 

Fig. 3.34 explains the framework of the evaluation method according to fuzzy relations. As seen in 

Fig. 3.34; to construct team, due to the known decreasing sensitivity of elderly humans, eight people 

(four men and four women) aged between 24 and 30 were selected for experiments [255]. Since all of 
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the evaluators self-reported having a normal sense of touch, the weighting factor of each evaluator was 

considered equally:     

Determine fuzzy 

membership fuction

Construct team

Determine evaulators’ 

weights

Evaluate the signal 

alternatives

Convert preferences into 

fuzzy numbers

Pairwise comparisons

Aggregate fuzzy 

numbers

Defuzzfy fuzzy numbers

Rank the signal 

alternatives

Evaluate the e-textile 

structure alternatives 

Evaluate the body part 

alternatives

Rank the body part  

alternatives

Rank the e-textile  

alternatives

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

 
 

Fig. 3.34: Framework of the fuzzy evaluation method 

Then, fuzzy membership function for vibrotactile perception was determined. The fuzzy data can be in 

linguistic terms, fuzzy sets or fuzzy numbers. Fuzzy scale is a set of fuzzy numbers P1,..., Pn defined in 

the interval <A,B> and they are numbered according to their order to make a fuzzy decomposition: 

1

, : ( ) 1
n

i

i

x A B P x


     
(3.11) 

If the data are in linguistic terms instead of fuzzy numbers, then fuzzy scale is formed by fuzzy 

linguistic variables [249]. We used fuzzy linguistic terms according to study of Kulak and Kahraman 

[192].  Hence, the values of vibrotactile perception were expressed in fuzzy linguistic scale ranging 

from very low (VL) to very high (VH) as seen in Fig. 3.35. During the evaluation phase; at first, a 

training session was prepared to help the evaluators to become familiar with the linguistic terms of 

perception levels along body parts and situations. The training procedure can easily make the 

evaluator to understand and unify the meaning of the evaluation terms such as “very high” and 

“medium”.  

Then, since the fuzzy data are in linguistic terms, evaluations were transformed into standard fuzzy 

numbers. They all were assigned to crisp scores, and evaluations for pairwise comparisons were 

aggregated by using following equation:     

1 1 2 2 ...i i e i e im emS S w S w S w      
 

(3.12) 
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Fig. 3.35: Triangular fuzzy numbers for linguistic terms 

where iS is the fuzzy aggregated score of the i
th
 criterion  and where eiw  is the weight of i

th
 evaluator 

and [0,1]eiw  .  and  denote the fuzzy multiplication and fuzzy addition operators, respectively. 

Then, defuzification operation was used to defuzzify the fuzzy numbers [195]. Finally, the best 

alternative with having highest perception level was selected. 

Results were also compared statistically. ANOVA was performed to compare the significance value 

between different alternatives (signal type and frequency, e-textile structures, and body parts) and 

perception level. In order to do test, SPSS program was used and statistical significance was set at 

p<0.05. Fig. 3.36 shows the hierarchy of the evaluation phase. At first, signal alternatives were 

evaluated, compared, and ranked for perception level. Secondly, by applying and combining the best 

signal alternative with e-textile structure alternatives, e-textile structure alternatives were evaluated, 

compared, and ranked. Thirdly, the best e-textile structure alternative with the best signal alternative 

was applied on the different parts of the human body (see Fig. 3.32).  Finally, the best combination 

and situation were selected to show the highest vibrotactile perception information. 

3.4.3 Results 

3.4.3.1 Results according to signal alternatives 

Vibrotactile perception values of eight evaluators according to signal alternatives were summarized in 

Table 3.6 in fuzzy linguistic terms. In the table, the evaluators were denoted as E1, E2.., E8.The 

perception values in fuzzy terms were transformed into fuzzy numbers by using linguistic scale as 

shown in Fig. 3.35. Then, they were aggregated, and defuzzified as mentioned above. Hence, the result 

of total evaluation of vibrotactile perception according to signal alternatives is shown in Fig. 3.37.
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Evaluation of vibrotactile perception 

Signal Alternatives E-textile structure alternatives Body part alternatives

Sinwave Squarewave Sawtoothwave Woven Knitted Inner 

Wrist
Outer 

Wrist

Inner 

Arm

Outer 

Arm

Chest Abdomen Hip bone Thigh

Conductive 

yarn 1

Conductive 

yarn 2
Conductive 

yarn 1

Conductive 

yarn 2

Phase 1

Alternative 1

Phase 2 Phase 3

Alternative 2

Apply the alternative
Alternative 3

Select the best alternative

50 Hz0.5 Hz 5 Hz 50 Hz0.5 Hz 5 Hz 50 Hz0.5 Hz 5 Hz

Apply the alternative

 
 

Fig. 3.36: Hierarchy of the evaluation 
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 Sine wave Square wave Sawtooth wave 

0.5 

Hz 

5 

Hz 

50 

Hz 

0.5 

Hz 

5 

Hz 

50 

Hz 

0.5 

Hz 

5 

Hz 

50 

Hz E1 VH H M M M L M M M 

E2 H M M H M M H H M 

E3 H H M M L L H M L 

E4 VH H M M M L M L L 

E5 VH M L M L VL M M L 

E6 H M M M M L M M M 

E7 H M M M M L H M L 

E8 H M L M L VL H M M 

As it can be noticed from the Fig. 3.37, when the frequency of signal increases, the perception level 

decreases. Moreover, in the same frequencies the perception level of square wave form is lower than 

the perception level of both saw tooth and sine wave forms. 

 

Fig. 3.37: Result of total evaluation of vibrotactile perception according to     signal alternatives 

Furthermore, as it can be seen from the figure, sine wave form at 0.5 Hz showed highest vibrotactile 

perception level. The order of vibrotactile perception level of waveforms at the same frequencies was: 

sine wave > saw tooth > square. Moreover, based on ANOVA results (see Table 3.7-3.8); the level of 

vibrotactile perception varied significantly with both signal type and frequency (p <0.001; ANOVA). 

 
Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F 

Significanc

e 

Between Groups 11,028 2 5,514 10,023 0,000 

Within Groups 37,958 69 0,550   

Total 48,986 71    

 

 

Table 3.6: Vibrotactile perception values of each evaluator according to signal alternatives 

Table 3.7:  Perception Level & Signal Type ANOVA Results 
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Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Significance 

Between Groups 20,028 2 10,014 23,860 0,000 

Within Groups 28,958 69 0,420   

Total 48,986 71    

 

These results can be explained by the structure of wave forms. In sine wave form, an increase and 

decrease are seen uniformly. But in both saw tooth wave and square wave forms, a sudden increase is 

seen, and this directly reflects to vibration motion. By this way, it can be said that tactile sensation is 

smooth in sin wave form whereas it is rough in both saw tooth and square wave form [252]. This may 

affect the evaluators’ perception negatively. Furthermore, as the frequency increases, continuity in 

vibration motion increases. However, in low frequencies the vibration motion is more discrete.  From 

the results, it can be concluded that people prefer to feel discrete vibrations instead continuous 

vibrations as an alert. Therefore, in order to continue our experiments with different e-textile structure 

alternatives, sine wave form at 0.5 Hz signal alternative was chosen, and applied with e-textile 

structure alternatives for the comparison. 

3.4.3.2 Results according to e-textile structure alternatives 

Table 3.9 shows the vibrotactile perception values of eight evaluators according to e-textile structure 

alternatives in fuzzy linguistic terms and Fig. 3.38 shows the result of total evaluation of vibrotactile 

perception according to e-textile structure alternatives in fuzzy membership functions.  

 Woven Fabric Knitted fabric 

Conductive 

yarn 1 

Conductive 

yarn 2 

Conductive 

yarn 1 

Conductive 

yarn 2 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 

E1 H H M M 

E2 VH VH H H 

E3 VH H VH VH 

E4 H M H M 

E5 M M M M 

E6 H H H H 

E7 VH H H H 

E8 H H H H 

 

 

Table 3.8: Perception Level & Frequency ANOVA Results 

Table 3.9: Vibrotactile perception values of each evaluator according to e-textile structure 

alternatives 
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According to evaluation results as shown in Table 3.9 and in Fig. 3.38, vibrotactile perception of 

sample 1 was higher than other samples. This explained that the perception level in woven fabrics 

integrated with highly conductive yarn was higher than other samples. Furthermore, it was found that 

the perception level in woven samples was a bit higher than in knitted samples. This may be attributed 

to fabric structure. According to our study, woven samples were more compact than knitted ones, and 

consequently this let the fabric transfer vibrotactile motion better. 

 
Fig. 3.38: Result of total evaluation of vibrotactile perception according to e-textile structure 

alternatives 

Nevertheless, when samples are compared with respect to conductive yarn type, it cannot be said that 

there is significant difference between them (p=0.205; ANOVA Table 3.10). This result can be 

attributed to less distance between snap fastener and vibration motor. If the distance between snap 

fastener and vibration motor increases, resistance of the circuit will also increase. This may affect the 

duration of beginning of vibration motion and in this way; the perception level can show difference.  

 
Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Significance 

Between Groups 0,781 1 0,781 1,682 0,205 

Within Groups 13,938 30 0,465   

Total 14,719 31    

3.4.3.3 Results according to body part alternatives 

To compare the perceived vibrotactile sensation on different parts of the human body, the woven e-

textile fabric including silver plated nylon 66-4ply yarn with a linear resistance of <50 ohm/m was 

used during the experiments by applying sine wave form signal at 0.5 Hz on the evaluators’ different 

body parts.  

Table 3.10: Perception Level & Conductive yarn ANOVA Results 
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Vibrotactile perception values of eight evaluators according to body part alternatives in fuzzy 

linguistic terms, and total evaluation of vibrotactile perception were shown in Table 3.11 and Fig. 

3.39-3.40, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.39: Result of total evaluation of vibrotactile perception according to body parts alternatives 

As seen in Fig. 3.39 and Fig. 3.40, the highest vibrotactile sensation was perceived over the outer wrist 

and hip bone area of the evaluators’ body, whereas the lowest was perceived over thigh.  The 

perceived vibrotactile sensation in rank from higher to lower on the body parts  were  over outer 

wrist/over hip bone, over inner arm, over inner wrist, over chest, over outer arm, over abdomen, and 

over thigh, respectively. Furthermore, it was also found that the perception level over the outer wrist 

was higher than the perception level over the inner wrist. On the contrary, the perception level over the 

outer arm was lower than the perception level over the inner arm. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

vibrotactile perception level significantly changed according to body parts (p<0.001; ANOVA, see 

Table 3.12). This could be attributed entirely to the distribution of sensory nerves on the human body 

as mentioned in the literature. 

Table 3.11: Vibrotactile perception values of each evaluator according to body part alternatives 
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Fig. 3.40: Result of total evaluation of vibrotactile perception according to body parts alternatives 

(95% Confidence Interval) 

For instance, in a study on tactile displays, it was also reported that vibratory threshold was higher in 

hips than in abdomen and thigh respectively at 100 Hz [226]. Moreover, in another study in which five 

people were exposed to a vertical sinusoidal wave force vibrating at various frequencies; it was 

reported that at 5 Hz the vibration was more sensible on the chest than abdomen and thigh [244].    

Table 3.12: Perception Level & Body parts ANOVA Results 

 
Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Significance. 

Between Groups 55,438 7 7,920 32,852 0,000 

Within Groups 13,500 56 0,241   

Total 68,938 63    

3.4.4 Conclusion 

In this section, vibrotactile perception level was investigated in terms of fuzzy relations. The influence 

of woven and knitted e-textile structures with two different conductive yarns, different signal wave 

forms (sine wave, square wave, and saw tooth wave) at three different  frequencies (0.5 Hz, 5 Hz, and 

50 Hz) and different body parts (wrist, arm, chest, abdomen, hip bone, thigh) on the resulting 

vibrotactile perception were evaluated by eight  people (evaluators).  

Results showed that e-textile structure type influenced the vibrotactile perception level. Nevertheless, 

conductive yarn type had no significant effect on the perception level of vibrotactile when the distance 

(resistance) between snap fastener and vibration motor (in the e-textile circuit) is small. According to 
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our study, the highest perception level in the e-textile structures was obtained by woven e-fabric 

integrated with highly conductive yarn. This may be related with more compactness of woven fabrics.   

Moreover, signal waveform and the frequency had a significant effect on the vibrotactile perception 

level. It was found that as the frequency of signal increases the perception level decreases. 

Correspondingly, it can be concluded that people prefer to feel discrete vibrations instead continuous 

vibrations as an alert. According to our results, sine wave form at 0.5 Hz showed highest vibrotactile 

perception level within the signal type alternatives.  

Another result issued from this study was that perception level of vibrotactile sensation showed 

differences due to contact areas of human body. The highest level of vibrotactile sensation was 

perceived over the outer wrist and hip bone area of the evaluators’ body, whereas the lowest was 

perceived over thigh.   

To conclude; the best combination for highest vibrotactile perception was to use woven e-fabric 

including highly conductive yarn over the outer wrist and/or over the hip bone by applying sine wave 

form at 0.5 Hz. Therefore, this combination was considered during the design of smart clothing 

prototype. 
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Chapter 4    

Design and development of smart clothing prototype with an 

algorithm for obstacles avoidance 

 

 

4.1. An algorithm for obstacle avoidance  

4.1.1  Introduction 

The ability to navigate visually impaired person through an environment cluttered with obstacles is a 

crucial issue. Navigation towards a target is a complex task and an important research field especially 

in robotic applications. The real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm is one of the key issues for mobile 

robots as well. A great number of different obstacle avoidance algorithms for mobile robots have been 

developed for indoor and outdoor environments. However, there is no obstacle avoidance algorithm 

developed for visually impaired people through an integrated system that consists of sonar sensors 

mounted on a garment. Since the obstacle avoidance strategy of visually impaired people is based on 

similar principles with obstacle avoidance strategy of mobile robots, the algorithms developed for 

mobile robots thus are given.   

The general theory for mobile robotic navigation is based on such principles: First the robot can 

perceive the surroundings by sensors mounted on it like cameras, sonars, laser range finders, GPS etc. 

Then it is able to plan its operations based on the artificial intelligence model developed for navigation 

and obstacle avoidance task.   

In the literature, a large number of algorithmic approaches were used in order to plan mobile robot 

motion such as  grid method [251], vector field histogram method [252], potential field method [253], 
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path planning [254],  geometry based approach, pattern generation method [255], switching control 

approach [256-258], self localization [259], soft computing based approaches like fuzzy logic, neural 

network, genetic algorithm and their different combinations [260].  

Fuzzy logic is easily used when a mathematical model of the process is difficult to be proved or 

implemented in a real-time operation [261]. In recent years, fuzzy logic, neural network and genetic 

algorithm based approaches have been successfully applied to control mobile robots.  

Ragaruman et al proposed a fuzzy logic based model for navigation of mobile robots in indoor 

environment [262]. Guo et al. developed an algorithm by using fuzzy logic to control the lower limbs 

rehabilitation robot with the known environment information [263]. Jincong et al. introduced the 

design of an intelligent four-wheel obstacle avoidance robot based on fuzzy control [260]. Pradhan et 

al. discussed different fuzzy logic controllers with different membership functions in order to navigate 

mobile robots [264]. Park and Zhang used a dual fuzzy logic approach for navigation of mobile robot.  

The first controller was designed to control target steering while the second one to follow the edge of 

obstacles [265]. Similarly, Chen and Juang designed two model based on fuzzy logic controllers in 

order to control wheeled mobile robot The first model was set up  to avoid  short distance obstacles 

while the second one was for target seeking [261]. Farooq et al designed a fuzzy logic based hurdle 

avoidance controller for mobile robot navigation in noisy and uncertain environments [266]. Maaref 

and Barret presented a study about the problem of navigating mobile robot either in an unknown 

environment or in a partially known one. A navigation method based on fuzzy inference proposed for 

avoiding convex and concave obstacles [267]. In most of the fuzzy logic controllers, the performance 

of the controller depends on the selection of membership functions and fuzzy if-then rules. Since the 

if-then rules designed by human experts, it is hard to choose and implement correct rules in the 

controller [268-273]. Therefore, there are some attempts were made   in order to extract rules 

automatically. Hui and Pratihar used genetic algorithm to extract rules for fuzzy controller, thus they 

developed an algorithm based on combination of genetic and fuzzy approaches to avoid obstacles 

[274]. Moreover, Liu et al. adjusted the rules of fuzzy obstacle avoidance controller of autonomous 

mobile robot by using genetic algorithm [275, 276]. For the mentioned problem, some researchers 

have focused on using neural network approach to control the mobile robot. For instance, Szemes et 

al. applied the observation of human walking behavior to train fuzzy neural networks (FNN). The 

trained FNNs were applied to approximate the obstacle avoidance behavior of human walking as well 

as to control the mobile robot in a human-robot shared environment [277], similarly Mahyuddin et al.  

designed a neuro-fuzzy algorithm which is able to control the operations such as sense, map, plan and 

act. In their system, they used neuro-fuzzy approach in order to modify and extract new rules from a 

properly training [278, 279]. He et al. used fuzzy neural network method based on the Takagi-Sugeno 

information fusion arithmetic to avoid obstacles. First, the information get by sensors was classified 

and fused. Then the fused results were considered as the inputs of fuzzy neural network [280].  In 
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another study, the neural network approach was combined with GPS. In that system, a radial basis 

function network (RBFN) based on neural network was used to map the GPS data  into the robot 

coordinates and then, trained data was combined with sonar based navigation system of the mobile  

robot [281]. Hui and Pratihar developed various algorithms based on genetic-fuzzy, genetic neural and 

potential field method (PFM) approaches and compared them as well. They found that soft computing 

based approaches (genetic fuzzy and genetic neural) were more adaptive and robust compared to the 

PFM [282].  

Therefore, considering literature review and mainly focusing on recent studies, we decided to use 

combination of neural network and fuzzy logic approaches in our study. Hence, in order to navigate 

visually impaired person through an environment cluttered with obstacles, neuro-fuzzy logic based 

obstacle avoidance control algorithm was developed for our smart clothing system. Before, giving 

details of developed neuro-fuzzy control algorithm, the kinematic analysis of walking person, obstacle 

avoidance strategy, principals of neural network and fuzzy logic are presented in this part. 

4.1.2   Kinematics analysis of walking person 

Assume that person position is  , ,
T

b b b bP x y  , where  ,b bx y represents the coordinate of the 

person body and b  represents his heading angle from the horizontal axis as seen in Fig. 4.1. In the 

figure, bw  and bv  are the angular and linear velocities of walking person’s body, respectively. The 

angular velocity of person depends on both angular velocities of the left ( lwl ) and right ( rwl ) legs 

where it can be demonstrated as   ,
T

b l rw wl wl  

 

b

lwl
rwl

bw

bv

x

y

bP

 

Fig. 4.1: Model of walking person in coordinate system  
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According to heading angular velocity bw , the corresponding motion state of walking person can be 

summarized as in Table 4.1 

bw  bw =0 bw >0 bw <0 

Motion state Go straight Turn right Turn left 

 

If  l rwl wl   , then the angular velocity is 0bw  which implies that there is no turning action: go 

straight. Thus, the desired state of motion can be obtained by changing  lwl  and  rwl . 

Motion state of the walking person can be shown as  ,
T

b b bM v w  by using his linear 
bv  and 

angular  bw  velocities. Thus, the first kinematic equation can be written as follows: 
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(4.1) 

and the coordinate of moving person is 
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 (4.2) 

where t is the sampled time, i is the current time index, and i+1 is the next time index. 

Hence, according to above equations, the position of walking person can be estimated by controlling 

his/her angular bw  and linear bv  velocities.  

4.1.3  Obstacle avoidance strategy 

In the presence of obstacles, to guide person becomes more and more difficult. To guide user, firstly 

three important things should be determined: 

 Target 

 Obstacles 

 Person’s position 

Then, guidance strategy can be implemented as seen in Fig. 4.2. The notation of observer used in this 

diagram is equivalent to the notation of control system. 

Table 4.1:  Motion state of walking person 
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Guidance 

 ,b bv w  

 

Observer 

 

Where is target? 

( , , )t t tx y   

 

Where is user? 

( , , )b b bx y   

 

Where are obstacles? 

( , , )On On Onx y   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2: Block diagram of guidance strategy 

Suppose that the workspace W is cluttered up with N stationary obstacles On,  1, ,n N  and a 

target point as seen in Fig.5.3 

In the case of n obstacles and one target point, the distance to the target point is computed as  

   
2 2

( 1) ( 1) ( 1)t i t b i t b id x x y y       (4.3) 

 

b

bw

bv

x

y

bP

1
2
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y b(i)
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d 1(i+1)

d  2
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1) d  t(i
+1)
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(x On,y On) 

TARGET

bP
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Fig. 4.3: Navigation of walking person under multi-obstacles environment 

and desired direction angle ( )  is modified according to person as follows: 
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 (4.4) 

By considering Equation 4.2 and 4.4, it can be concluded that there is a relation between 

recommended direction angle ( )  and velocity of person. 

Therefore, while guiding person, variables distance to target ( )td  and direction angle ( ) have to be 

controlled at each decision point regarding obstacles.  For example; if there are two obstacles in front 

of the walking person with a distance of 1( 1)id   and 2( 1)id  as shown in Fig. 4.3, then the distances to 

obstacles can be calculated as 

   
2 2

1( 1) 01 ( 1) 01 ( 1)i b i b id x x y y       (4.5) 

   
2 2

2( 1) 02 ( 1) 02 ( 1)i b i b id x x y y       (4.6) 

and the angle 1( )  between obstacle 1 and target point, and similarly the angle 2( )  between 

obstacle 2 and target point can be computed as  

( 1) 1 ( 1)1 1

1( 1)

( 1) 1 ( 1)

tan tan
t b i O b i

i

t b i O b i

y y y y

x x x x


  



 

    
    

       

 (4.7) 

( 1) 2 ( 1)1 1

2( 1)

( 1) 2 ( 1)

tan tan
t b i O b i

i

t b i O b i

y y y y

x x x x


  



 

    
    

       

 (4.8) 

Assume that k  represents the system’s detection range in terms of angle and let maxk denotes the 

maximum detection angle or in other words the border of detection range, then to avoid obstacles 

following rules should be taken into account [276]: 

(i) If 1( 1) max 2( 1) max( ) ( )i k i k       , which represents that there is no obstacle in the 

detection range, then there will be no avoidance strategy. This means go straight (zero) or 

0bw  (Table 4.1). 

(ii) If 1( 1) max 2( 1) max 1( 1) max 2( 1) max(( ) ( )) (( ) ( ))i k i k i k i k                 , which 

represents only either one is in the detection range, then there is only one obstacle to be 

avoided. Therefore, the question is simplified as how to avoid just one obstacle; turn right or 

left, or in other words 0bw  or 0bw  (Table 4.1). 
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(iii) If 1( 1) max 2( 1) max(( ) ( ))i k i k       , which represents both are in the detection range then, 

there are two obstacles to be avoided. Thus, select the obstacle that should be avoided by 

considering the minimum distance rule (min 1( 1) 2( 1)( , )i id d  ) as  follows [276]:  

1) If 1( 1) 2( 1)i id d  , then firstly avoid first obstacle (O1), secondly avoid second obstacle 

(02). 

2) If 1( 1) 2( 1)i id d  , then first avoid second obstacle (O2), secondly avoid first obstacle 

(O1). 

3) If 1( 1) 2( 1)i id d  , then compare 1( 1)i   and 2( 1)i   

a) If 1( 1) 2( 1)i i   , then select obstacle 1 (O1) as target obstacle to be avoided. 

b) If 1( 1) 2( 1)i i   , then select obstacle (O2) as target obstacle to be avoided. 

c) If 1( 1) 2( 1)i i   , then select one of them randomly: Obstacle 1 or Obstacle 2 

as target obstacle to be avoided. 

 

Fig. 4.4: Basic flow diagram of  obstacle avoidance strategy 
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According to above obstacle avoidance strategy, a control system was considered and developed in 

order to guide visually impaired person. Fig. 4.4 shows the basic flow diagram of avoidance strategy. 

During the design of control system, fuzzy and neural network approaches were used.  Before 

explaining our neuro-fuzzy controller in detail, the basic principles of neural network and fuzzy logic 

are given.  

4.1.4  Principals of neural network architecture 

A neuron with a single scalar input and bias are given in Fig. 4.5. The scalar input p is transmitted 

through a connection with its strength by the scalar weight w to form the product wp, again a scalar. 

Additionally, a scalar bias b is simply added to product wp as shown by the summing junction. Finally, 

the transfer function net input n, again a scalar, becomes the sum of the weighted input wp and the bias 

b. Here f is a transfer function that takes the argument n and produces the output a. 

 

Fig. 4.5: Simple neuron model 

Two or more of the neurons can be combined in a layer to form a network. A network can include one 

or more such layers. In Figure 4.6, a one-layer network with R input elements and S neurons are 

shown. 

 

Fig. 4.6: One-layer neural network  
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R denotes the number of input elements in input vector and S denotes the number of neurons in layer. 

In this network, each element of the input vector p is connected to each neuron input through the 

weight matrix W. Finally, the neuron layer outputs form a column vector a. The expression for output 

a can be summarized as on below figure: 

 

Fig. 4.7: Abbreviated notation of one layer neural network 

In this figure,  p is an R length input vector, W is an SxR matrix, and a and b are S length vectors. As 

defined previously, the neuron layer includes the weight matrix, the multiplication operations, the bias 

vector b, the summer, and the transfer function boxes [283].  

4.1.5   Basis of fuzzy logic  

Fuzzy logic starts with the concept of a fuzzy set. A fuzzy set is a set that contains elements with only 

a partial degree of membership. Let X denote the universe and its elements denote x, then a fuzzy set 

A in X is defined as a set of ordered pairs.  

A = {x, µA(x) | x ∈  X} 

µA(x) is called the membership function (or MF) of x in A.  A membership function (MF) is a curve 

that represents how each point in the input space is mapped to a membership value (or degree of 

membership) between 0 and 1. Fig. 4.8 shows some examples of membership functions [284]. 

 

Fig. 4.8: Examples of membership functions 
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Fig. 4.9: Boolean logic ANDs and ORs and NOTs [284] 

In fuzzy logic, the operations are based on standard Boolean logic as seen in Fig. 4.9. Moreover, 

because there is a function behind the truth table rather than just the truth table itself, values other than 

1 and 0 take place. Fig. 4.10 shows how fuzzy inference connects with logical operations. 

 

Fig. 4.10: Fuzzy inference with logical operations [284] 

By considering logical operations, if-then rules are formed. These if-then rule statements are used to 

formulate the conditional statements that comprise fuzzy logic. 

Fuzzy inference process comprises five parts: fuzzification of the input variables, application of the 

fuzzy operator (AND or OR) in the antecedent, implication from the antecedent to the consequent, 

aggregation of the consequents across the rules, and defuzzification [284]. 

Step 1-Fuzzify inputs: Take the inputs and determine the degree of membership between 0 and 1 (Fig. 

4.11) 

 

Fig. 4.11: Fuzzify inputs [284] 

Step 2- Apply fuzzy operator: The input to the fuzzy operator is two or more membership values from 

fuzzified input variables. If there are multiple parts to the antecedent, apply fuzzy logic operators in 

order to obtain a single number between 0 and 1. This is the degree of support for the rule. This 

number is then applied to the output function. Fig. 4.12 shows the example of OR operator application. 
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Fig. 4.12: Example of Step:2-Apply fuzzy operator [284] 

Step 3-Apply implication method: Use the degree of support for the entire rule to shape the output 

fuzzy set. The consequent of a fuzzy rule assigns an entire fuzzy set to the output. Fig. 4.13 shows the 

example of application of implication operator (MIN). 

 

Fig. 4.13: Example of Step:3-Apply implication method [284] 

Step 4-Aggregate all outputs: In order to make a decision about system, the rules must be combined in 

some manner. Aggregation is the process that transfers the output fuzzy sets for each rule into a single 

fuzzy set. Aggregation occurs before the defuzzification. The inputs of the aggregation process are the 

output functions returned by the implication process for each rule. For aggregation process, three 

methods are commonly used: Maximum, probabilistic OR, sum (simply the sum of each rule's output 

set). Fig. 4.14 shows how the outputs of each three rule are combined or aggregated into a single fuzzy 

set 

Step 5- Defuzzification: Result of aggregation includes a range of output values that must be 

defuzzified in order to resolve a single output value from the set. There are different methods for 

defuzzification, however the most popular defuzzification method is the centroid calculation, which 

calculates the center of area under the curve. An example of centroid defuzzification methods is shown 

in Fig. 4.15 

. 
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Fig. 4.14: Example of aggregation method (max) [284] 

 

 

Fig. 4.15: Example of defuzzification method (centroid) [284] 

Finally, steps mentioned above from beginning to end describes the whole process of Fuzzy Inference 

System. By using fuzzy inference systems, fuzzy logic controllers can be designed as shown in Fig. 

4.16.  

 

Fig. 4.16: Composition diagram of fuzzy controller 
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4.1.6   Neuro-fuzzy control algorithm for obstacle avoidance 

In our smart clothing system, four sensors integrated to front side of garment perceive surroundings. 

While the wearer navigates in an unknown environment, ultrasonic sensors detect the presence of 

obstacles as well as measure the distance to obstacles. During the design process, four sensors were 

divided into two groups (see Fig. 4.17). In order to differentiate height of obstacles, two ultrasonic 

sensors were considered to be placed up position on the garment while the other two placed down 

position. Besides, in order to differentiate position of obstacles whether they are on the left side or 

right side due  to wearer’s position, two sensors were considered to be placed at left part of the 

garment while the other two at right part. Thus, by considering two groups of four-sensor situation; 

probable cases for detection of obstacles were determined and obstacles’ potential positions with 

regard to person position were examined. Fig. 4.18 shows some cases for obstacle’s position.  

1

4 3

2

Up sensors

Down sensors

Left sensors Right sensors

 

Fig. 4.17: Sensor’s position on the garment 

Before developing control system, at first some assumptions were made according to our study. The 

target location and user’s location was considered to be known variables by the user heuristically.   

Thus, in our system only the data got by sensors were used as inputs of controller (see Fig. 4.2). The 

framework of the proposed control system is shown in Fig. 4.19 

 

Fig. 4.18: Different cases between obstacles and user 
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In the control system, data filtration and pre-processing is conducted based on data from all sensors in 

order to understand if there are any obstacles or not. When the user’s path is blocked by an obstacle, 

the avoiding action is necessary not to crash obstacle by this way neuro-fuzzy obstacle avoidance 

controller takes place and gives output to make turns to avoid collision. When all distance values got 

from sensors are larger than a predefined value range, this situation is regarded as there is no obstacle 

to be avoided. As a result, user is guided to go straight (zero/no turn) as an output response. 

 

Fig. 4.19: Framework of control system for proposed smart clothing  

After the data filtration and pre-processing by using neural network and fuzzy logic principles, a 

neuro-fuzzy obstacle avoidance controller for smart clothing system was designed. The structure of the 

proposed neuro-fuzzy controller is shown in Fig. 4.20.  The inputs of controller are the outputs of 

sensors: the averaged distances to obstacles 1 2 3 4, , ,i i i iXd Xd Xd Xd obtained from the sensor 1, sensor 

2, sensor 3, and sensor 4 respectively. The output signal from the neuro-fuzzy controller is the turning 

angle and direction. The algorithm starts with the data filtration process. 

4.1.6.1 Data filtration and pre-processing 

In this process, data generating by sensors are either eliminated or transmitted to controller. It was 

known that our sensor detection range is up to 6.45 meter [204].  

In order to give controller decision, by considering our requirements a predefined value was 

determined at first. A value of 2.5 meter (predefined value) was considered for elimination of data that 

means if the sensor detects the distance to an object larger than 2.5 meter or in other words if the 

object locates 2.5 meter or further away from user’s location then, the data is eliminated and 

considered as there is no object on the way of user. Thus, in the first algorithm all averaged input data 

larger than 2.5 meter is being filtered and directly sent to go straight position (zero) which is 

interpreted as no turning action. 

Secondly, for the averaged data smaller than 2.5 meter was interpreted as there is an object/s on the 

way of user, and according to decision of position of object, it is sent to avoidance strategy to be 

processed. Fig. 4.20. explains the data elimination process. 
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2 m 2.5 m
0

Eliminated data (x>2.5)

There is no objectThere is an object

Filtered data (x<2.5)  

Object at Very Far

If all sensor values are 

between 2<x<2.5 m, 

then it is again 

interpreted as there is 

no object to be avoided 

quickly when user at 0 

point; that means there 

is an object at very far 

If at least one of sensor 

values is less than 2 m 

(x<2m), then there is an 

object to be extremely 

avoided. 

 

Fig. 4.20: Data elimination process 

In fact, when the all sensor values are between 2 and 2.5 meter, they are interpreted as there is an 

object at very far and it is not necessary to avoid this obstacle at this time interval quickly. Thus, this 

situation is again assigned to go straight position (zero) as if there is no obstacle that should be 

avoided. However, sometimes one, two or three of sensors may measure between 2 and 2.5 m because 

of detection of obstacle at far away or noisy data, while the other/s detects an obstacle within 2 meter. 

In this case, if at least one of the sensor values is less than 2 meter, it is interpreted as there is an 

obstacle that should be extremely avoided.   

In order to decide object’s position, experiments were conducted with various object’s position in x 

and y-axis in a real-time environment as explained in Section 3.3. For each sensor 9900 data was 

obtained. In this concept, possible scenarios for detection of objects by using four sensors were formed 

as follows: 

<Algorithm 1- Data filtration and pre-processing> 

if 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd   & 4 2iXd    

      there is no obstacle; 

 

elseif 1 2iXd   & 4 2iXd   & ( 2 2iXd   | 3 2iXd  )  

     obstacle at the left; 

 

elseif ( 1 2iXd   | 4 2iXd  ) & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd    

    obstacle at the right;  

 

elseif ( 1 2iXd   | 4 2iXd  ) & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd    

    obstacle at the left;  

  

elseif  1 2iXd   & 4 2iXd   & ( 2 2iXd   | 3 2iXd  )  

    obstacle at the right; 
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elseif  
1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 

3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd    

    if 1 2i iXd Xd  

    obstacle at the right; 

    else 

    obstacle at the left; 

    end 

 

elseif  1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd    

    if 4 3i iXd Xd  

    obstacle at the right; 

    else 

    obstacle at the left; 

    end 

 

elseif  1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd    

    obstacle at the left; 

     

elseif  1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd    

     obstacle at the right; 

 

elseif 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd       

     obstacle at the front; 

else 

      there is no obstacle; 

end 

After determining object’s position with Algorithm 1, (Algorithm 1 was tested with real time 

measurements and regarding Table 3.3 results the success  of the algorithm was found 97.98 % by 

using MATLAB), data is sent to one of the avoidance strategy: left, front, and right obstacle 

avoidance.  

This time, neuro-fuzzy algorithm starts processing data. Neuro-fuzzy algorithm is composed of  

A- Input layer 

B- Hidden layer (rule layer and consequence layer) 

C- Output layer 

In the input layer and hidden layer of algorithm, fuzzy inference system (FIS) takes place. To set up 

the fuzzy inference system, MATLAB® Fuzzy Logic Toolbox was used. As shown in Fig. 4.21, three 

types of fuzzy inference system was developed namely; (i) left obstacle avoidance, (ii) front and 

(iii) right obstacle avoidance fuzzy inference system. Fig. 4.22 shows the developed fuzzy 

inference system for left obstacle avoidance. Similarly, front and right obstacle avoidance fuzzy 

inference system were also developed. 
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Fig. 4.21: Proposed neuro-fuzzy control system for the smart clothing
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4.1.6.2 Input layer / Fuzzification 

The fuzzification procedure maps the crisp input values to the linguistic fuzzy terms with membership 

values between 0 and 1.  

 

Fig. 4.22: Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) for left obstacle avoidance  

In this layer, the inputs are the filtered data and each of these inputs is classified to fuzzy set 

membership functions. The inputs of fuzzy inference system are “averaged measured distances to an 

obstacle” information from sensor 1, sensor 2, sensor 3 and sensor 4, which are described by three 

linguistic variables: Near, Far and Very Far. The domain of functions is being from 0 (minimum) to 

2.5 meter (maximum) for each sensor.  

The two linguistic variables near and far were described by triangular membership functions, whereas 

very far described by trapezoidal membership function as shown in Fig. 4.23. 

Indeed, the input values between 2<  Xdi ≤ 2.5 was regarded as there is no detected obstacles neither at 

far nor near, thus they were interpreted as Very Far (see developed fuzzy rules). 
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Fig. 4.23: The membership functions for input variables 

For instance, the measured distances by sensors to an obstacle located at (-10, 60) cm are shown in 

Fig. 4.24. As seen in the figure, sensor 1 and sensor 2 detect the obstacle around 60 cm while sensor 3 

and sensor 4 does not detect the obstacle. When the averaged values of these data are taken, firstly 

they are filtered and then each of these inputs is classified to fuzzy set membership functions as 

follows:  

 

Fig. 4.24: Measurement results when the obstacle at (-10, 60) cm
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(i) Since the “averaged measured distances to an obstacle” information from sensor 1 and sensor 2 is 

about 60cm, they are classified as “Near” and (ii) Since the “averaged measured distances to an 

obstacle” information from sensor 3 and sensor 4 is about 2.4 m, they are classified as “Very Far”.  

The outputs of fuzzy inference system were also described by fuzzy linguistic variables, which are 

turn left small (S), medium (M), large (L), and very large (VL), and similarly turn right small (S), 

medium (M), large (L), and very large (VL) as shown in Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26, respectively. The 

domain of functions is [-90 90]. All the linguistic variables were denoted by triangular membership 

functions (MF).  

 
Fig. 4.25: The membership functions for output variables ―turn left‖  

 

 
Fig. 4.26: The membership functions for output variables ―turn right‖ 

Triangular MF was mainly selected because of limited computational resources of microcontroller.  In 

general, it is specified by three parameters {a, b, c} [266]: 
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By using min and max, an alternate expression can be written as: 

( ; , , ) max min , ,0
x a c x

triangle x a b c
b a c b

   
   

   
 (4.10) 

The parameters {a, b, c} determine the x coordinates of three corners of the underlying membership 

function.  

4.1.6.3 Hidden layer-1 / Fuzzy rule layer  

In this layer in order to control user’s motion in an environment as well as establish the relation 

between sensor values and turning angle, 77 rules were designed considering algorithm 1 and by 

taking Table 3.3-scenario 1 results into account. Hence, the rules are defined by human knowledge 

by using observed data (Table 3.3-scenario 1) taken by real time measurements and training of 

data was done off-line. Regarding Table 3.3 results according to object’s position determined by 

training of data, the turning angle of user was decided. Table 4.2 shows the recommended turning 

angle for user to avoid obstacle concerning its position. In the table “R” and “L” indicate the turn right 

and turn left, respectively. Additionally, as mentioned above, {Z, S, M, L, VL} values denote the 

turning angle in terms of linguistic variables. 

   Object at x-axis (cm) 

O
b

je
ct

 a
t 

 

y
-a

x
is

 (
cm

) 

Turning 

angle () 

-∞ -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 -∞ 

0-100 Z RS RS RM RL RVL/ LVL LL LM LS LS Z 

100-200 Z RS RS RS RM RL/LL LM LS LS LS Z 

∞ Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 

 

Fuzzy rule layer (b) 

During the fuzzy rules design; one rule was designed for the situation when there is not any obstacle 

on the way of user that means go straight or zero (no turning action). Besides, when there is an 

obstacle/s on the left, right or front of the user, 30, 30 and 16 rules were designed for left, right and 

front obstacle avoidance, respectively as shown in Appendix-C.   

The reason for designing separate fuzzy inference systems (left, right, front) is that there are some  

rules which are common for left and right positioned obstacles.  For instance; consider rules for left 

obstacle avoidance-algorithm 1 (Rule 6) and rules for right obstacle avoidance-algorithm 1 (Rule 6) 

(see Appendix-C): 

Table 4.2: The relation between turning angle and detected object position  
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-Algorithm 1 (Rule 6): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd    

According to fuzzy inference system, the values 
1iXd  and 

2iXd can correspond both Near or Far. 

Consider, both 1iXd  and 2iXd  correspond to Near.  In this case by one fuzzy inference system, the 

position of obstacle can not be determined correctly whether the obstacle is on the left or right. 

However, it is known that if 1 2i iXd Xd  then, obstacle at the right; if  1 2i iXd Xd  then, obstacle at 

the left. Therefore, since there is no rule definition in FIS that identifies 1 2i iXd Xd  or 1 2i iXd Xd  

condition, three fuzzy inference systems (left, right, front) have been separately considered to 

overcome this problem and not to guide user wrongly. Particularly, rules 21-22 and 24-25 in the left 

obstacle avoidance neuron and in the right obstacle avoidance neuron (see APPENDIX-C) explain this 

situation clearly.           

4.1.6.4 Hidden layer-2/ Consequence layer: Fuzzy Implication - Defuzzification  

c) Fuzzy Implication 

The choice of fuzzy implication rule is very important when designing a fuzzy control system. Fuzzy 

implication evaluates the consequent part of each rule.   

After the inputs have been fuzzified and degree of each rule is calculated using AND operator (see 

rules), the output membership function is then truncated by fuzzy implication. In this research, among 

the various implication methods, Larsen product implication method was used. The Larsen product 

implication is given by  

( , ) ( ). ( )A B A Bx y x y     (4.11) 

where AB denotes an implication in the universe U and V. It uses the arithmetic product between 

the two membership functions in the universe of discourses U and V [285]. 

All the rules were evaluated in this manner and output membership functions were aggregated using 

MAX operator to result in fuzzy output.   

d) Defuzzification 

The fuzzy implication and as well as aggregation yield the  fuzzy output, which is the union of all 

individual rules that are validated for the control action in a cumulative manner using MAX (OR) 

operator. Conversion of this fuzzy output to crisp output is defined as defuzzification.  

In our research the centroid method, which returns the center of area under the curve, was used for the 

proposed controller.  
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Let ( )out rTL  and ( )out rTR  show the center of membership functions of the output variables for left 

(l), front (f), and right (r) obstacle avoidance neurons after the evaluation of rules, where r=1,2,3…n 

are the rule numbers for each avoidance neuron and oTL and oTR are the crisp values which describe 

the outputs for Turn Left and Turn Right commands.  The value of the output control for each 

avoidance by centroid method is described as: 

For left obstacle avoidance (loa) neuron, final output:   
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, ( )o loaTL =0 (4.12) 

For right obstacle avoidance (roa) neuron, final output:  
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For front obstacle avoidance (foa) neuron, final output:  
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 (4.14) 

When there is no object: ( )o noneTL =0 and ( )o noneTR =0 

Example for working principle of FIS in Hidden layer of Neural Network   

An example of proposed fuzzy inference system for front obstacle avoidance neuron is shown in Fig. 

4.27, where sensor 1, sensor 2 and sensor 4 measure “near” while sensor 3 measures “far”. Let us 

explain how the FIS works.  

As seen from the figure that sensor 1, sensor 2, sensor 3 and sensor 4 detect the obstacle at 0.496m, 

0.539m, 1.70m and 0.453m, respectively. These inputs correspond to “near” and “far” linguistic 

variables in fuzzy inference as shown by yellow triangular.  
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Step 1- Fuzzification 

First fuzzification procedure starts and by this way the degree of 

memberships 1( )iXd , 2( )iXd , 3( )iXd , 4( )iXd  are determined. Fig. 4.28-4.31 shows the 

fuzzification process for the 3
rd

 rule in whole control system or in other words 3
rd

 rule for front 

obstacle avoidance neuron.  

 

Fig. 4.27: Implication and defuzzification process of front obstacle avoidance neuron fuzzy inference 

Step 2- Apply fuzzy operator MIN  

For 3
rd

 rule: min ( 1( )iXd , 2( )iXd , 3( )iXd , 4( )iXd ) = 0.55 

For the rules between 1 and 16 rules except 3
rd

 rule:  

min ( 1( )iXd , 2( )iXd , 3( )iXd , 4( )iXd )=0 as also it can be noticed from the Fig. 4.27. 
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Fig. 4.28: Fuzzification for input 1 (data read by sensor 1) for the 3
rd

  rule in front obstacle avoidance  

 
Fig. 4.29: Fuzzification for input 2 (data read by sensor 2) for the 3

rd
 rule in front obstacle avoidance  

 

Fig. 4.30: Fuzzification for input 3 (data read by sensor 3) for the 3
rd

 rule in front obstacle avoidance  

 

Fig. 4.31: Fuzzification for input 4 (data read by sensor 4) for the 3
rd 

  rule in front obstacle avoidance  
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Step 3- Fuzzy Implication 

 Rule 3 implies that:   

If 1iXd = Near & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd = Far & 4iXd = Near => Turn Right VL 

 

and fuzzy implication for this rule can be computed as 

 

       2 3 2 30 2.5 0 90 0 2.5 0 90
( , ) ( ). ( )i f i fXd TR Xd TR  

    
  (4.15) 

According to rule 3, 3fTR =VL (Very Large) as shown in Fig. 4.32.  

 
Fig. 4.32: Output membership function for 3

rd
 rule in front obstacle avoidance 

Since VL represents triangular function (50, 70, 90) then, 

     2 30 2.5 0 90 0 90
( , ) 0.55. ((50,70,90))i fXd TR 

   
  (4.16) 

    2 30 2.5 0 90
( , ) 0.55 (0,1,0)i fXd TR

  
   which shows the triangular function (50,70,90) with a 

degree of 0.55 as shown in Fig. 4.33 

 

Fig. 4.33: Implication process for 3
rd

 rule in front obstacle avoidance 

For the rules between 1 and 16 rules except 3
rd

 rule, since the  

min ( 1( )iXd , 2( )iXd , 3( )iXd , 4( )iXd ) is zero then the fuzzy implication computed as below is 

also zero: 
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               0 2.5 0 90 0 2.5 0 90 0 2.5 0 90 0 2.5 0 90
(min( ), ) ( ). ( ) (min( ), ) ( ). ( )

0

i fr i fr i fr i frXd TR Xd TR Xd TL Xd TL     
         

  


 (4.17) 

Step 4- Defuzzification 

After all 16 rules are evaluated in this manner and output membership functions are aggregated in a 

cumulative manner using MAX (or) operator to result in fuzzy output, defuzzification takes place. The 

output function for the front obstacle avoidance neuron is shown in Fig. 4.34. 

 

Fig. 4.34: Final output function for the front obstacle avoidance neuron for a given example 

Since the output is computed for front obstacle avoidance (foa) neuron as Equation 4.14 and since 

( )o foaTL is calculated as zero then, ( )o foaTR  can be written as         
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 (4.18) 

which implies   

3 3

( )

3

0 ( )

0 ( )

f out f

o foa

out f

TR TR
TR

TR









. As described above and seen in Fig. 4.34, 3fTR represents the 

triangular function (50, 70, 90) and 3( )out fTR shows the (0, 0.55, 0) for each point of triangular. By 

using the center point of triangular, the formula can be computed as 

( )

70 0.55
70

0.55
o foaTR


   (4.19) 

As a result; the recommended turning angles for user in order to avoid front obstacle are ( ) 0o foaTL   

and ( )o foaTR  =70 as seen in Fig. 4.27, which means only Turn Right with an angle of 70°.   
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Indeed, this shows the object is just in front of the user at left. Therefore, user should be guided to 

avoid obstacle as soon as possible by recommending turning right with a large angle. As explained 

above, the given example was only for the front obstacle and processed by only front obstacle 

avoidance neuron.    

Moreover, by using fuzzy logic toolbox in MATLAB, the control surface can be demonstrated.  For 

instance, by processing the designed rules in right obstacle neuron, the relation between sensor values 

and turning angle in terms of linguistic values was established. A control surface was plotted to 

visualize the variation in turning angle with given sensor values when the sensor 3 reads 1.2 m (Far) 

and sensor 4 reads 2.4 m (VeryFar) in right obstacle avoidance neuron (see Fig. 4.35). In this figure 

for turn left, blue colors represent the critical regions corresponding turning angle very large while 

yellow colors represent the turning angle very small regions.  

Besides as expected from the rules, it seems that there is no turning action for right, which corresponds 

0° for the figure at right. Thus, control surface can explain us the relation between sensor readings and 

recommended turning angles.  

  

Fig. 4.35: Example of control surface for right obstacle avoidance neuron 

4.1.6.5 Output Layer/Fuzzy-Neural Approximation and Final Outputs 

Fig. 4.36 shows the basic diagram of fuzzy neural approximation of proposed controller. Here the 

weight functions are approximated by fuzzy sets.  

In this output layer, the outputs of consequence layer will be the inputs of output layer and the final 

output will be desired turning angle in order to avoid obstacle. Thus, the weight functions of output 

layer will be the output functions  ( ,
TL TRN NO O ) as shown in Fig. 4.36, where N denotes the number of 

neurons that are left obstacle avoidance neuron (1), front obstacle avoidance (2), and right obstacle 

avoidance (3), and TL denotes the turning position to left whereas TR denotes the turning position to 

right. 
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Fig. 4.36: Basic diagram of fuzzy neural approximation of proposed controller 

As explained in Section 4.1.6.4, the output functions for left, front, and right obstacle avoidance 

neurons become: 
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; 3 ( ) 0TR o roaO TR   (4.22) 

 

Unless data is not processed in the avoidance neurons, which means it is eliminated by the data 

filtration and pre-processing, zero function (Z(0)=0) that demonstrates there is no obstacle on the way 

of user will come additionally, thus the final outputs are calculated as follows: 

outputTL 
3

1

(0)
TLN

N

O Z


  (4.23) 
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   (4.24) 

By combining Equations 4.20-4.24 the final outputs of the proposed neuro-fuzzy controller can be 

written finally as 
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 (4.26) 

Consequently, an algorithm for smart clothing system was described by fuzzy neural approaches. The 

system inputs were evaluated in terms of fuzzy relations, and then the outputs which are recommended 

turning angles in order to avoid obstacle were deduced by using neural network architecture.  

As a result, the outputs of described neuro-fuzzy controller will be processed by microcontroller and 

thus, they will be transmitted to vibration motors as signals defined by  intervals of  “S”, “M”, “L”, 

“VL” for turning action in order to guide user.  Before microcontroller programming, the success of 

the multi-layer fuzzy controller was given with comparison of one layer fuzzy inference system. 

4.1.7  Implementation and comparison of multi-layer fuzzy controller       

with one layer fuzzy controller 

The success of the proposed system was tested in real environment for its detection and avoidance 

capability. Data taken by real time experiment results were used to compare multi-layer fuzzy 

inference systems (left, right, front) with one layer fuzzy inference system. 

One layer fuzzy system was designed using the same 77 rules presented in Appendix-C. The rules in 

left, right and front obstacle avoidance neurons (30, 30 and 16 rules) were gathered into one fuzzy 

inference to define one layer fuzzy inference system.  

In order to validate the efficiency of the proposed system, it has been implemented on the real data 

acquired in the experimentation phase (using Table 3.3). Our system is then compared with a basic one 

layer FIS described above.  
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The outputs of these two systems are presented in Figures 4.37-4.39. These results demonstrate that in 

most of cases, the outputs of the two systems are the same or very close (less than 15°) of the target 

angles.  

 
Fig. 4.37: Outputs of the multi-layer FIS and one-layer FIS and target angles when the obstacle is at 

the right 

 

Fig. 4.38: Outputs of the multi-layer FIS and one layer FIS and target angles when the obstacle is in 

the front 
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Fig. 4.39: Outputs of the multi-layer FIS and basic FIS and target angles when the obstacle is at the 

left  

However, in specific cases that we explained earlier (see Section 4.1.6.3), the multi-layers FIS 

outperforms the basic FIS. Indeed, the basic FIS is not able to find the right direction especially for 

right and left avoidances. 

In particular; when the obstacle is at the right, user should be guided by turning left in order to avoid 

it. Therefore; the expected output value of the fuzzy controller should be “Turn left with an angle and 

Turn right=0”. According to Fig.4.37, in some cases, basic one layer FIS presented unacceptable 

output values such as Turn Right with an angle of 30° instead of 0°. On the contrary, when the 

obstacle is at the left, user should be guided by turning right in order to avoid obstacle. Then, the 

expected output value of the fuzzy controller should be “Turn right with an angle and Turn Left=0”. 

Again, in some cases as seen in Fig.4.39, single FIS presented some unacceptable output values by 

giving wrong decision as “Turn Left with an angle” instead “Turn Left=0”. Therefore, in some cases 

single FIS did not present right decision output in terms of direction. 

These errors are not acceptable in this kind of application since this leads to wrong orientation of the 

user and a probable collision with the obstacle. On the other side, for all the cases, multi-layer FIS 

presented right decision output in terms of direction. It has only errors in definition of angles like 

single FIS also has. For instance, in some cases instead of 45°, it presented 30°, or instead of 30°, it 

presented 15°. Indeed, the error in terms of angles can be acceptable because of the noisy data taken 

by sensors. It does not let the user a direct collision with an obstacle.  
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As a result, it is apparent that the multi-layer FIS gives better results than the one layer FIS and it is 

capable of guiding user in right decision output in terms of direction. 

4.1.8   Microcontroller  programming 

In our study, Lilypad Arduino® microcontroller board was used. The board was based on ATmega328 

(20MHz, 6-channel 10-bit ADC, 14-channel programmable I/O Lines) which the instruction set and 

technical specifications of the chip was given in ATMEL® Technical Data Manual [286]. In order to 

program microcontroller, Arduino developed a C based software. Thus, in this study Arduino’s own 

software® was preferred against assembly language due to easy programming.    

The design of program is aimed at analysing signals acquired by the ultrasonic sensors and 

transforming them into different vibration intervals in the case of obstacles as mentioned earlier 

section for guiding person with recommended turning action. Fig. 4.40 shows the flow diagram of the 

microcontroller’s main program used in our study. 

 

Fig. 4.40: Flow diagram of microcontroller’s main program  
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The main program works as follows: Firstly, program goes through an initialization phase where all 

variables are set, all I/O (Input/Output) ports are initialized and the external devices are enabled. 

Next the processor waits for calibration during 5 seconds. In the calibration phase, all sensor outputs 

assign to the same range. Thus, they are capable of measuring the same interval. 

Then, data acquisition and sampling loop starts. Signals acquired by ultrasonic sensors are processed 

within a sampling period. In that period, data processing is done in order to understand if there is an 

obstacle on the way of user or not.   

According to data assessment, decision output is given as mentioned in earlier section such that if the 

obstacle is detected at the right, then actuation signals are transformed to left vibration motors in order 

to guide person by turning left  or vice versa. If data assessment results in  there is no obstacle on the 

way of the user, then there is no decision output as turn left or right, that means no actuation signals 

are transformed to vibration motors (zero=go straight) and by this way the next data acquisition and 

sampling loop takes place within a next time interval.  

During the sampling process, smoothing algorithm was used in order to prevent noise or unexpected 

rapid changes. In this way, data sets are smoothed or in other words moving average values of data 

sets are calculated as shown in Fig. 4.41. 

In microcontroller programming, the critical point is the period for sampling of data acquisition and 

output order. For our study, in order to determine sampling period as well as output order to guide user 

at a right time interval before crashing obstacle, first walking speed of visually impaired people was 

searched.  Some studies reported that walking speed of normal pedestrian is between 1.22 m/sec 

(younger pedestrians) and 0.91 m/sec (older pedestrians) [287-288].  

 Data array 1

Data array 2

Data array 3

Data array 4

1X

 

2X

 

3X

 

4X
…moving average 

 

Fig. 4.41: Smoothing algorithm working principle 

Considering this known fact and our observations, walking speed of visually impaired person was 

assumed as 0.6 m/sec. Furthermore, during walking the distance to be checked for obstacles was 

defined as 2.5 meters in earlier section.  
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Hence, maximum timing diagram for microcontroller programming including sampling loop and 

decision output period in a safety margins is shown in Fig. 4.42. At the 1
st
 second, data acquisition as 

well as sampling is performed. Minimum sampling time of data was calculated and determined as 

approximately 10 ms (1 sampling loop 10 ms). According to one data assessed after the sampling; 

one element of the decision matrix is updated. Hence, for the new condition, the decision output can 

be given after the ten sampling process at least approximately in 100 ms. As soon as decision output is 

given, actuation signals are transferred to vibration motors and thus, user can sense vibration motions 

in one second time. Sensation of vibration motions can start before the 2
nd

  time interval (tstart-vib 1s, 

tduration-vib 1s)  due to decision output (The intervals given in the Fig. 4.42 shows the maximum timing 

including safety margins in order to be able to guide user before crashing an obstacle). After the 

sensations, one more second is given to user to compensate forward motion during turning action. In 

this manner, user’s avoidance from an obstacle within a 2-2.5 m range is guarantied.   

 

Fig. 4.42: Timing diagram for microcontroller 

Thus, considering timing diagram and above mentioned information microcontroller programming has 

been done. 

4.2. Design and Development Concept of Smart Clothing   

Prototype for Visually Impaired People 

A smart clothing system is essentially a hierarchical process. At each level of hierarchy there are 

different factors which should be taken into account in order to transform garment into an interactive, 

intelligent infrastructure to facilitate information processing. During the design of interactive garment 
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two main critical issues which are requirements for electronic software and hardware components, and 

wearability performance should be elaborated together and compromised. Therefore a smart clothing 

system is a combination of different research fields especially electronics, information technology, 

control engineering, and textiles design. 

Present research is aimed at designing and developing a smart clothing system to be able to guide 

visually impaired people during navigation by detecting as well as avoiding obstacles. In chapter 2, 

sensors and actuators have been realized for designing e-textile architecture of the aimed smart 

clothing system. In chapter 3, the system of e-textile architecture has been analyzed in detail. Towards 

our aim, how many sensors, actuators should be placed on the garment, which areas of the garment are 

suitable for higher vibrotactile perception as well as position of actuators, which type of conductive 

yarns should be used for acquiring better signal quality from the sensors have  been found. In chapter 

4, the algorithm for obstacle detection and avoidance was developed and by this way, microcontroller 

programming of the smart clothing prototype has been done. Within this section, all results and 

findings have been combined into a unique smart clothing system. Thus, the prototype development 

combined four key research fields; electronics, control engineering, information processing-

technology and textiles. 

During the development of prototype, firstly, the electronic circuit of the system according to 

electronic software and hardware requirements has been designed and then by considering wearability 

requirements and comfort of the user, the layout of the system has been devised.  

4.2.1. Circuit design 

The circuit was designed mainly considering multi-connection of ultrasonic sensors as discussed in 

Chapter 2.The schematic diagram of smart clothing system circuit is shown in Fig. 4.43.  

The function of this circuitry is to digitize as well as transform analog signals acquired by sensors into 

vibration signal. It modulates analog signals into different levels of vibrations by identifying 

correlation between position of obstacle and required turning action (direction and angle) for user. 

There are four key connections and elements for this circuitry; (i) one microcontroller, (ii) four 

ultrasonic sensors, (iii) eight vibration motors, and (iv) two power supply. Owing to findings earlier, 

four sensors were used to detect obstacles, eight vibration motors (each of four on the left and right) 

were used in order to guide user by recommending him/her turning direction and angle. As mentioned 

in the developed algorithm section commands for required turning action, which were  processed 

through microcontroller by linguistic variables namely; turning left or right with an angle of small (S), 

medium (M), large (L), and very large (VL), were provided by eight vibration motors. In that purpose, 

microcontroller was used in order to process as well as transform data into commands.  
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Fig. 4.43: Schematic diagram of smart clothing system circuit
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4.2.1.1 Schematic circuit diagram of microcontroller 

The LilyPad Arduino® microcontroller board was used. The LilyPad Arduino has a circle shape, 

approximately 50mm in diameter. The thickness of the board itself is 0.8mm and with the attached 

electronics it is approximately 3mm. As mentioned in section 4.1.8, the LilyPad Arduino can be 

powered via USB connection or with an external power supply. In our circuit design, it was powered 

with a 4.8V NiMH flat battery. The board is based on ATmega328 [289]. The schematic diagram of 

the board is shown in Fig. 4.44.  

 

Fig. 4.44: Schematic diagram of LilyPad Mainboard Microcontroller [289] 

With reference to Fig. 4.43 and 4.44, the pins for analog inputs; A0(23), A1(24), A2(25) and A3(26) 

were connected with the analog output pins of ultrasonic sensors.  Vcc and GND pins were connected 

with the power supply, the pins for the digital outputs D2(32), D3(1), D4(2), D5(9), D6(10) and 

D7(11) were connected with the vibration motors’ input pins. 

4.2.1.2 Schematic circuit diagram of ultrasonic sensors 

Fig. 4.45 shows the schematic circuit diagram of ultrasonic sensor. Sensor functions using active 

components consisting of an LM234, a diode array, PIC 16F676 microcontroller, together with a 

variety of passive components [204].  

Here, the out pins  GND, 5V, TX, RX, AN, and PW of each sensor were connected with the whole 

circuit according to multiconnection principles of sensor as discussed in Section 2.3.4. GND and Vcc 

(operates on 2.5V - 5.5V) pins were connected with 4.8V NiMH flat battery. 
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Fig. 4.45: Schematic circuit diagram of LV-MaxSonar®-EZ3 sensor [204] 

The TX pin of the first sensor was connected with the RX pins of the second sensor (follow red colors 

in Fig. 4.43), and this was repeated up to 4
th
  sensor. By this way the RX pin of each sensor was 

internally pulled high. This synchronization yields the communication of sensors within each other. 

The AN (analog output) pin of the each sensor was connected with the microcontrollers analog inputs 

(AI).  AN pin of the sensor outputs analog voltage with a scaling factor of Vcc/512 per inch. This 

voltage calculation was used in microcontroller programming for interpreting distance to an obstacle. 

Moreover, BW pin of each sensor was held high by connecting it to Vcc pin of the sensor (follow red 

discrete line in Fig. 4.43). It was done in order to get low noise chaining.  As mentioned in Section 

2.3.4, a resistor 1 K  was added to circuit between the last sensor’s TX back to the RX of the first 

sensor in order to keep running and constantly loop sensors. Furthermore, to “kick start” or in other 

words to trigger sensors, Arduino Lily Pad Button Board ® was added to circuit. In Fig. 4.46, Arduino 

L ilyPad Button Board® is shown. It has small dimensions (8x16mm) with a thickness of 

0.8mm. It was connected to circuit from GND and Vcc pins [290].  

 

Fig. 4.46: Arduino LilyPad Button Board® [290] 
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4.2.1.3 Schematic circuit diagram of vibration motors 

Fig. 4.47 shows the schematic circuit diagram of Ardunio LilyPad Vibe Board®. Here, the GND pin 

of the each vibration motor was connected with the GND of the circuit. Vcc pin of the each vibration 

motor was connected with the microcontroller digital outputs.  

 

Fig. 4.47: Schematic circuit diagram of Ardunio LilyPad Vibe Board® [291] 

 

4.2.2. Design Layout 

Considering Fig. 4.43, the circuit layout of the prototype was designed as seen in Fig. 4.48. In Fig. 

4.44 (a) and (b), the circuit was designed over the front and back of garment, and over the arms, 

respectively.  

 

Fig. 4.48: Circuit layout design on the garment 
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4.2.2.1 Sensor placement 

In Chapter 3, it was found that the best scenario was to use four sensors with an angle of 0°. Moreover, 

since the distance between four sensors were previously adjusted to 20 cm considering human body 

physiology, the position of sensors on the garment were decided as placing them under the breast zone 

of the garment  taking account of  both women’s and men’s body.  

Indeed, the position of sensor plays a great role on the detection of obstacles. They should be placed in 

a region where the garment does not move so much during the walking. Within this concept, there can 

be two alternative zones: Shoulders zone or zone under the breast. If the sensors are placed over the 

shoulders zone, then obstacles with higher height such as wardrobe, wall will be detected. On the other 

hand, if the sensors are placed over the zone under breast, then the obstacles not only with higher 

height but also lower than that of height such as tables can also be detected. Towards our aim and 

considering environmental conditions, since there are more obstacles with lower height, then the zone 

under the breast on the garment was chosen for position of sensors in order to avoid more obstacle 

collision.  

4.2.2.2 Actuator-vibration motor placement 

According to Section 3.4 results, it was found that the highest level of vibrotactile sensation was 

perceived over the outer wrist and hip bone area of the evaluators’ body. Therefore, to guide user, 

vibration motors were decided to be placed over the outer wrist and hip bone area of the garment. 

Three of the vibration motors were decided to be placed on the wrist of left arm, whereas the other 

three on the wrist of right arm. The left and right hip bone area was chosen for summer clothing usage. 

The garment was designed for both summer and winter periods. Therefore, when the arms of the 

proposed garment are taken out, the system is designed to be able to generate control by the vibration 

motors placed on the left and right hip bone area of the garment. To sum up, eight vibration motors 

were decided to be placed as follows: Each three of the six vibration motors are on the left and right 

arm over the outer wrist of garment and the other two are on the left and right hip bone area of the 

garment. Three vibration motors are used on one arm to give to user information about the location of 

obstacles as well as about required turning angle.  

For instance, in the case of right turn with a small angle, only the 1
st
 vibration motor on the right arm 

will act. Similarly, if the required turning action is right turn with a large angle, then three vibration 

motors on the right arm will act.  
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4.2.2.3 Microcontroller and power supply placement  

After the decision of actuator’s and sensor’s placement, the positions of microcontroller and power 

supplies were planned out. Considering circuit and resistance constraints, microcontroller and power 

supplies should be placed as close as possible to each other. Moreover, critical point in microcontroller 

placement is that it is the network of inputs and outputs. Therefore, it should be placed in a region that 

is able to gather all analog outputs from sensors and send inputs to actuators without any overlapping.  

Therefore, the best possible position for microcontroller is in the center of garment regarding to whole 

circuit.  

Due to microcontroller position and circuit constraints, positions of power supplies were determined 

close to microcontroller. Hence, they were decided to be placed around the vertical centerline of the 

garment.  

4.2.3. Smart clothing prototype 

4.2.3.1 Base structure of interactive garment 

In order to obtain the circuit layout design shown in Fig. 4.48 on the garment, production of seamless 

products was considered. By this way,   MBS Merz ® single-jersey circular knitting machine as seen 

in Fig. 4.49, with a cylinder diameter of 13 inches and E28 gauge was used to produce base structure 

of interactive garment.   

 

Fig. 4.49: MBS Merz ® single-jersey circular knitting machine 
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Considering wearability and durability performance requirements mentioned in Section 2.1 such as 

comfortable, breathable, moisture absorption, lightweight, strength etc., Polyamide 66 yarns with a 

linear density of 78/68x2 dtex were used. Additionally, in order to get tightly fit in the garment, 

elastomeric  yarns composed of PA (22 Denier) including  Lycra® (16 Denier) were also used during 

the production of base structure of interactive garment.  

According to results of Section 3.1, since the silver plated nylon 66-4ply yarns with a linear density 

and resistance of 312/34x4 dtex and 50 /m, respectively, presented the best compromise between 

signal quality and textile properties, they were used to satisfy electrical conduction in the garment. The 

arm and body parts of the garment were produced seamless. Then, they were sewn together in order to 

produce a base structure of the interactive garment (see Fig. 4.50). As shown in that figure, conductive 

yarns are in grey color, whereas polyamide yarns are in white. This structure is also washable. The 

other electronic parts are removable and their washing is not recommended. 

 

Fig. 4.50: Base structure of developed interactive garment 

4.2.3.2 Removable structures of interactive garment 

Since the higher vibrotactile perception was obtained by woven fabric samples according to Section 

3.4 results, woven structure was chosen for vibration motors’ integration. Indeed, the compactness of 

woven structure provides better impact resistance than knitting structure and by this way, it will 

prevent the swinging of sensors and actuators during walking. Therefore, instead of knitting structure, 
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woven structure was considered to produce removable parts. Ultrasonic sensors and vibration motors 

integrated to textile structure were designed as described in Section 2.3-2.4.  

 

Fig. 4.51: The production of removable parts for sensor and vibration motor integration 

The production of removable parts for sensors and vibration motors was done by a hand loom weaving 

machine as shown in Fig. 4.51. Double-woven structure was defined. Again, the same conductive 

yarns and polyamide 66 yarns with a linear density of 78/68x4 dtex were used. Conductive yarns were 

inserted as well as hidden in the middle part of the double woven structure. Fig. 4.52 - Fig. 4.54 show 

the removable parts for vibration motor and sensor integration. 

After weaving

Loops on the fabric 

Frontside appearance
 

Fig. 4.52: Ultrasonic sensor integrated to woven fabric to attach under the breast zone of garment 
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To build electrical circuit and to connect sensor and vibration motor with fabric, loops were formed 

among conductive yarns, and snap fasteners were sewn onto these loops. As seen in the figures, the 

conductive yarns are in grey color in the middle part of fabric and polyamide yarns are in white color.  

After weaving

Frontside appearance

Backside appearance

Loops 

 

Fig. 4.53: Vibration motors integrated to woven fabric to attach over hip bone area of the garment 

Loops on the fabric 

After weaving

Frontside appearance

Backside appearance

 

Fig. 4.54: Vibration motors integrated to woven fabric to attach over wrist area of the garment 
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Sensors

Vibration motors for the 

over wrist of garment

Vibration motors for the 

hip bone area of garment

 

Fig. 4.55:  Removable fabrics for sensor and actuator connections to main circuit 

The total removable parts for sensor and actuator connections are shown in Fig 4.55. There are totally 

four sensors and eight vibration motors integrated to woven fabrics. The connection of these 

removable parts to main circuit in base structure of the interactive garment was provided by snap 

fasteners. 

The removable fabric for microcontroller connection was produced by sewing. Similarly, snap 

fasteners provided connections among main circuit and microcontroller. The fabric used for producing 

base structure of interactive garment was also used to produce both microcontroller connection and 

pockets for batteries (see Fig. 4.56). The conductive yarns were again inserted as well as hidden in the 

middle part of knitted fabric.    

Pockets for batteries 

Microcontroller integrated to knitted fabric

 

Fig. 4.56: Removable fabrics for microcontroller and pockets for batteries 
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4.2.3.3 Interactive garment prototype 

Finally, an interactive garment with its removable parts is shown in Fig. 4.57. Sensors were positioned 

in front of the garment under the breast zone. Vibration motors were positioned over the wrist and hip 

bone area of the garment. Microcontroller and batteries were positioned along the vertical centerline of 

the garment.  

battery

microcontroller

sensor 1 sensor 2

sensor 3sensor 4

vibration motors vibration motors

vibration motor vibration motor

battery

 
Fig. 4.57: Interactive garment with its removable parts 

Parts for ultrasonic sensors, vibration motors and batteries were designed to be attached from the inner 

side of the garment and thus, they are not visible when they are attached.  However, only 

microcontroller is visible on the garment when attached. By this way, user can open and close the 

system easily via button on the microcontroller.  

Fig. 4.58 shows the final smart clothing prototype worn by mannequin. The weight of the final 

prototype without batteries is about 250 g, whereas the weight including two batteries is 458 g. Smart 

garment enabling detection and avoidance of obstacles is easy to handle, light enough to wear and 

carry, and washable when removable parts are detached from the main structure. 
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Fig. 4.58: Final smart clothing prototype for visually impaired people 

4.3. Final Experiments and Performances of Smart Clothing System  

Our smart clothing was tested for the following purposes: 

  Detection capability and robustness  

  Power consumption  

  Heating behaviour  

  Washability performances 
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4.3.1.  Detection capability and robustness of the developed system 

Detection capability of the developed system was defined as the degree of detection range in terms of 

distance along y and x-axis that is able to detect obstacles during operations. Robustness was defined 

as the ability of developed system to detect obstacles’ position accurately in order to navigate avoiding 

collisions.  

For experimental purposes, intelligent garment placed on the mannequin was tested for its detection 

range as shown in Fig. 4.59. During measurements, obstacles were placed in front of the mannequin in 

different positions in order to find maximum detection range. For instance, (see Fig. 4.59), white 

drawings on the ground were obtained during operation in different time intervals. 

 

Fig. 4.59: Measurements for detection capability of the developed system 

According to measurement results, during the first two hour the detection capability of the system was 

up to 2.5 m in y-axis as seen in Fig. 4.60. However, as the operation time increased, the detection 

range decreased. After 4 hour and 6 hour working time, the detection range decreased to 2.2 m and 1.8 

m, respectively. This result can be attributed to a decrease in battery voltage. As the time passes, 

batteries run out. Thus, the feeding voltage going to sensors decreases. Since the analog voltage output 

of our ultrasonic sensor works with a scaling factor of Vcc (Feeding voltage)/512 per inch as 

mentioned in Section 3.2, the measured distance values acquired by sensors  decrease due to a 

decrease in Vcc and the detection range  as  time passes also decreases. 
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Fig. 4.60: Detection capability of the developed smart clothing 

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4.60, it was observed that detection ranges of left and right sensors are a 

little bit different. The areas detected by left and right sensors are not symmetrical. This may be 

related to different sensitivities of sensors.  

For experimental environment, different indoor configurations with various layouts were chosen in 

order to identify obstacle’s position. For instance, one layout of the environment including obstacles is 

shown in Fig. 4.61.  

Before conducting experiments since lengths and widths of obstacles are critical issues for obstacle 

detection due to sensors’ locations on the garment, following assumptions were made: (i) the widths of 

obstacles used in experiments were larger than 30cm, (ii) the heights of obstacles used in experiments 

were higher than 90cm.  
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Fig. 4.61: Layout of environment including obstacles 

Experimental results showed that developed system is able to identify obstacle’s position without any 

failure within the detection range (see Fig. 4.60). It means system is able to detect obstacles 

accurately, when they are at the right, system gives an output to turn left or vice versa. When obstacles 

are in front, system gives an output to turn right and left at the same time.  

Therefore, an user can choose his/her way randomly by turning right or left in order to avoid an 

obstacle. In case of smaller obstacles having a width of ~15cm, it was observed that our system is still 

able of detecting an obstacle when it is located left or right. It is however unable to detect it  when it is 

in front. It detects the obstacle as it was right or left randomly. This result may be explained by the 

distance between two sensors equal to 20cm defining the threshold value regarding the detection of the 

smallest possible obstacle. Therefore, obstacles smaller than 20cm in width are not correctly detected.  
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In conclusion, it may be noted that the increase in obstacle width increases accuracy of its detection. 

Similarly, the height of obstacles is critical for their detection. They should be higher than sensors’ 

height.  

Overall, the developed smart clothing detection system is robust and reliable if obstacles are large and 

tall.  

4.3.2.   Power consumption 

Smart clothing system power supply system consists of two 4.8V NiMH flat batteries with a capacity 

of 2200mAh. As mentioned previously, in the circuit one of them supplies four ultrasonic sensors, 

while the other supplies  the rest of the circuit, especially microcontroller and vibration motors. 

Therefore, in order to find the life time of the smart clothing system (without any spare battery), 

experiments were made as follows: 

First, the currents drawn by the vibration motors, ultrasonic sensors and microcontroller were 

investigated. It was observed that voltage coming to one vibration motor during the operation was 

measured as approximately 3.3 V.  Therefore, the current passing through this vibration motor can be 

computed as: 

vib
vib

vib

V
I

R
   (4.27) 

where  , ,vib vib vibV I R  represents voltage, current, and resistance value of one vibration motor. 

According to datasheet of Ardunio LilyPad Vibe Board® [291], since (see Fig. 4.47), 33vibR    

then 100vibI mA . Therefore, the current passing through one vibration motor is 100mA. According 

to our control algorithm, all vibration motors can be activate (e.g. when the obstacle in  front of the 

visually impaired person, six vibration motors should be turned on at the same time in order to warn). 

In this manner, the total current is equal to 6x100mA=600mA in the case of winter period utilization.  

For summer period, only a hip bones area vibration motors (2 vibration motors) will be turned on and 

the maximal current will be equal to  2x100mA=200mA.   

Concerning sensors  and microcontroller according to technical datasheet of our microcontroller [286], 

as shown in Fig. 4.62, the current is about 5mA for 4.8V, at 25°C during the operation (active mode). 

However, microcontroller is functioning all the time and the vibration motors are activated only during 

short periods of time (1s) when necessary.  
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Fig. 4.62: ATmega328: Active Supply Current vs. VCC [286]  

Similarly, according to datasheet of ultrasonic sensors, it was found that the current for one operating 

sensor at 5V  is 3mA. As there are four sensors the total required current is 4x3mA=12mA. Sensors 

are also supplied continually, it means that in the operating mode the power necessary to supply our 

detection system is less than 12mA, therefore the life time is equal approximately to 8 days with one 

2200mAh battery.  Concerning vibration motors, six of them may vibrate during approximately 4 

hours without interruptions. 

Like microcontroller’s current draw, sensors’ current draw is highly smaller than the vibration motors’ 

current draw. It has been considered the power loss in conductive yarns was negligible. Therefore, 

those currents would also be eliminated against vibration motors’ current in the circuit.  

In real experimental conditions with a lot of obstacles, measurements approve the our estimations and  

the battery supplying vibration motors runs out faster than the other one.  

4.3.3.   Heating behavior  

Thermal analysis was carried out in order to find out whether the garment heats up above the level 

when  the comfort of user can be affected or it may provoke  injures.  

A thermal camera (Testo 880 ®, Testo Inc.) was used to take infrared images of the structure. Testo 

880 ® Thermal Camera has a thermal resolution of <0,1 °C at 30 °C and was set to record 

temperatures every 5 seconds.  

A multichannel DC power source (Keithley 2400 SourceMeter®, Keithley Instruments Inc.) was used 

as power supply.  Experiments were done in standard laboratory conditions (20°C, %65RH). The base 

structure of the interactive garment was placed on a plastic stand about 50cm away from thermal 

camera.  Then, conductive parts of the garment were clamped with the probe of the DC power supply.  
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At first, measurement started with supplying 5V to the garment considering system’s real working 

conditions. Afterwards, measurements were conducted by increasing voltage value from 1V to 16V in 

order to test the system’s heating behaviour. During the measurements, Testo IRSoft software® was 

used to acquire images of temperature distribution on the fabric sample.   

For instance, Fig. 4.63 shows the thermal image of a structure at 5V with its temperature distribution 

along conductive yarn. Moreover, Fig. 4.64 shows the thermal images of the structure over the sample 

area along conductive yarns when the voltage value is adjusted to 1V, 4V, 10V and 16V respectively. 

A

Distance |A  P|Point A Point P

Voltage: 5V Minumum: 20.7 °C   Maximum: 24.5 °C    Average: 22.8 °C

(a) (b)  

Fig. 4.63: Thermal image of the structure at 5V (a) and its temperature distribution along conductive 

yarn with a distance of |AP| (b) 

According to Fig. 4.63, it was observed that the average temperature along the conductive yarn is 

about 22.8 °C. Concerning our intelligent garment, since the system’s working range is around 5V, it 

can be concluded that during the operation mode the temperature on the intelligent garment will be 

around 22 °C along the conductive yarns (transmission lines). Indeed, this result was found as 

satisfying regarding thermal comfort of a human body.  

According to ASHRAE STANDARD 55-2010 [292], to maintain  comfort of human body, the amount 

of insulation required to keep a resting person warm in a windless room at 70 °F (21.1 °C) is equal to 

one clo.  

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4.64 it was observed that the temperature of the conductive yarns 

increases rapidly with the voltage increase (see Fig. 4.65). With five voltages 1 V, 4 V, 8 V, 12 V and 

16 V, the obtained average temperature values are  18.3 °C, 20.8 °C, 30.5 °C, 46 °C, and 64.4 °C, 

respectively.   
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Voltage: 1V Voltage: 4V

Voltage: 10V Voltage: 16V

(a) (b)

(c) (d)  

Fig. 4.64: Thermal images of the structure over a sample area at 1V, 4V, 10V,16V 

Based on these results, the recommended voltage range to be applied on intelligent garments should 

not exceed 6-7 V in case of utilization of silver plated conductive yarns (<50ohm/m) in order to 

guarantee comfort and safety.  

 

Fig. 4.65: Average temperatures over the transmission lines on the garment vs. voltage  
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4.3.4.  Washability  

In order to test the changes in electrical conductivity of the system after home laundering, a sample of 

base structure(without microcontroller, sensors and vibration motors) was washed 10 cycles under 

AATCC Test Method 135-2004 [293]. Test conditions were chosen according to Table I-III in the 

standard (see Appendix-D) as follows: 

  Table I---(1) Normal/cotton sturdy machine cycle, (III) 40 °C,  (A)  tumble drying 

  Table II---Normal 

  Table III---Cotton sturdy 

Hence, specimen was washed with a detergent of 66 g/l, dummy load of 1.8 kg, water level of 181 

gal (washing time:12 min and final spin time: 6 min). After each washing cycle, the conductivity of 

the transmission line was tested. No significant difference could be noticed after 10 washing cycles 

along transmission line as shown in Table 4.3 

 Wash cycle 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Resistance () 11.43 11.71 11.82 12.22 12.245 12.263 12.272 12.293 12.32 12.342 12.37 

4.4. Summary 

In this chapter, an algorithm based on neuro-fuzzy controller has been developed for smart clothing 

system in order to guide visually impaired people successfully. In this algorithm, system inputs 

acquired by sensors have been evaluated in terms of fuzzy relations, and then the outputs 

corresponding to recommended turning angles, indicated by vibration motors, have been deduced by 

using neural network architecture. Afterwards, a microcontroller programming has been realized 

according to a control algorithm. 

In the second part of the chapter, design and development concepts of the smart clothing prototype 

have been introduced. Finally, prototype has been tested for detection capability, power consumption, 

heating behaviour and washability.  

Results showed that developed system is able to identify obstacle’s position without any failure within 

its detection range. It is capable of detection of obstacles accurately such that when obstacles are at the 

right, system gives an output turn left or vice versa. When obstacles are in front, system gives an 

output like turn right and turn left at the same time. Therefore, it can be concluded that developed 

system is successful, reliable and robust.   

Table 4.3: Resistance variation along transmission line after washing  
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Regarding power consumption, it was found that due to power consumption calculations previously 

mentioned, the first battery, which supplies vibration motors and microcontroller, runs out more 

quickly than the second one. Additionally, it was observed that system can work for at least one day 

(8hours) without any additional battery, however depending on environment this result may change.  

Concerning heating behaviour of the system, during the operation mode (Voltage   5V), it was found 

that temperature along transmission lines on the garment is around 22 °C. In addition, when the 

voltage value is increased from 1 V up to 16 V, it was observed that the temperature increases over the 

transmission line (conductive yarns) rapidly from 18 °C to 64 °C.  

Moreover, washing experiments showed that there is no significant change on the conductivity of 

transmission lines after 10 washing cycles. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

RESEARCHES WORKS 

 

Summary of Major Results and Conclusions 

Based on extensive literature review on theories subjecting both visually impaired issues and 

intelligent textiles, a smart clothing system able to detect obstacles in order to guide visually 

impaired people has been successfully developed and studied experimentally and theoretically 

in this thesis. Major findings obtained from the experiments and the conclusions are 

summarized as follows: 

(1) An overview of the electronic travel aids developed for visually impaired people’s 

navigation concerns has been presented. A state of the art of intelligent textiles from fibres to 

interactive garment has been given as well. A survey of the literature has shown that there are 

various types of navigation travel aids developed for visually impaired people that can be 

mainly classified  as (i) GPS Based Systems, (ii) RFID Tag Based Systems, (iii) Camera-

Based Systems, and (iv) Sonar Based Systems. In those systems, most of the work does not 

consider user comfort. However, it is important for a usable electronic travel aid to let the 

visually impaired be hand free and comfortable during navigation. Therefore, the most 

suitable approach to let the user be hand free is embedding whole system into clothes. In the 

literature, some of the researchers suggested this idea. However, none of the studies 

developed such kind of system; a garment fully integrated with electronics that enables 

detection of obstacles as well as guidance for visually impaired people.  

(2) In order to determine the most suitable electronic components of an intelligent garment 

structure enabling detection of obstacles as well as guidance for visually impaired people, an 

algorithm based on fuzzy AHP and fuzzy information axiom has been presented.  In the scope 

of the study, various electronic components sensors, actuators and power supplies were 

considered and their alternatives in industry and literature were determined. The linguistic 

judgments of experts for the alternatives under the defined criteria with respect to defined 

functional requirements led to a conclusion that ultrasonic sensor, vibration motor, and 

chemical cell batteries are the most solution alternatives for the proposed smart clothing 

system.  
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Moreover, the accuracy criterion was found to be the most important among all criteria, while 

the cost was the least.   

(3) In order to decide which conductive yarn is suitable for the planned smart clothing system, 

the performance of ultrasonic sensor integrated to textile structure regarding its monitoring 

performance, signal quality and accuracy was analyzed by using various conductive yarn 

types. Considering real utilization conditions of the garment, mobile phones were only taken  

into account as disturbance source. Results reported that linear resistance of conductive yarns 

affects the signal quality of sensors. It was found that when the linear resistance increases, 

noise level increases and signal quality decreases. Owing to less linear resistance, insulated 

copper yarn showed the best signal quality. Nevertheless, our experiences showed that silver 

plated nylon 66-4ply yarn achieved the best compromise between signal quality and preserved 

textile properties e.g. handle, stable and elastic, easy to weave, easy to integrate sensor etc. 

Another result issued was that the direction of calling and standby situation of the mobile 

phones has an important effect on the signal quality of sensor and it gives us an idea about 

sensors’ working range.  

(4) Detection capability of single sensor integrated to textile structure was analyzed and 

compared with its datasheet in terms of detection range. The results showed that the 

determined beam pattern matches with the actual one given in its datasheet. However, 

according to our results it should be noted that as the distance to an obstacle increases 

measurement error also increases. Thus to get right results, it is recommended to add some 

corrective coefficients into microcontroller programming due to errors related to distances. 

(5) In order to find the optimal number of sensors as well as develop suitable obstacle 

avoidance algorithm for smart clothing system, different scenarios were developed by 

connecting sensors together. Finally, during the experiments with textile structure, four 

sensors were decided to be positioned horizontally onto textile surface with an angle of 0°, 

30°, and 45° in 1
st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
 scenarios, respectively. Additionally, in the 4

th
 scenario, two 

sensors at down were positioned horizontally, on the contrary two sensors at up were 

positioned vertically with an angle of 0°. Results showed that the total detection success rate 

of scenario 1 in which four sensors were placed at 0° is higher than the others are. It was 

found that as the angle of sensor increases from 0° up 45°, detection success rate decreases.  

Moreover, in all scenarios the rate of detection success of down sensors was higher than those 

of  up sensors. This was related with height of obstacle. It was concluded that height of 

obstacle has a considerable effect on the detection success.  Therefore, it is obvious that if the 
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obstacle’s height is smaller than the sensors’ position height relatively, the detection of 

obstacles will be difficult. Another result issued was that position of detection range of 

sensors was shaped by position of sensors. This means, if the position of sensor is at the right 

then the number of detected obstacles will be greater at the right side than the left side and 

vice versa. To sum up, the scenario 1 in which all sensors were placed horizontally at 0° 

presented the best compromising results not only in terms of detection success rate, detection 

error and detection range capabilities, but also in terms of integration and mounting onto 

textile structure. Hence, four sensors at 0° arrangement were chosen for the proposed smart 

clothing system.   

(6) Vibrotactile perception level was investigated in terms of fuzzy relations in order to find 

out the influence of conductive yarns, signal waveforms and frequencies, and different body 

local areas on the resulting vibrotactile perception level.  By this way, decisions were taken 

on a kind of  fabric structure that should be used, an area of smart clothing system where 

vibration motors should be fixed and  kind of signal waveform and frequency that  should be 

applied to vibration motors. Results showed that e-textile structure type influenced the 

vibrotactile perception level. Nevertheless, conductive yarn type had no significant effect on 

the perception level of vibrotactile when the distance (resistance) between snap fastener and 

vibration motor (in the e-textile circuit) is small. The highest perception level in e-textile 

structures was obtained by woven e-fabric integrated with highly conductive yarn. Moreover, 

signal waveform and the frequency had resulted in a significant effect on the vibrotactile 

perception. It was noticed that when the frequency of signal increases perception level 

decreases. Therefore, it was deduced that people prefer to feel discrete vibrations instead 

continuous vibrations as an alert. According to experimental results, sine wave form at 0.5 Hz 

showed highest vibrotactile perception level within the signal type alternatives. Another 

important result issued from this study was that perception level of vibrotactile sensation 

changes according to contact areas of human body. The highest level of vibrotactile sensation 

was perceived over the outer wrist and hip bone area of the evaluators’ body, whereas the 

lowest was perceived over thigh.  To conclude in order to get highest vibrotactile perception, 

the use of woven e-fabric including highly conductive yarn over the outer wrist and/or over 

the hipbone by applying sine wave form at 0.5 Hz was recommended. Therefore, regarding 

this result, the placement of actuators over the intelligent garment was identified as wrist and 

hip bone area and the fabric structure for actuators (attachable part) were decided as woven e-

fabric including highly conductive yarns.  
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(7) Smart clothing prototype enabling detection of obstacles named as “Wearable Obstacle 

Detection System” has been successfully developed. Considering smart clothing system an 

algorithm based on neuro-fuzzy controller for obstacle avoidance has also been developed in 

order to navigate visually impaired people through this smart clothing system. The design and 

development concept of smart clothing prototype has involved four key areas of research, 

namely (i) electronics, (ii) information technology, (iii) control engineering, and (iv) textiles. 

The prototype has been tested for detection capability, power consumption, heating behaviour 

and washability. Results showed that developed system is able to identify obstacle’s position 

without any failure within its detection range. System is capable of detecting left, right, and 

front obstacles’ position accurately and giving right output while detecting obstacles such that  

when obstacles are at the right, system gives an output turn left; when obstacles are at the left, 

system gives an output turn right. When obstacles are in front, system gives an output like 

turn right and turn left at the same time, hence user can understand there is an obstacle just in 

front of user and randomly he/she can choose his/her way by turning right or left at that 

moment. Therefore, it may be y concluded that developed system is successful, reliable and 

robust.  Regarding power consumption of the system, it was found that system can work for at 

least 1 day without any additional battery, however depending on environment this result can 

change. Therefore, it is recommended to users to have spare battery for much longer usage 

and to overcome upsets. Concerning heating behaviour of the system, during the operation 

mode (Voltage  5V), it was found that temperature along transmission lines on the garment 

is around 22 °C, which approximately corresponds with ASHRAE STANDARD 55-2010’s 

thermal comfort degree (21.1 °C). However, owing to findings earlier, it is highly notable that 

before designing a smart clothing system, since the applied voltage value effects heating 

behaviour of smart clothing system, comfort level of user should be taken  into consideration. 

Therefore, according to our results recommended voltage range that would be applied to 

intelligent garments (including silver plated nylon <50ohm/m) should not exceed 6-7V due to 

comfort and safety margins. 

Herewith, four key areas of research, namely (i) electronics, (ii) information technology, (iii) 

control engineering and (iv) textiles have been combined in order to develop this smart 

clothing system. The research work presented here holds promises for further development of 

efficient and reliable smart clothing system named as “Wearable Obstacle Avoidance System” 

for guiding visually impaired people among obstacles during walking.   

The successful outcome of this research will absolutely provide an impetus for future 

developments of electronic textiles as well as interactive garments.  
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Recommendations For Future Work 

Within this thesis, we have demonstrated that with the aid of developed smart clothing system 

named as “Wearable Obstacle Detection System”, obstacles with a height of 90 cm or more 

can be easily detected and their positions can be accurately determined as well. However, 

based on the study presented here, the following future research works are suggested: 

(1) In order to detect smaller obstacles, system could be combined with whole garment of the 

user such as trousers. In addition, in order to detect obstacles on the ground such as big holes 

or in order to detect stairs system could be integrated with shoes as well. 

(2) This system currently offers accurate detection statically. To guide user during walking 

accurately avoiding collisions, implementing newly developed neuro-fuzzy controller 

algorithm for obstacle avoidance into microcontroller programming should be extremely 

useful. Upgrading the microcontroller to one that has more memory and upgrading 

programming language by implementing digital filters in microcontroller in order to attenuate 

noise in signals that are processed inside microcontroller are recommended. 

By this way, the degree of navigation and guidance accuracy during walking should  increase.  

(3) For outdoor environment, developed system can be fully  integrated with GPS, RFID, 

camera and vocal guidance, not only can  it track the user, but also find a route to specific 

destination, and then guide the user to this destination using synthesized speech  by ensuring 

localization information to user such as the street address of the current location etc. 

(4) Regarding power consumption of the developed system, a control to warn the user about 

battery level or the level of voltage supply can be implemented to the system e.g voltage 

monitoring circuit.  Due to information on voltage level decrease, some coefficients related to 

detection range capability have to be added to microcontroller programming in order to 

prevent decrease in detection range as well.    

(5) Due to the technology miniaturization and reduction of costs in electronics and textile 

industry, new sensing elements, new flexible technologies, new actuators, new functional 

yarns can be implemented to our developed system. For instance, flexible textile based solar 

cells, which is expected to be thinner, lighter in weight and more powerful in the future, 

would be embedded to newly developed smart clothing system as power supply for further 

improvement.  As an actuator, artificial muscles would be interesting.  Finally, a fully textile 

flexible sonar systems may be developed in order to replace existing miniaturized rigid 

sensors.
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Appendices 

Appendix-A1 

 

Fig. A.1 :  Comparison of ultrasonic sensors  
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Appendix-A2  

 

Fig. A.2 :  LV-MaxSonar® EZ3 Type ultrasonic sensor datasheet.  
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Apendix B.1 

Table B.1 :   Detection error calculations for scenario 1 

Case No

Pos it ion o f ob ject   

(x,y)  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4

1 (-40 ,40 ) 50 ,0 64 ,0 64 ,0 50 ,0 239 ,3 238 ,0 242 ,0 239 ,0 - - - -

2 (-40 ,60 ) 67,1 78 ,1 78 ,1 67,1 239 ,0 238 ,0 242 ,0 239 ,0 - - - -

3 (-40 ,80 ) 85,4 94 ,3 94 ,3 85,4 239 ,2 238 ,3 242 ,4 239 ,4 - - - -

4 (-40 ,100 ) 104 ,4 111,8 111,8 104 ,4 239 ,3 238 ,4 242 ,4 239 ,5 - - - -

5 (-40 ,120 ) 123 ,7 130 ,0 130 ,0 123 ,7 239 ,2 238 ,3 242 ,7 239 ,7 - - - -

6 (-40 ,140 ) 143 ,2 148 ,7 148 ,7 143 ,2 129 ,1 238 ,2 242 ,6 239 ,6 197,5 - - -

7 (-40 ,160 ) 162 ,8 167,6 167,6 162 ,8 239 ,4 238 ,5 242 ,7 239 ,6 - - - -

8 (-40 ,180 ) 182 ,5 186 ,8 186 ,8 182 ,5 239 ,2 238 ,2 242 ,5 239 ,7 - - - -

9 (-40 ,200 ) 202 ,2 206 ,2 206 ,2 202 ,2 239 ,2 238 ,4 242 ,5 239 ,6 - - - -

10 (-30 ,40 ) 44 ,7 56 ,6 56 ,6 44 ,7 239 ,2 238 ,2 242 ,6 239 ,6 - - - -

11 (-30 ,60 ) 63 ,2 72 ,1 72 ,1 63 ,2 224 ,0 238 ,0 242 ,0 239 ,0 - - - -

12 (-30 ,80 ) 82 ,5 89 ,4 89 ,4 82 ,5 78 ,5 238 ,3 242 ,6 239 ,7 15,7 - - -

13 (-30 ,100 ) 102 ,0 107,7 107,7 102 ,0 95,4 238 ,3 242 ,5 239 ,6 43 ,8 - - -

14 (-30 ,120 ) 121,7 126 ,5 126 ,5 121,7 112 ,3 238 ,4 242 ,5 239 ,5 87,8 - - -

15 (-30 ,140 ) 141,4 145,6 145,6 141,4 127,1 238 ,2 242 ,5 239 ,5 204 ,4 - - -

16 (-30 ,160 ) 161,2 164 ,9 164 ,9 161,2 146 ,2 238 ,4 241,8 239 ,4 227,2 - - -

17 (-30 ,180 ) 181,1 184 ,4 184 ,4 181,1 163 ,0 238 ,4 242 ,5 239 ,6 326 ,3 - - -

18 (-30 ,200 ) 201,0 204 ,0 204 ,0 201,0 179 ,8 238 ,1 242 ,6 239 ,9 447,3 - - -

19 (-20 ,40 ) 41,2 50 ,0 50 ,0 41,2 44 ,0 238 ,0 242 ,0 239 ,0 7,7 - - -

20 (-20 ,60 ) 60 ,8 67,1 67,1 60 ,8 59 ,0 238 ,0 242 ,0 239 ,0 3 ,3 - - -

21 (-20 ,80 ) 80 ,6 85,4 85,4 80 ,6 76 ,4 238 ,3 242 ,5 239 ,6 18 ,3 - - -

22 (-20 ,100 ) 100 ,5 104 ,4 104 ,4 100 ,5 93 ,4 238 ,3 242 ,4 239 ,4 50 ,5 - - -

23 (-20 ,120 ) 120 ,4 123 ,7 123 ,7 120 ,4 110 ,2 238 ,2 242 ,5 239 ,5 103 ,7 - - -

24 (-20 ,140 ) 140 ,4 143 ,2 143 ,2 140 ,4 124 ,8 129 ,1 242 ,7 239 ,6 242 ,7 199 ,6 - -

25 (-20 ,160 ) 160 ,3 162 ,8 162 ,8 160 ,3 144 ,1 148 ,2 242 ,5 239 ,5 262 ,7 213 ,8 - -

26 (-20 ,180 ) 180 ,3 182 ,5 182 ,5 180 ,3 161,1 164 ,9 242 ,7 239 ,6 366 ,8 308 ,3 - -

27 (-20 ,200 ) 200 ,2 202 ,2 202 ,2 200 ,2 178 ,0 181,9 242 ,5 239 ,6 494 ,6 412 ,8 - -

28 (-10 ,40 ) 40 ,0 44 ,7 44 ,7 40 ,0 42 ,0 238 ,0 242 ,0 239 ,0 4 ,0 - - -

29 (-10 ,60 ) 60 ,0 63 ,2 63 ,2 60 ,0 57,0 64 ,0 242 ,0 239 ,0 9 ,0 0 ,6 - -

30 (-10 ,80 ) 80 ,0 82 ,5 82 ,5 80 ,0 74 ,0 78 ,0 242 ,0 239 ,0 36 ,0 19 ,9 - -

31 (-10 ,100 ) 100 ,0 102 ,0 102 ,0 100 ,0 91,0 95,5 242 ,4 239 ,4 80 ,8 41,6 - -

32 (-10 ,120 ) 120 ,0 121,7 121,7 120 ,0 110 ,2 114 ,1 242 ,7 113 ,5 95,4 57,7 - 42 ,8

33 (-10 ,140 ) 140 ,0 141,4 141,4 140 ,0 124 ,7 128 ,9 242 ,5 130 ,0 233 ,2 155,6 - 99 ,8

34 (-10 ,160 ) 160 ,0 161,2 161,2 160 ,0 143 ,9 145,9 242 ,7 147,7 259 ,5 236 ,3 - 151,3

35 (-10 ,180 ) 180 ,0 181,1 181,1 180 ,0 161,1 162 ,8 242 ,6 239 ,7 357,7 335,5 - -

36 (-10 ,200 ) 200 ,0 201,0 201,0 200 ,0 175,6 179 ,6 242 ,6 239 ,6 593 ,2 458 ,0 - -

37 (0 --,40 ) 40 ,0 41,2 41,2 40 ,0 42 ,0 47,0 242 ,0 49 ,0 4 ,0 33 ,3 - 81,0

38 (0 --,60 ) 60 ,0 60 ,8 60 ,8 60 ,0 57,0 60 ,0 242 ,0 62 ,0 9 ,0 0 ,7 - 4 ,0

39 (0 --,80 ) 80 ,0 80 ,6 80 ,6 80 ,0 76 ,0 78 ,0 242 ,0 81,0 16 ,0 6 ,9 - 1,0

40 (0 --,100 ) 100 ,0 100 ,5 100 ,5 100 ,0 91,2 93 ,6 242 ,5 96 ,3 77,1 47,8 - 13 ,8

41 (0 --,120 ) 120 ,0 120 ,4 120 ,4 120 ,0 110 ,4 110 ,4 242 ,4 113 ,1 91,6 100 ,5 - 47,8

42 (0 --,140 ) 140 ,0 140 ,4 140 ,4 140 ,0 127,1 127,1 242 ,4 130 ,1 166 ,8 175,9 - 97,8

43 (0 --,160 ) 160 ,0 160 ,3 160 ,3 160 ,0 143 ,9 143 ,8 242 ,5 146 ,8 260 ,1 273 ,0 - 173 ,4

44 (0 --,180 ) 180 ,0 180 ,3 180 ,3 180 ,0 158 ,8 160 ,8 242 ,4 163 ,7 449 ,2 380 ,1 - 265,9

45 (0 --,200 ) 200 ,0 200 ,2 200 ,2 200 ,0 176 ,0 177,6 242 ,4 178 ,5 575,9 514 ,7 - 460 ,6

46 (0 ,40 ) 40 ,0 40 ,0 40 ,0 40 ,0 42 ,4 42 ,9 51,3 50 ,1 5,6 8 ,6 128 ,1 101,0

47 (0 ,60 ) 60 ,0 60 ,0 60 ,0 60 ,0 57,4 57,8 63 ,7 62 ,6 6 ,7 4 ,9 13 ,7 6 ,8

48 (0 ,80 ) 80 ,0 80 ,0 80 ,0 80 ,0 78 ,3 78 ,6 84 ,8 83 ,4 2 ,8 2 ,1 23 ,3 11,6

49 (0 ,100 ) 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 95,3 95,6 101,6 98 ,6 21,9 19 ,0 2 ,4 2 ,0

50 (0 ,120 ) 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,0 108 ,1 108 ,3 114 ,1 113 ,1 141,1 136 ,5 34 ,8 47,5

51 (0 ,140 ) 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,0 127,0 127,0 133 ,1 132 ,2 169 ,2 167,7 47,6 60 ,6

52 (0 ,160 ) 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,0 148 ,4 148 ,2 154 ,1 151,0 134 ,0 139 ,9 35,3 81,6

53 (0 ,180 ) 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,0 163 ,0 162 ,8 168 ,9 239 ,7 290 ,4 294 ,9 123 ,2 -

54 (0 ,200 ) 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 178 ,0 179 ,7 242 ,4 182 ,8 483 ,2 411,2 - 295,6

55 (0++,40 ) 41,2 40 ,0 40 ,0 42 ,4 46 ,8 45,0 51,7 239 ,7 30 ,9 24 ,6 136 ,2 -

56 (0++,60 ) 60 ,8 60 ,0 60 ,0 61,6 57,5 56 ,0 63 ,8 239 ,5 10 ,8 15,7 14 ,7 -

57 (0++,80 ) 80 ,6 80 ,0 80 ,0 81,2 78 ,5 76 ,8 84 ,7 239 ,5 4 ,5 10 ,4 22 ,5 -

58 (0++,100 ) 100 ,5 100 ,0 100 ,0 101,0 95,5 93 ,6 99 ,6 239 ,6 25,1 41,1 0 ,1 -

59 (0++,120 ) 120 ,4 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,8 112 ,2 110 ,2 116 ,4 239 ,5 68 ,1 95,7 13 ,3 -

60 (0++,140 ) 140 ,4 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,7 131,3 129 ,1 242 ,0 239 ,6 81,4 118 ,3 - -

61 (0++,160 ) 160 ,3 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,6 148 ,1 147,8 242 ,6 239 ,7 148 ,7 148 ,3 - -

62 (0++,180 ) 180 ,3 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,6 163 ,1 160 ,9 166 ,8 239 ,6 296 ,7 366 ,2 175,4 -

63 (0++,200 ) 200 ,2 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,5 178 ,0 177,4 242 ,4 239 ,6 494 ,6 510 ,7 - -

64 (10 ,40 ) 44 ,7 40 ,0 40 ,0 44 ,7 239 ,2 45,0 240 ,4 239 ,7 - 25,2 - -

65 (10 ,60 ) 63 ,2 60 ,0 60 ,0 63 ,2 63 ,7 57,8 66 ,1 239 ,6 0 ,2 4 ,8 37,3 -

66 (10 ,80 ) 82 ,5 80 ,0 80 ,0 82 ,5 80 ,7 76 ,8 82 ,7 239 ,3 3 ,1 10 ,4 7,1 -

67 (10 ,100 ) 102 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 102 ,0 95,4 93 ,6 99 ,5 239 ,4 42 ,9 40 ,4 0 ,3 -

68 (10 ,120 ) 121,7 120 ,0 120 ,0 121,7 239 ,1 110 ,2 240 ,0 239 ,4 - 95,4 - -

69 (10 ,140 ) 141,4 140 ,0 140 ,0 141,4 239 ,3 127,3 241,4 239 ,6 - 160 ,6 - -

70 (10 ,160 ) 161,2 160 ,0 160 ,0 161,2 150 ,3 145,9 242 ,2 239 ,5 119 ,5 198 ,7 - -

71 (10 ,180 ) 181,1 180 ,0 180 ,0 181,1 219 ,3 162 ,8 242 ,6 239 ,7 - 295,8 - -

72 (10 ,200 ) 201,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 201,0 182 ,0 179 ,5 242 ,6 239 ,6 359 ,2 420 ,7 - -

73 (20 ,40 ) 50 ,0 41,2 41,2 50 ,0 239 ,2 44 ,9 240 ,3 239 ,6 - 13 ,7 - -

74 (20 ,60 ) 67,1 60 ,8 60 ,8 67,1 239 ,1 57,7 240 ,9 239 ,5 - 9 ,8 - -

75 (20 ,80 ) 85,4 80 ,6 80 ,6 85,4 239 ,3 78 ,8 240 ,4 239 ,5 - 3 ,2 - -

76 (20 ,100 ) 104 ,4 100 ,5 100 ,5 104 ,4 239 ,3 93 ,6 242 ,2 239 ,5 - 47,0 - -

77 (20 ,120 ) 123 ,7 120 ,4 120 ,4 123 ,7 239 ,0 110 ,2 240 ,5 239 ,7 - 104 ,8 - -

78 (20 ,140 ) 143 ,2 140 ,4 140 ,4 143 ,2 239 ,1 130 ,2 242 ,5 239 ,6 - 102 ,5 - -

79 (20 ,160 ) 162 ,8 160 ,3 160 ,3 162 ,8 239 ,2 148 ,2 241,5 239 ,4 - 147,3 - -

80 (20 ,180 ) 182 ,5 180 ,3 180 ,3 182 ,5 239 ,2 164 ,9 242 ,5 239 ,5 - 236 ,0 - -

81 (20 ,200 ) 202 ,2 200 ,2 200 ,2 202 ,2 239 ,4 179 ,6 242 ,6 239 ,6 - 427,6 - -

82 (30 ,40 ) 56 ,6 44 ,7 44 ,7 56 ,6 239 ,4 238 ,4 240 ,4 239 ,6 - - - -

83 (30 ,60 ) 72 ,1 63 ,2 63 ,2 72 ,1 239 ,2 61,9 240 ,4 239 ,5 - 1,8 - -

84 (30 ,80 ) 89 ,4 82 ,5 82 ,5 89 ,4 239 ,2 81,1 240 ,3 239 ,6 - 2 ,0 - -

85 (30 ,100 ) 107,7 102 ,0 102 ,0 107,7 239 ,2 97,8 240 ,3 239 ,6 - 17,3 - -

86 (30 ,120 ) 126 ,5 121,7 121,7 126 ,5 239 ,0 114 ,4 240 ,3 239 ,6 - 52 ,7 - -

87 (30 ,140 ) 145,6 141,4 141,4 145,6 239 ,2 238 ,4 240 ,7 239 ,4 - - - -

88 (30 ,160 ) 164 ,9 161,2 161,2 164 ,9 239 ,1 148 ,0 241,1 239 ,5 - 176 ,5 - -

89 (30 ,180 ) 184 ,4 181,1 181,1 184 ,4 239 ,1 164 ,8 242 ,5 239 ,5 - 267,4 - -

90 (30 ,200 ) 204 ,0 201,0 201,0 204 ,0 239 ,2 182 ,0 242 ,6 239 ,8 - 359 ,9 - -

91 (40 ,40 ) 64 ,0 50 ,0 50 ,0 64 ,0 239 ,0 238 ,2 240 ,4 239 ,6 - - - -

92 (40 ,60 ) 78 ,1 67,1 67,1 78 ,1 239 ,2 238 ,2 240 ,3 239 ,6 - - - -

93 (40 ,80 ) 94 ,3 85,4 85,4 94 ,3 239 ,2 238 ,2 240 ,2 239 ,5 - - - -

94 (40 ,100 ) 111,8 104 ,4 104 ,4 111,8 239 ,3 238 ,5 240 ,2 239 ,5 - - - -

95 (40 ,120 ) 130 ,0 123 ,7 123 ,7 130 ,0 239 ,0 238 ,1 240 ,6 239 ,7 - - - -

96 (40 ,140 ) 148 ,7 143 ,2 143 ,2 148 ,7 239 ,4 238 ,4 241,5 239 ,3 - - - -

97 (40 ,160 ) 167,6 162 ,8 162 ,8 167,6 239 ,2 150 ,1 242 ,6 239 ,5 - 161,0 - -

98 (40 ,180 ) 186 ,8 182 ,5 182 ,5 186 ,8 239 ,1 166 ,8 242 ,5 239 ,5 - 244 ,7 - -

99 (40 ,200 ) 206 ,2 202 ,2 202 ,2 206 ,2 239 ,4 238 ,3 242 ,5 239 ,5 - - - -

9359 ,1 10115,3 815,4 2045,7

58 66 17 20

16 1,4 153 ,3 4 8 ,0 10 2 ,3

             Calculat ion fo r 

D e t e c t io n ER R O R

Actual d is tance to  obs tacle 

from senso rs  (cm) 

If ob ject  is  detected  by senso r then 

measured  avarage d is tance  (cm)

TOTAL

  X   ( )MSE X
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Table B.2 :   Detection error calculations for scenario 2 

Case No Pos it ion o f ob ject   (x,y)  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4

1 (-40 ,40 ) 50 ,0 64 ,0 64 ,0 50 ,0 239 ,3 238 ,1 236 ,1 233 ,5 - - - -

2 (-40 ,60 ) 67,1 78 ,1 78 ,1 67,1 239 ,1 238 ,2 240 ,3 234 ,3 - - - -

3 (-40 ,80 ) 85,4 94 ,3 94 ,3 85,4 241,2 238 ,3 236 ,0 233 ,8 - - - -

4 (-40 ,100 ) 104 ,4 111,8 111,8 104 ,4 239 ,3 238 ,4 236 ,1 233 ,5 - - - -

5 (-40 ,120 ) 123 ,7 130 ,0 130 ,0 123 ,7 239 ,1 238 ,2 239 ,8 233 ,3 - - - -

6 (-40 ,140 ) 143 ,2 148 ,7 148 ,7 143 ,2 242 ,3 238 ,5 236 ,2 233 ,6 - - - -

7 (-40 ,160 ) 162 ,8 167,6 167,6 162 ,8 239 ,1 238 ,2 236 ,1 233 ,4 - - - -

8 (-40 ,180 ) 182 ,5 186 ,8 186 ,8 182 ,5 241,3 238 ,1 236 ,1 233 ,5 - - - -

9 (-40 ,200 ) 202 ,2 206 ,2 206 ,2 202 ,2 238 ,9 238 ,1 236 ,0 233 ,3 - - - -

10 (-30 ,40 ) 44 ,7 56 ,6 56 ,6 44 ,7 239 ,3 238 ,4 236 ,0 233 ,3 - - - -

11 (-30 ,60 ) 63 ,2 72 ,1 72 ,1 63 ,2 230 ,9 238 ,2 236 ,0 233 ,3 - - - -

12 (-30 ,80 ) 82 ,5 89 ,4 89 ,4 82 ,5 240 ,4 238 ,1 235,9 233 ,5 - - - -

13 (-30 ,100 ) 102 ,0 107,7 107,7 102 ,0 237,3 238 ,5 239 ,0 233 ,6 - - - -

14 (-30 ,120 ) 121,7 126 ,5 126 ,5 121,7 239 ,0 238 ,3 236 ,8 234 ,1 - - - -

15 (-30 ,140 ) 141,4 145,6 145,6 141,4 239 ,2 238 ,2 236 ,1 233 ,7 - - - -

16 (-30 ,160 ) 161,2 164 ,9 164 ,9 161,2 198 ,3 237,7 236 ,2 233 ,4 - - - -

17 (-30 ,180 ) 181,1 184 ,4 184 ,4 181,1 205,5 227,3 236 ,2 234 ,0 - - - -

18 (-30 ,200 ) 201,0 204 ,0 204 ,0 201,0 228 ,0 237,2 238 ,0 233 ,4 - - - -

19 (-20 ,40 ) 41,2 50 ,0 50 ,0 41,2 239 ,3 238 ,2 236 ,1 233 ,4 - - - -

2 0 (-20 ,60 ) 60 ,8 67,1 67,1 60 ,8 61,3 238 ,1 237,4 233 ,3 0 ,2 - - -

21 (-20 ,80 ) 80 ,6 85,4 85,4 80 ,6 78 ,2 237,9 236 ,0 233 ,4 6 ,0 - - -

2 2 (-20 ,100 ) 100 ,5 104 ,4 104 ,4 100 ,5 95,4 238 ,3 246 ,7 235,4 26 ,4 - - -

2 3 (-20 ,120 ) 120 ,4 123 ,7 123 ,7 120 ,4 156 ,6 238 ,2 236 ,8 233 ,4 - - - -

2 4 (-20 ,140 ) 140 ,4 143 ,2 143 ,2 140 ,4 127,0 217,6 236 ,1 233 ,4 178 ,8 - - -

25 (-20 ,160 ) 160 ,3 162 ,8 162 ,8 160 ,3 222 ,6 196 ,9 236 ,2 233 ,4 - - - -

2 6 (-20 ,180 ) 180 ,3 182 ,5 182 ,5 180 ,3 236 ,3 238 ,1 236 ,1 233 ,4 - - - -

27 (-20 ,200 ) 200 ,2 202 ,2 202 ,2 200 ,2 219 ,9 229 ,7 236 ,1 233 ,3 384 ,6 - - -

2 8 (-10 ,40 ) 40 ,0 44 ,7 44 ,7 40 ,0 40 ,1 238 ,1 236 ,2 43 ,5 0 ,0 - - 12 ,5

2 9 (-10 ,60 ) 60 ,0 63 ,2 63 ,2 60 ,0 59 ,3 238 ,0 236 ,0 56 ,2 0 ,5 - - 14 ,1

3 0 (-10 ,80 ) 80 ,0 82 ,5 82 ,5 80 ,0 76 ,2 237,8 236 ,9 228 ,5 14 ,2 - - -

31 (-10 ,100 ) 100 ,0 102 ,0 102 ,0 100 ,0 91,0 238 ,4 237,7 233 ,4 81,5 - - -

3 2 (-10 ,120 ) 120 ,0 121,7 121,7 120 ,0 107,9 204 ,0 236 ,1 106 ,9 145,6 - - 171,1

3 3 (-10 ,140 ) 140 ,0 141,4 141,4 140 ,0 124 ,8 201,3 237,9 233 ,3 230 ,0 - - -

3 4 (-10 ,160 ) 160 ,0 161,2 161,2 160 ,0 140 ,2 233 ,3 236 ,1 233 ,6 390 ,8 - - -

35 (-10 ,180 ) 180 ,0 181,1 181,1 180 ,0 156 ,7 200 ,2 236 ,1 233 ,2 543 ,6 366 ,0 - -

3 6 (-10 ,200 ) 200 ,0 201,0 201,0 200 ,0 175,4 223 ,5 236 ,0 233 ,3 602 ,9 507,2 - -

37 (0 --,40 ) 40 ,0 41,2 41,2 40 ,0 39 ,9 236 ,9 239 ,8 45,7 0 ,0 - - 32 ,9

3 8 (0 --,60 ) 60 ,0 60 ,8 60 ,8 60 ,0 57,3 122 ,7 245,1 54 ,1 7,6 - - 35,0

3 9 (0 --,80 ) 80 ,0 80 ,6 80 ,6 80 ,0 73 ,9 161,8 183 ,9 71,1 36 ,8 - - 79 ,6

4 0 (0 --,100 ) 100 ,0 100 ,5 100 ,5 100 ,0 91,8 188 ,9 238 ,7 90 ,0 66 ,7 - - 100 ,3

41 (0 --,120 ) 120 ,0 120 ,4 120 ,4 120 ,0 105,7 128 ,7 239 ,1 104 ,6 203 ,7 68 ,3 - 236 ,0

4 2 (0 --,140 ) 140 ,0 140 ,4 140 ,4 140 ,0 124 ,8 172 ,4 236 ,2 132 ,4 229 ,8 - - 57,6

4 3 (0 --,160 ) 160 ,0 160 ,3 160 ,3 160 ,0 141,7 185,9 236 ,0 232 ,0 336 ,5 - - -

4 4 (0 --,180 ) 180 ,0 180 ,3 180 ,3 180 ,0 156 ,7 159 ,8 238 ,6 163 ,4 544 ,1 419 ,2 - 274 ,7

45 (0 --,200 ) 200 ,0 200 ,2 200 ,2 200 ,0 173 ,6 212 ,5 236 ,2 233 ,3 - 149 ,2 - -

4 6 (0 ,40 ) 40 ,0 40 ,0 40 ,0 40 ,0 39 ,9 40 ,4 42 ,7 39 ,0 0 ,0 0 ,2 7,2 1,0

47 (0 ,60 ) 60 ,0 60 ,0 60 ,0 60 ,0 57,0 57,3 57,4 54 ,1 9 ,2 7,4 6 ,9 35,0

4 8 (0 ,80 ) 80 ,0 80 ,0 80 ,0 80 ,0 74 ,0 74 ,3 74 ,7 70 ,9 35,5 32 ,9 28 ,2 82 ,1

4 9 (0 ,100 ) 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 93 ,2 93 ,2 91,0 90 ,0 46 ,7 46 ,0 80 ,1 99 ,9

50 (0 ,120 ) 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,0 110 ,2 110 ,2 107,8 106 ,8 95,7 96 ,1 148 ,3 173 ,8

51 (0 ,140 ) 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,0 127,0 124 ,9 122 ,6 122 ,9 168 ,5 229 ,5 302 ,2 293 ,8

52 (0 ,160 ) 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,0 141,5 141,4 139 ,1 138 ,2 340 ,9 345,4 437,3 475,5

53 (0 ,180 ) 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,0 158 ,7 158 ,5 185,6 184 ,6 455,1 462 ,3 31,8 21,2

54 (0 ,200 ) 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 177,8 177,3 183 ,5 233 ,2 495,0 516 ,4 273 ,8 -

55 (0++,40 ) 41,2 40 ,0 40 ,0 42 ,4 247,7 40 ,7 42 ,6 236 ,8 - 0 ,5 6 ,5 -

56 (0++,60 ) 60 ,8 60 ,0 60 ,0 61,6 244 ,5 57,5 57,6 237,4 - 6 ,1 5,8 -

57 (0++,80 ) 80 ,6 80 ,0 80 ,0 81,2 247,8 74 ,4 74 ,3 247,5 - 31,9 32 ,3 -

58 (0++,100 ) 100 ,5 100 ,0 100 ,0 101,0 238 ,9 95,3 93 ,1 238 ,6 - 22 ,1 47,0 -

59 (0++,120 ) 120 ,4 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,8 247,6 110 ,2 108 ,0 235,2 - 95,5 144 ,4 -

6 0 (0++,140 ) 140 ,4 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,7 237,0 124 ,7 122 ,4 233 ,5 - 234 ,6 308 ,3 -

61 (0++,160 ) 160 ,3 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,6 247,6 144 ,6 234 ,1 233 ,2 - 237,8 - -

6 2 (0++,180 ) 180 ,3 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,6 201,6 156 ,3 234 ,7 233 ,1 454 ,9 560 ,7 - -

6 3 (0++,200 ) 200 ,2 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,5 238 ,8 175,0 234 ,9 233 ,3 - 623 ,3 - -

6 4 (10 ,40 ) 44 ,7 40 ,0 40 ,0 44 ,7 247,3 42 ,7 233 ,9 233 ,2 - 7,5 - -

65 (10 ,60 ) 63 ,2 60 ,0 60 ,0 63 ,2 247,2 57,5 57,7 233 ,3 - 6 ,3 5,4 -

6 6 (10 ,80 ) 82 ,5 80 ,0 80 ,0 82 ,5 247,1 76 ,4 229 ,7 234 ,8 - 13 ,0 - -

67 (10 ,100 ) 102 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 102 ,0 247,4 91,0 105,4 235,2 - 80 ,1 28 ,7 -

6 8 (10 ,120 ) 121,7 120 ,0 120 ,0 121,7 247,1 113 ,7 110 ,2 233 ,2 - 40 ,0 96 ,6 -

6 9 (10 ,140 ) 141,4 140 ,0 140 ,0 141,4 241,2 168 ,8 243 ,7 236 ,6 - - - -

70 (10 ,160 ) 161,2 160 ,0 160 ,0 161,2 247,0 185,7 234 ,5 233 ,4 - - - -

71 (10 ,180 ) 181,1 180 ,0 180 ,0 181,1 239 ,6 200 ,2 242 ,5 234 ,0 - 409 ,2 - -

72 (10 ,200 ) 201,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 201,0 238 ,9 177,3 234 ,3 233 ,5 - 516 ,4 - -

73 (20 ,40 ) 50 ,0 41,2 41,2 50 ,0 239 ,8 63 ,8 235,7 233 ,0 - 508 ,0 - -

74 (20 ,60 ) 67,1 60 ,8 60 ,8 67,1 247,6 73 ,4 237,8 241,1 - 157,8 - -

75 (20 ,80 ) 85,4 80 ,6 80 ,6 85,4 244 ,3 238 ,2 233 ,8 240 ,2 - - - -

76 (20 ,100 ) 104 ,4 100 ,5 100 ,5 104 ,4 239 ,2 238 ,2 244 ,1 236 ,2 - - - -

77 (20 ,120 ) 123 ,7 120 ,4 120 ,4 123 ,7 247,6 158 ,2 242 ,3 233 ,4 - - - -

78 (20 ,140 ) 143 ,2 140 ,4 140 ,4 143 ,2 243 ,3 171,1 234 ,1 233 ,3 - - - -

79 (20 ,160 ) 162 ,8 160 ,3 160 ,3 162 ,8 238 ,8 183 ,7 236 ,0 233 ,4 - 547,5 - -

8 0 (20 ,180 ) 182 ,5 180 ,3 180 ,3 182 ,5 239 ,2 200 ,6 236 ,1 233 ,3 - 411,9 - -

81 (20 ,200 ) 202 ,2 200 ,2 200 ,2 202 ,2 239 ,1 213 ,0 236 ,1 233 ,5 - 162 ,9 - -

8 2 (30 ,40 ) 56 ,6 44 ,7 44 ,7 56 ,6 247,5 236 ,2 241,9 233 ,2 - - - -

8 3 (30 ,60 ) 72 ,1 63 ,2 63 ,2 72 ,1 243 ,5 236 ,9 245,7 233 ,3 - - - -

8 4 (30 ,80 ) 89 ,4 82 ,5 82 ,5 89 ,4 247,6 238 ,1 250 ,9 233 ,6 - - - -

85 (30 ,100 ) 107,7 102 ,0 102 ,0 107,7 243 ,8 236 ,7 239 ,3 232 ,9 - - - -

8 6 (30 ,120 ) 126 ,5 121,7 121,7 126 ,5 247,5 160 ,5 236 ,0 233 ,4 - - - -

87 (30 ,140 ) 145,6 141,4 141,4 145,6 241,4 171,0 233 ,9 234 ,7 - - - -

8 8 (30 ,160 ) 164 ,9 161,2 161,2 164 ,9 239 ,0 185,7 236 ,2 233 ,3 - - - -

8 9 (30 ,180 ) 184 ,4 181,1 181,1 184 ,4 239 ,2 201,2 236 ,2 233 ,6 - 405,1 - -

9 0 (30 ,200 ) 204 ,0 201,0 201,0 204 ,0 239 ,2 215,3 236 ,1 233 ,3 - 203 ,5 - -

91 (40 ,40 ) 64 ,0 50 ,0 50 ,0 64 ,0 246 ,7 236 ,1 244 ,7 236 ,5 - - - -

9 2 (40 ,60 ) 78 ,1 67,1 67,1 78 ,1 247,5 238 ,0 242 ,5 245,6 - - - -

9 3 (40 ,80 ) 94 ,3 85,4 85,4 94 ,3 247,5 237,8 233 ,9 237,6 - - - -

9 4 (40 ,100 ) 111,8 104 ,4 104 ,4 111,8 244 ,6 238 ,2 234 ,9 233 ,1 - - - -

95 (40 ,120 ) 130 ,0 123 ,7 123 ,7 130 ,0 239 ,3 160 ,8 234 ,0 238 ,7 - - - -

9 6 (40 ,140 ) 148 ,7 143 ,2 143 ,2 148 ,7 239 ,1 173 ,1 235,5 235,2 - - - -

97 (40 ,160 ) 167,6 162 ,8 162 ,8 167,6 239 ,0 187,8 235,8 233 ,4 - - - -

9 8 (40 ,180 ) 186 ,8 182 ,5 182 ,5 186 ,8 239 ,1 202 ,7 235,8 233 ,2 - - - -

9 9 (40 ,200 ) 206 ,2 202 ,2 202 ,2 206 ,2 238 ,9 217,1 236 ,0 233 ,2 - - - -

6132 ,0 8527,7 1991,0 2196 ,2

32 37 18 18

19 1,6 2 3 0 ,5 110 ,6 12 2 ,0

Actual d is tance to  obs tacle 

from senso rs  (cm) 

If ob ject  is  detected  by senso r then 

measured  avarage d is tance  (cm)              Calculat ion fo r 

D e t e c t io n ER R O R

TOTAL
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Table B.3 :   Detection error calculations for scenario 3 

Case No

Pos it ion o f 

ob ject   (x,y)  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4

1 (-40 ,40 ) 50 ,0 64 ,0 64 ,0 50 ,0 247,5 246 ,6 244 ,3 243 ,6 - - - -

2 (-40 ,60 ) 67,1 78 ,1 78 ,1 67,1 247,7 246 ,7 244 ,2 243 ,7 - - - -

3 (-40 ,80 ) 85,4 94 ,3 94 ,3 85,4 247,3 246 ,5 244 ,3 243 ,9 - - - -

4 (-40 ,100 ) 104 ,4 111,8 111,8 104 ,4 247,7 246 ,7 244 ,4 244 ,2 - - - -

5 (-40 ,120 ) 123 ,7 130 ,0 130 ,0 123 ,7 247,5 246 ,6 244 ,3 243 ,7 - - - -

6 (-40 ,140 ) 143 ,2 148 ,7 148 ,7 143 ,2 239 ,4 239 ,5 244 ,3 243 ,7 - - - -

7 (-40 ,160 ) 162 ,8 167,6 167,6 162 ,8 238 ,6 238 ,3 245,9 243 ,7 - - - -

8 (-40 ,180 ) 182 ,5 186 ,8 186 ,8 182 ,5 243 ,9 244 ,9 244 ,6 243 ,9 - - - -

9 (-40 ,200 ) 202 ,2 206 ,2 206 ,2 202 ,2 247,4 246 ,6 244 ,4 243 ,9 - - - -

10 (-30 ,40 ) 44 ,7 56 ,6 56 ,6 44 ,7 247,4 246 ,5 244 ,4 243 ,9 - - - -

11 (-30 ,60 ) 63 ,2 72 ,1 72 ,1 63 ,2 244 ,8 245,7 244 ,0 242 ,6 - - - -

12 (-30 ,80 ) 82 ,5 89 ,4 89 ,4 82 ,5 247,3 246 ,5 244 ,4 243 ,8 - - - -

13 (-30 ,100 ) 102 ,0 107,7 107,7 102 ,0 247,5 246 ,7 244 ,4 243 ,7 - - - -

14 (-30 ,120 ) 121,7 126 ,5 126 ,5 121,7 154 ,5 246 ,6 244 ,5 243 ,9 - - - -

15 (-30 ,140 ) 141,4 145,6 145,6 141,4 221,5 231,7 244 ,5 243 ,8 - - - -

16 (-30 ,160 ) 161,2 164 ,9 164 ,9 161,2 240 ,2 238 ,1 244 ,4 243 ,7 - - - -

17 (-30 ,180 ) 181,1 184 ,4 184 ,4 181,1 246 ,0 245,9 244 ,3 243 ,8 - - - -

18 (-30 ,200 ) 201,0 204 ,0 204 ,0 201,0 247,7 246 ,8 244 ,3 243 ,8 - - - -

19 (-20 ,40 ) 41,2 50 ,0 50 ,0 41,2 247,4 246 ,4 244 ,5 247,2 - - - -

20 (-20 ,60 ) 60 ,8 67,1 67,1 60 ,8 241,8 243 ,4 240 ,5 238 ,7 - - - -

21 (-20 ,80 ) 80 ,6 85,4 85,4 80 ,6 247,5 246 ,6 244 ,7 243 ,4 - - - -

22 (-20 ,100 ) 100 ,5 104 ,4 104 ,4 100 ,5 247,3 246 ,5 244 ,3 243 ,7 - - - -

23 (-20 ,120 ) 120 ,4 123 ,7 123 ,7 120 ,4 247,7 246 ,7 244 ,3 243 ,5 - - - -

24 (-20 ,140 ) 140 ,4 143 ,2 143 ,2 140 ,4 239 ,3 171,0 244 ,3 243 ,8 - - - -

25 (-20 ,160 ) 160 ,3 162 ,8 162 ,8 160 ,3 240 ,7 240 ,5 244 ,4 243 ,7 - - - -

26 (-20 ,180 ) 180 ,3 182 ,5 182 ,5 180 ,3 235,8 227,2 244 ,4 243 ,7 - - - -

27 (-20 ,200 ) 200 ,2 202 ,2 202 ,2 200 ,2 247,5 246 ,6 245,3 243 ,7 - - - -

28 (-10 ,40 ) 40 ,0 44 ,7 44 ,7 40 ,0 55,3 246 ,7 244 ,4 158 ,2 235,5 - - -

29 (-10 ,60 ) 60 ,0 63 ,2 63 ,2 60 ,0 137,2 246 ,1 244 ,4 180 ,6 - - - -

30 (-10 ,80 ) 80 ,0 82 ,5 82 ,5 80 ,0 82 ,5 246 ,5 244 ,1 83 ,5 6 ,2 - - 12 ,1

31 (-10 ,100 ) 100 ,0 102 ,0 102 ,0 100 ,0 124 ,8 246 ,7 244 ,3 329 ,0 614 ,5 - - -

32 (-10 ,120 ) 120 ,0 121,7 121,7 120 ,0 253 ,9 246 ,4 244 ,5 140 ,7 - - - 427,9

33 (-10 ,140 ) 140 ,0 141,4 141,4 140 ,0 339 ,4 171,1 244 ,5 392 ,0 - - - -

34 (-10 ,160 ) 160 ,0 161,2 161,2 160 ,0 253 ,1 243 ,2 244 ,2 305,2 - - - -

35 (-10 ,180 ) 180 ,0 181,1 181,1 180 ,0 240 ,9 241,6 244 ,8 255,7 - - - -

36 (-10 ,200 ) 200 ,0 201,0 201,0 200 ,0 247,6 246 ,8 244 ,3 193 ,1 - - - 47,5

37 (0 --,40 ) 40 ,0 41,2 41,2 40 ,0 60 ,2 244 ,5 243 ,3 77,0 408 ,8 - - -

38 (0 --,60 ) 60 ,0 60 ,8 60 ,8 60 ,0 381,6 231,9 240 ,6 73 ,5 - - - 182 ,9

39 (0 --,80 ) 80 ,0 80 ,6 80 ,6 80 ,0 81,5 246 ,3 244 ,3 81,6 2 ,3 - - 2 ,7

40 (0 --,100 ) 100 ,0 100 ,5 100 ,5 100 ,0 95,0 139 ,3 245,0 96 ,3 24 ,6 - - 13 ,6

41 (0 --,120 ) 120 ,0 120 ,4 120 ,4 120 ,0 354 ,7 167,7 244 ,4 111,1 - - - 78 ,3

42 (0 --,140 ) 140 ,0 140 ,4 140 ,4 140 ,0 152 ,6 169 ,1 244 ,2 127,8 159 ,4 - - 148 ,5

43 (0 --,160 ) 160 ,0 160 ,3 160 ,3 160 ,0 163 ,1 164 ,9 244 ,1 140 ,4 9 ,9 20 ,9 - 385,2

44 (0 --,180 ) 180 ,0 180 ,3 180 ,3 180 ,0 158 ,5 226 ,4 244 ,6 414 ,4 461,2 - - -

45 (0 --,200 ) 200 ,0 200 ,2 200 ,2 200 ,0 247,6 246 ,7 244 ,2 245,2 - - - -

46 (0 ,40 ) 40 ,0 40 ,0 40 ,0 40 ,0 55,2 49 ,5 65,9 75,1 231,7 89 ,4 - -

47 (0 ,60 ) 60 ,0 60 ,0 60 ,0 60 ,0 99 ,4 62 ,5 74 ,7 52 ,3 - 6 ,3 216 ,2 58 ,7

48 (0 ,80 ) 80 ,0 80 ,0 80 ,0 80 ,0 114 ,3 79 ,1 87,1 112 ,0 - 0 ,8 50 ,9 -

49 (0 ,100 ) 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 345,2 95,7 131,1 121,2 - 18 ,7 - 448 ,5

50 (0 ,120 ) 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,0 136 ,7 141,6 253 ,6 295,8 279 ,6 465,8 - -

51 (0 ,140 ) 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,0 327,4 168 ,3 393 ,9 384 ,3 - - - -

52 (0 ,160 ) 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,0 306 ,5 145,9 265,1 512 ,9 - - - -

53 (0 ,180 ) 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,0 249 ,1 182 ,2 183 ,5 182 ,7 - 5,0 12 ,0 7,3

54 (0 ,200 ) 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 208 ,9 223 ,8 246 ,5 240 ,6 79 ,6 - - -

55 (0++,40 ) 41,2 40 ,0 40 ,0 42 ,4 145,5 49 ,0 66 ,4 243 ,6 - 81,5 - -

56 (0++,60 ) 60 ,8 60 ,0 60 ,0 61,6 249 ,2 62 ,6 72 ,1 243 ,7 - 6 ,6 146 ,2 -

57 (0++,80 ) 80 ,6 80 ,0 80 ,0 81,2 247,6 81,2 87,0 243 ,7 - 1,5 48 ,9 -

58 (0++,100 ) 100 ,5 100 ,0 100 ,0 101,0 229 ,2 95,6 99 ,7 243 ,9 - 19 ,2 0 ,1 -

59 (0++,120 ) 120 ,4 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,8 235,7 120 ,6 141,7 244 ,0 - 0 ,4 471,0 -

60 (0++,140 ) 140 ,4 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,7 247,4 161,3 133 ,3 243 ,9 - 453 ,6 44 ,8 -

61 (0++,160 ) 160 ,3 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,6 228 ,7 162 ,6 170 ,5 243 ,7 - 6 ,7 109 ,2 -

62 (0++,180 ) 180 ,3 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,6 247,3 181,5 514 ,3 243 ,9 - 2 ,2 - -

63 (0++,200 ) 200 ,2 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,5 238 ,5 228 ,5 310 ,0 243 ,8 - - - -

64 (10 ,40 ) 44 ,7 40 ,0 40 ,0 44 ,7 249 ,2 54 ,8 146 ,0 243 ,7 - 218 ,3 - -

65 (10 ,60 ) 63 ,2 60 ,0 60 ,0 63 ,2 247,8 312 ,2 74 ,7 243 ,8 - - 216 ,7 -

66 (10 ,80 ) 82 ,5 80 ,0 80 ,0 82 ,5 247,6 128 ,2 84 ,7 243 ,7 - - 22 ,5 -

67 (10 ,100 ) 102 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 102 ,0 247,6 97,8 101,7 244 ,0 - 4 ,9 2 ,8 -

68 (10 ,120 ) 121,7 120 ,0 120 ,0 121,7 233 ,2 118 ,7 141,7 243 ,9 - 1,6 470 ,5 -

69 (10 ,140 ) 141,4 140 ,0 140 ,0 141,4 247,5 158 ,5 438 ,7 244 ,1 - 344 ,0 - -

70 (10 ,160 ) 161,2 160 ,0 160 ,0 161,2 216 ,6 165,0 486 ,9 243 ,9 - 25,1 - -

71 (10 ,180 ) 181,1 180 ,0 180 ,0 181,1 247,4 225,8 246 ,4 243 ,7 - - - -

72 (10 ,200 ) 201,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 201,0 209 ,5 244 ,0 246 ,4 243 ,8 71,9 - - -

73 (20 ,40 ) 50 ,0 41,2 41,2 50 ,0 247,5 55,5 246 ,2 243 ,5 - 204 ,6 - -

74 (20 ,60 ) 67,1 60 ,8 60 ,8 67,1 247,4 312 ,1 246 ,4 243 ,8 - - - -

75 (20 ,80 ) 85,4 80 ,6 80 ,6 85,4 247,3 246 ,5 244 ,4 243 ,7 - - - -

76 (20 ,100 ) 104 ,4 100 ,5 100 ,5 104 ,4 247,5 246 ,7 244 ,3 243 ,9 - - - -

77 (20 ,120 ) 123 ,7 120 ,4 120 ,4 123 ,7 217,4 161,1 244 ,3 243 ,7 - - - -

78 (20 ,140 ) 143 ,2 140 ,4 140 ,4 143 ,2 247,2 168 ,6 244 ,3 243 ,7 - - - -

79 (20 ,160 ) 162 ,8 160 ,3 160 ,3 162 ,8 222 ,2 228 ,4 244 ,6 243 ,9 - - - -

80 (20 ,180 ) 182 ,5 180 ,3 180 ,3 182 ,5 247,5 228 ,7 246 ,9 246 ,6 - - - -

81 (20 ,200 ) 202 ,2 200 ,2 200 ,2 202 ,2 197,4 241,7 244 ,4 243 ,6 23 ,1 - - -

82 (30 ,40 ) 56 ,6 44 ,7 44 ,7 56 ,6 241,4 240 ,6 246 ,0 243 ,4 - - - -

83 (30 ,60 ) 72 ,1 63 ,2 63 ,2 72 ,1 247,5 246 ,5 246 ,5 243 ,8 - - - -

84 (30 ,80 ) 89 ,4 82 ,5 82 ,5 89 ,4 234 ,5 202 ,0 244 ,4 243 ,9 - - - -

85 (30 ,100 ) 107,7 102 ,0 102 ,0 107,7 221,0 215,3 244 ,6 243 ,9 - - - -

86 (30 ,120 ) 126 ,5 121,7 121,7 126 ,5 221,8 156 ,5 246 ,5 243 ,9 - - - -

87 (30 ,140 ) 145,6 141,4 141,4 145,6 247,6 246 ,7 244 ,3 243 ,7 - - - -

88 (30 ,160 ) 164 ,9 161,2 161,2 164 ,9 245,1 212 ,4 244 ,3 244 ,0 - - - -

89 (30 ,180 ) 184 ,4 181,1 181,1 184 ,4 247,7 246 ,8 244 ,5 243 ,8 - - - -

90 (30 ,200 ) 204 ,0 201,0 201,0 204 ,0 223 ,0 221,6 244 ,2 243 ,7 364 ,0 423 ,2 - -

91 (40 ,40 ) 64 ,0 50 ,0 50 ,0 64 ,0 240 ,8 239 ,7 246 ,0 243 ,6 - - - -

92 (40 ,60 ) 78 ,1 67,1 67,1 78 ,1 249 ,2 246 ,7 246 ,6 243 ,8 - - - -

93 (40 ,80 ) 94 ,3 85,4 85,4 94 ,3 247,5 246 ,8 244 ,4 244 ,8 - - - -

94 (40 ,100 ) 111,8 104 ,4 104 ,4 111,8 247,4 209 ,0 244 ,3 244 ,0 - - - -

95 (40 ,120 ) 130 ,0 123 ,7 123 ,7 130 ,0 219 ,3 219 ,9 244 ,5 243 ,8 - - - -

96 (40 ,140 ) 148 ,7 143 ,2 143 ,2 148 ,7 247,5 246 ,8 244 ,3 243 ,9 - - - -

97 (40 ,160 ) 167,6 162 ,8 162 ,8 167,6 217,8 218 ,5 244 ,4 244 ,0 - - - -

98 (40 ,180 ) 186 ,8 182 ,5 182 ,5 186 ,8 247,4 246 ,7 244 ,2 243 ,6 - - - -

99 (40 ,200 ) 206 ,2 202 ,2 202 ,2 206 ,2 217,8 217,4 244 ,3 243 ,7 135,0 231,3 - -

3107,3 2631,4 1812 ,0 1813 ,2

16 23 13 12

19 4 ,2 114 ,4 13 9 ,4 151,1

TOTAL

D e t e c t io n ER R O R

Actual d is tance to  obs tacle 

from senso rs  (cm) 

If ob ject  is  detected  by senso r then 

measured  avarage d is tance  (cm)              Calculat ion fo r 
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Table B.4 :   Detection error calculations for scenario 4 

Case No Pos it ion o f ob ject   (x,y)  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4  Senso r 1 Senso r 2 Senso r 3 Senso r 4

1 (-40 ,40 ) 50 ,0 64 ,0 64 ,0 50 ,0 238 ,6 237,5 239 ,3 238 ,6 - - - -

2 (-40 ,60 ) 67,1 78 ,1 78 ,1 67,1 238 ,6 237,7 239 ,1 238 ,5 - - - -

3 (-40 ,80 ) 85,4 94 ,3 94 ,3 85,4 238 ,5 237,6 239 ,2 238 ,6 - - - -

4 (-40 ,100 ) 104 ,4 111,8 111,8 104 ,4 238 ,5 237,6 239 ,4 238 ,7 - - - -

5 (-40 ,120 ) 123 ,7 130 ,0 130 ,0 123 ,7 238 ,6 237,6 239 ,2 238 ,2 - - - -

6 (-40 ,140 ) 143 ,2 148 ,7 148 ,7 143 ,2 238 ,4 237,8 239 ,5 238 ,4 - - - -

7 (-40 ,160 ) 162 ,8 167,6 167,6 162 ,8 238 ,7 237,9 239 ,3 238 ,4 - - - -

8 (-40 ,180 ) 182 ,5 186 ,8 186 ,8 182 ,5 238 ,5 237,7 239 ,1 238 ,4 - - - -

9 (-40 ,200 ) 202 ,2 206 ,2 206 ,2 202 ,2 238 ,5 236 ,1 239 ,1 238 ,4 - - - -

10 (-30 ,40 ) 44 ,7 56 ,6 56 ,6 44 ,7 238 ,6 237,8 239 ,2 238 ,6 - - - -

11 (-30 ,60 ) 63 ,2 72 ,1 72 ,1 63 ,2 236 ,2 237,7 239 ,0 238 ,3 - - - -

12 (-30 ,80 ) 82 ,5 89 ,4 89 ,4 82 ,5 238 ,7 237,3 239 ,3 238 ,4 - - - -

13 (-30 ,100 ) 102 ,0 107,7 107,7 102 ,0 92 ,3 237,3 239 ,3 238 ,4 93 ,5 - - -

14 (-30 ,120 ) 121,7 126 ,5 126 ,5 121,7 238 ,5 237,6 239 ,3 238 ,6 - - - -

15 (-30 ,140 ) 141,4 145,6 145,6 141,4 238 ,8 237,8 239 ,0 238 ,2 - - - -

16 (-30 ,160 ) 161,2 164 ,9 164 ,9 161,2 238 ,4 237,5 239 ,5 238 ,6 - - - -

17 (-30 ,180 ) 181,1 184 ,4 184 ,4 181,1 228 ,1 237,6 239 ,2 238 ,5 - - - -

18 (-30 ,200 ) 201,0 204 ,0 204 ,0 201,0 174 ,9 236 ,2 239 ,2 238 ,3 683 ,2 - - -

19 (-20 ,40 ) 41,2 50 ,0 50 ,0 41,2 238 ,7 237,6 239 ,3 238 ,6 - - - -

20 (-20 ,60 ) 60 ,8 67,1 67,1 60 ,8 54 ,8 237,3 239 ,1 238 ,3 35,9 - - -

21 (-20 ,80 ) 80 ,6 85,4 85,4 80 ,6 73 ,4 80 ,1 239 ,1 238 ,3 51,9 28 ,9 - -

22 (-20 ,100 ) 100 ,5 104 ,4 104 ,4 100 ,5 90 ,4 94 ,7 239 ,5 238 ,6 102 ,6 94 ,5 - -

23 (-20 ,120 ) 120 ,4 123 ,7 123 ,7 120 ,4 105,2 109 ,5 239 ,2 238 ,4 231,9 200 ,4 - -

24 (-20 ,140 ) 140 ,4 143 ,2 143 ,2 140 ,4 238 ,6 237,6 239 ,1 238 ,3 - - - -

25 (-20 ,160 ) 160 ,3 162 ,8 162 ,8 160 ,3 219 ,0 237,3 239 ,2 238 ,4 - - - -

26 (-20 ,180 ) 180 ,3 182 ,5 182 ,5 180 ,3 157,9 237,8 239 ,3 238 ,5 500 ,7 - - -

27 (-20 ,200 ) 200 ,2 202 ,2 202 ,2 200 ,2 175,1 233 ,6 239 ,0 238 ,3 633 ,5 - - -

28 (-10 ,40 ) 40 ,0 44 ,7 44 ,7 40 ,0 37,3 237,1 239 ,2 39 ,9 7,1 - - 0 ,0

29 (-10 ,60 ) 60 ,0 63 ,2 63 ,2 60 ,0 54 ,5 59 ,3 239 ,3 57,1 30 ,8 15,9 - 8 ,7

30 (-10 ,80 ) 80 ,0 82 ,5 82 ,5 80 ,0 71,2 75,9 239 ,1 238 ,2 76 ,9 42 ,6 - -

31 (-10 ,100 ) 100 ,0 102 ,0 102 ,0 100 ,0 88 ,3 92 ,6 239 ,0 238 ,2 137,3 88 ,2 - -

32 (-10 ,120 ) 120 ,0 121,7 121,7 120 ,0 103 ,0 106 ,0 239 ,4 238 ,4 289 ,8 245,5 - -

33 (-10 ,140 ) 140 ,0 141,4 141,4 140 ,0 119 ,9 237,5 239 ,2 205,5 403 ,8 - - -

34 (-10 ,160 ) 160 ,0 161,2 161,2 160 ,0 136 ,6 140 ,7 239 ,4 141,3 549 ,3 422 ,6 - 348 ,7

35 (-10 ,180 ) 180 ,0 181,1 181,1 180 ,0 156 ,3 157,9 239 ,2 200 ,0 563 ,3 536 ,4 - 400 ,2

36 (-10 ,200 ) 200 ,0 201,0 201,0 200 ,0 173 ,1 237,6 239 ,2 238 ,4 - - - -

37 (0 --,40 ) 40 ,0 41,2 41,2 40 ,0 37,3 40 ,8 239 ,1 39 ,9 7,2 0 ,2 - 0 ,0

38 (0 --,60 ) 60 ,0 60 ,8 60 ,8 60 ,0 54 ,5 55,0 239 ,2 57,1 30 ,4 33 ,7 - 8 ,7

39 (0 --,80 ) 80 ,0 80 ,6 80 ,6 80 ,0 71,5 71,9 239 ,3 73 ,9 72 ,6 76 ,0 - 36 ,6

40 (0 --,100 ) 100 ,0 100 ,5 100 ,5 100 ,0 88 ,4 88 ,7 239 ,2 90 ,9 135,5 138 ,1 - 83 ,5

41 (0 --,120 ) 120 ,0 120 ,4 120 ,4 120 ,0 103 ,0 105,4 239 ,3 107,6 289 ,3 226 ,4 - 153 ,1

42 (0 --,140 ) 140 ,0 140 ,4 140 ,4 140 ,0 120 ,1 122 ,4 239 ,0 124 ,1 395,9 321,5 - 252 ,8

43 (0 --,160 ) 160 ,0 160 ,3 160 ,3 160 ,0 135,4 138 ,8 239 ,5 139 ,2 604 ,5 463 ,9 - 431,2

44 (0 --,180 ) 180 ,0 180 ,3 180 ,3 180 ,0 155,9 161,3 239 ,4 158 ,3 579 ,6 360 ,6 - 471,1

45 (0 --,200 ) 200 ,0 200 ,2 200 ,2 200 ,0 173 ,0 237,4 239 ,5 210 ,6 - - - 113 ,1

46 (0 ,40 ) 40 ,0 40 ,0 40 ,0 40 ,0 39 ,8 40 ,3 45,8 42 ,2 0 ,1 0 ,1 34 ,2 4 ,8

47 (0 ,60 ) 60 ,0 60 ,0 60 ,0 60 ,0 41,8 42 ,4 45,7 44 ,2 331,6 310 ,3 204 ,5 250 ,3

48 (0 ,80 ) 80 ,0 80 ,0 80 ,0 80 ,0 73 ,9 67,1 78 ,6 70 ,0 37,1 167,3 2 ,1 99 ,3

49 (0 ,100 ) 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 90 ,6 90 ,7 94 ,1 92 ,9 87,8 85,9 34 ,2 50 ,9

50 (0 ,120 ) 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,0 103 ,4 103 ,5 108 ,6 107,6 274 ,6 273 ,5 130 ,0 153 ,6

51 (0 ,140 ) 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,0 124 ,4 124 ,3 127,7 126 ,8 242 ,2 247,9 151,5 174 ,9

52 (0 ,160 ) 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,0 134 ,1 133 ,3 146 ,5 145,5 673 ,1 710 ,7 182 ,2 210 ,6

53 (0 ,180 ) 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,0 158 ,4 158 ,3 161,3 160 ,8 467,6 471,4 351,5 367,2

54 (0 ,200 ) 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 175,3 175,1 178 ,3 177,2 609 ,8 620 ,0 470 ,2 520 ,1

55 (0++,40 ) 41,2 40 ,0 40 ,0 42 ,4 42 ,0 40 ,2 45,8 118 ,3 0 ,6 0 ,0 33 ,9 -

56 (0++,60 ) 60 ,8 60 ,0 60 ,0 61,6 42 ,0 40 ,3 45,8 224 ,8 352 ,6 388 ,1 200 ,9 -

57 (0++,80 ) 80 ,6 80 ,0 80 ,0 81,2 76 ,0 74 ,1 77,5 158 ,2 21,2 34 ,4 6 ,4 -

58 (0++,100 ) 100 ,5 100 ,0 100 ,0 101,0 93 ,0 90 ,8 94 ,0 238 ,4 56 ,6 84 ,2 35,4 -

59 (0++,120 ) 120 ,4 120 ,0 120 ,0 120 ,8 105,6 105,6 108 ,9 238 ,5 218 ,3 206 ,5 123 ,9 -

60 (0++,140 ) 140 ,4 140 ,0 140 ,0 140 ,7 124 ,5 122 ,4 125,6 228 ,7 252 ,3 308 ,6 208 ,3 -

61 (0++,160 ) 160 ,3 160 ,0 160 ,0 160 ,6 141,4 139 ,3 239 ,2 238 ,7 356 ,5 428 ,2 - -

62 (0++,180 ) 180 ,3 180 ,0 180 ,0 180 ,6 220 ,8 156 ,2 239 ,2 238 ,7 - 566 ,2 - -

63 (0++,200 ) 200 ,2 200 ,0 200 ,0 200 ,5 181,2 173 ,4 178 ,0 238 ,2 362 ,5 - 483 ,6 -

64 (10 ,40 ) 44 ,7 40 ,0 40 ,0 44 ,7 237,7 40 ,3 45,9 237,7 - 0 ,1 35,3 -

65 (10 ,60 ) 63 ,2 60 ,0 60 ,0 63 ,2 219 ,9 40 ,3 239 ,2 238 ,6 - 389 ,4 - -

66 (10 ,80 ) 82 ,5 80 ,0 80 ,0 82 ,5 77,8 72 ,0 86 ,2 158 ,9 21,4 64 ,4 38 ,6 -

67 (10 ,100 ) 102 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 102 ,0 95,0 90 ,8 96 ,0 238 ,5 49 ,2 84 ,4 15,6 -

68 (10 ,120 ) 121,7 120 ,0 120 ,0 121,7 107,6 105,5 108 ,8 238 ,5 197,4 208 ,9 126 ,4 -

69 (10 ,140 ) 141,4 140 ,0 140 ,0 141,4 129 ,5 122 ,4 127,6 238 ,4 142 ,0 309 ,0 155,0 -

70 (10 ,160 ) 161,2 160 ,0 160 ,0 161,2 150 ,0 139 ,0 144 ,5 238 ,5 126 ,5 441,2 240 ,4 -

71 (10 ,180 ) 181,1 180 ,0 180 ,0 181,1 238 ,1 156 ,2 239 ,2 238 ,4 - 565,2 - -

72 (10 ,200 ) 201,0 200 ,0 200 ,0 201,0 237,1 173 ,1 239 ,3 238 ,6 - - - -

73 (20 ,40 ) 50 ,0 41,2 41,2 50 ,0 238 ,9 235,7 238 ,7 238 ,4 - - - -

74 (20 ,60 ) 67,1 60 ,8 60 ,8 67,1 239 ,0 233 ,4 239 ,3 238 ,6 - - - -

75 (20 ,80 ) 85,4 80 ,6 80 ,6 85,4 171,5 74 ,0 176 ,7 174 ,5 - 44 ,2 - -

76 (20 ,100 ) 104 ,4 100 ,5 100 ,5 104 ,4 189 ,6 93 ,1 239 ,3 238 ,5 - 55,1 - -

77 (20 ,120 ) 123 ,7 120 ,4 120 ,4 123 ,7 128 ,6 107,6 239 ,3 238 ,6 23 ,7 163 ,1 - -

78 (20 ,140 ) 143 ,2 140 ,4 140 ,4 143 ,2 160 ,5 124 ,5 239 ,1 238 ,4 298 ,9 249 ,9 - -

79 (20 ,160 ) 162 ,8 160 ,3 160 ,3 162 ,8 229 ,8 139 ,2 239 ,1 238 ,1 - 447,7 - -

80 (20 ,180 ) 182 ,5 180 ,3 180 ,3 182 ,5 238 ,9 158 ,3 239 ,1 238 ,4 - 481,6 - -

81 (20 ,200 ) 202 ,2 200 ,2 200 ,2 202 ,2 238 ,8 174 ,6 239 ,1 238 ,7 - 659 ,6 - -

82 (30 ,40 ) 56 ,6 44 ,7 44 ,7 56 ,6 239 ,0 238 ,1 239 ,2 238 ,5 - - - -

83 (30 ,60 ) 72 ,1 63 ,2 63 ,2 72 ,1 222 ,5 235,1 239 ,2 238 ,5 - - - -

84 (30 ,80 ) 89 ,4 82 ,5 82 ,5 89 ,4 163 ,5 76 ,3 167,0 163 ,0 - 37,7 - -

85 (30 ,100 ) 107,7 102 ,0 102 ,0 107,7 238 ,6 93 ,5 239 ,2 238 ,7 - 72 ,6 - -

86 (30 ,120 ) 126 ,5 121,7 121,7 126 ,5 234 ,8 109 ,9 239 ,2 238 ,4 - 139 ,1 - -

87 (30 ,140 ) 145,6 141,4 141,4 145,6 238 ,9 123 ,3 239 ,2 231,9 - 327,0 - -

88 (30 ,160 ) 164 ,9 161,2 161,2 164 ,9 238 ,1 143 ,9 239 ,3 238 ,5 - 300 ,1 - -

89 (30 ,180 ) 184 ,4 181,1 181,1 184 ,4 239 ,4 171,1 239 ,3 238 ,5 - 100 ,3 - -

90 (30 ,200 ) 204 ,0 201,0 201,0 204 ,0 230 ,2 236 ,0 239 ,2 238 ,6 - - - -

91 (40 ,40 ) 64 ,0 50 ,0 50 ,0 64 ,0 239 ,1 236 ,2 239 ,3 238 ,2 - - - -

92 (40 ,60 ) 78 ,1 67,1 67,1 78 ,1 234 ,4 228 ,5 239 ,2 238 ,5 - - - -

93 (40 ,80 ) 94 ,3 85,4 85,4 94 ,3 238 ,4 230 ,9 239 ,0 238 ,2 - - - -

94 (40 ,100 ) 111,8 104 ,4 104 ,4 111,8 238 ,3 229 ,2 239 ,4 238 ,5 - - - -

95 (40 ,120 ) 130 ,0 123 ,7 123 ,7 130 ,0 238 ,8 159 ,7 239 ,1 238 ,3 - - - -

96 (40 ,140 ) 148 ,7 143 ,2 143 ,2 148 ,7 238 ,7 131,6 239 ,3 238 ,4 - 134 ,9 - -

97 (40 ,160 ) 167,6 162 ,8 162 ,8 167,6 234 ,6 202 ,7 239 ,2 238 ,5 - - - -

98 (40 ,180 ) 186 ,8 182 ,5 182 ,5 186 ,8 238 ,1 161,9 239 ,0 238 ,3 - 423 ,0 - -

99 (40 ,200 ) 206 ,2 202 ,2 202 ,2 206 ,2 237,6 236 ,0 239 ,2 238 ,5 - - - -

TOTAL 11709 ,9 13897,1 3264 ,2 4139 ,3

4 8 57 22 2 2

2 4 4 ,0 2 4 3 ,8 14 8 ,4 18 8 ,2D e t e c t io n ER R O R

             Calculat ion fo r 

Actual d is tance to  obs tacle 

from senso rs  (cm) 

If ob ject  is  detected  by senso r then 

measured  avarage d is tance  (cm)



  X   ( )MSE X
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Appendix-C1 

<Rules for left obstacle avoidance> 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-2): 1 2iXd   & 4 2iXd   & ( 2 2iXd   | 3 2iXd  ) 

 Rule 1:  

 If 
1iXd  = Near & 

2iXd =Near & 
3iXd =VeryFar &

4iXd =Near =>Turn Right VL 

 Rule 2:   

If 
1iXd  = Near & 

2iXd =Near & 
3iXd =VeryFar &

4iXd =Far => Turn Right VL 

 Rule 3:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd =Far & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =Near => Turn Right VL 

 Rule 4:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd =Far & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right L 

 Rule 5:  

 If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd =Near & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =Near =>Turn Right VL 

 Rule 6:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd =Near & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right L 

 Rule 7:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd =Far & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =Near => Turn Right L 

 Rule 8:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd =Far & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right L 

 Rule 9:  

 If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd =VeryFar & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Near =>Turn Right VL 

 Rule 10:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right VL 

 Rule 11:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Near => Turn Right VL 

 Rule 12:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right L 

 Rule 13:  

 If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd = Near & 4iXd =Near =>Turn Right VL 

 Rule 14:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd = Near & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right L 

 Rule 15:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd = Far & 4iXd =Near => Turn Right L 

 Rule 16:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd = Far & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right L 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-4): ( 1 2iXd   | 4 2iXd  ) & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd    

 Rule 17:  

 If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd =VeryFar & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =VeryFar =>Turn Right S 

 Rule 18:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd =VeryFar & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Right S 

 Rule 19:   
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If 
1iXd  = VeryFar & 

2iXd = VeryFar & 
3iXd =VeryFar &

4iXd =Near => Turn Right S 

 Rule 20:   

If 
1iXd  = VeryFar  & 

2iXd = VeryFar & 
3iXd =VeryFar &

4iXd =Far => Turn Right S 

 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-6): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd    

                      if 1 2i iXd Xd  obstacle at the right; else obstacle at the left 

 Rule 21:  

 If 
1iXd  = Near & 

2iXd =Near & 
3iXd =VeryFar &

4iXd =VeryFar =>Turn Right L 

 Rule 22:   

If 
1iXd  = Far & 

2iXd =Far & 
3iXd =VeryFar &

4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Right M 

 Rule 23:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Right S 

 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-7): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd   

                  if 4 3i iXd Xd  obstacle at the right;  else  obstacle at the left 

 Rule 24:  

 If 1iXd  =VeryFar & 2iXd =VeryFar & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Near =>Turn Right L 

 Rule 25:   

If 1iXd  =VeryFar & 2iXd =VeryFar & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right M 

 Rule 26:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Near => Turn Right S 

 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-8): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd     

  Rule 27:  

 If 1iXd  =Near & 2iXd =VeryFar & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =Near =>Turn Right S 

 Rule 28:   

If 1iXd  =Near & 2iXd =VeryFar & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =Far => Turn Right S 

 Rule 29:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =VeryFar& 4iXd =Near => Turn Right S 

 Rule 30:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =VeryFar& 4iXd =Far => Turn Right S 

 

<Rules for right obstacle avoidance> 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-3): ( 1 2iXd   | 4 2iXd  ) & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd     

 Rule 1:  

 If 1iXd  =Near & 2iXd =Near & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =VeryFar=>Turn Left VL 

 Rule 2:   

If 1iXd  =Near & 2iXd =Near & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left VL 

 Rule 3:   
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If 
1iXd  = Near & 

2iXd = Far & 
3iXd =Near &

4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left VL 

 Rule 4:   

If 
1iXd  = Near & 

2iXd = Far & 
3iXd =Far &

4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left L 

 Rule 5:  

 If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd =Near & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =VeryFar=>Turn Left VL 

 Rule 6:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd =Near & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left L 

 Rule 7:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left L 

 Rule 8:   

If 
1iXd  = Far & 

2iXd = Far & 
3iXd =Far &

4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left L 

 Rule 9:  

 If 
1iXd  =VeryFar & 

2iXd =Near & 
3iXd =Near &

4iXd =Near=>Turn Left VL 

 Rule 10:   

If 1iXd  =VeryFar & 2iXd =Near & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Far => Turn Left VL 

 Rule 11:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Near => Turn Left VL 

 Rule 12:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Far => Turn Left L 

 Rule 13:  

 If 1iXd  =VeryFar & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Near=>Turn Left VL 

 Rule 14:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Far => Turn Left L 

 Rule 15:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Near => Turn Left L 

 Rule 16:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Far => Turn Left L 

 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-5): 1 2iXd   & 4 2iXd   & ( 2 2iXd   | 3 2iXd  ) 

 Rule 17:  

 If 1iXd  =VeryFar & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =VeryFar =>Turn Left S 

 Rule 18:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd = VeryFar => Turn Left S 

 Rule 19:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left S 

 Rule 20:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left S 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-6): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd   

                                 if 1 2i iXd Xd    obstacle at the right;     else    obstacle at the left 

 Rule 21:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd = VeryFar => Turn Left L 

 Rule 22:   
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If 
1iXd  = Far & 

2iXd = Far & 
3iXd =VeryFar &

4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left M 

 Rule 23:   

If 
1iXd  = Far & 

2iXd = Near & 
3iXd =VeryFar &

4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left S 

 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-7): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd   

                                 if 4 3i iXd Xd    obstacle at the right;     else    obstacle at the left 

 Rule 24:   

If 
1iXd  = VeryFar & 

2iXd = VeryFar & 
3iXd =Near &

4iXd = Near => Turn Left L 

 Rule 25:   

If 
1iXd  = VeryFar & 

2iXd = VeryFar & 
3iXd =Far &

4iXd =Far => Turn Left M 

 Rule 26:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = VeryFar & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Far => Turn Left S 

 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-9): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd   

 Rule 27:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =VeryFar=> Turn Left S 

 Rule 28:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =VeryFar=> Turn Left S 

 Rule 29:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =VeryFar => Turn Left S 

 Rule 30:   

If 1iXd  = VeryFar & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd = VeryFar => Turn Left S 

<Rules for front obstacle avoidance> 

Algorithm 1 (Rule-10): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd  & 4 2iXd   

 Rule 1:  

 If 1iXd =Near & 2iXd =Near& 3iXd =Near& 4iXd =Near =>Turn Left/Right VL 

 Rule 2:   

If 1iXd =Near & 2iXd =Near & 3iXd = Near & 4iXd = Far => Turn Left VL 

 Rule 3:   

If 1iXd = Near & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd = Far & 4iXd = Near => Turn Right VL 

 Rule 4:   

If 1iXd = Near& 2iXd =Near & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Far =>Turn Left/Right VL 

 Rule 5:  

 If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd = Near =>Turn Right VL 

 Rule 6:   

If 1iXd =Near & 2iXd =Far & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Far => Turn Left/Right VL 

 Rule 7:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd = Far & 4iXd = Near => Turn Right VL 

 Rule 8:   

If 1iXd  = Near & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd = Far => Turn Right L 

 Rule 9:  
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 If 
1iXd  =Far & 

2iXd =Near & 
3iXd =Near &

4iXd =Near=>Turn Left VL 

 Rule 10:   

If 
1iXd  =Far & 

2iXd =Near & 
3iXd =Near &

4iXd =Far => Turn Left VL 

 Rule 11:   

If 1iXd  =Far & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Near =>Turn Left/Right VL 

 Rule 12:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = Near & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Far => Turn Left L 

 Rule 13:  

 If 1iXd  =Far & 2iXd =Far & 3iXd =Near & 4iXd =Near=>Turn Left/Right VL 

 Rule 14:   

If 
1iXd  = Far & 

2iXd = Far & 
3iXd =Near &

4iXd =Far => Turn Left L 

 Rule 15:   

If 
1iXd  = Far & 

2iXd = Far & 
3iXd =Far &

4iXd =Near => Turn Right L 

 Rule 16:   

If 1iXd  = Far & 2iXd = Far & 3iXd =Far & 4iXd =Far => Turn Left/Right L 

<Rule for there is no obstacle> 

Algorithm 1(Rule 1): 1 2iXd   & 2 2iXd   & 3 2iXd   & 4 2iXd    

  there is no obstacle (data filtration and pre-processing) 

Algorithm 1(Rule-10): 1 2.5iXd   & 2 2.5iXd   & 3 2.5iXd  & 4 2.5iXd   

                              there is no obstacle when: 

 Rule 77:   

  If 1iXd  =VeryFar & 2iXd =VeryFar & 3iXd =VeryFar & 4iXd =VeryFar => Go straight  

                                                                                                                                       (Zero)   
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Appendix-D1 

Table D.1 :  AATCC Test Method 135-2004 Tables [293] 
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Abbreviations 

A : Ampere, SI unit of electric current 

AD  : Axiomatic Design 

ADC : Analog to Digital Converter 

AHP  : Analytic Hierarchy Process  

ANOVA : Analysis of Variance 

App : Appendix 

CCF : Carbon Coated Fibers (CCF) 

CLR/MLR : Carbon or Metal Loaded Rubber 

CNTs  : Carbon Nanotubes  

CPCs  : Conductive Polymer Composites  

DAQ : Data Acquisition  

DC : Direct Current 

dtex : Decitex-measuring unit for yarn count: weight in grams per 10,000m  

ECG : Electrocardiograph 

ETA : Electronic Travel Aid 

FIS : Fuzzy Inference System  
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Wearable obstacle avoidance system integrated with conductive yarns for visually 

impaired people 

Abstract: In this study, an innovative wearable obstacle avoidance system fully integrated to textile 

structures, enabling detection of obstacles, for visually impaired people has been developed. 

Electronic system components of the proposed smart clothing system were determined using an 

algorithm based on fuzzy AHP and fuzzy information axiom. Adaptation of sensor and actuator 

methodology to textile structures and their performances in terms of signal quality and accuracy have 

been analyzed. In order to find out optimal number of sensors as well as develop suitable obstacle 

avoidance algorithm, various scenarios have been developed and compared by chaining different 

number of sensors together at different angles. Vibrotactile perception level has been investigated in 

terms of fuzzy relations. In this manner, the kind of fabric structure, the area where smart clothing 

system actuators should be fixed, the kind of actuation signal waveform and its frequency level that 

should be applied to actuators, have been determined. An algorithm based on neuro-fuzzy controller 

for obstacle avoidance has also been developed by using neural network and fuzzy logic in order to 

guide visually impaired people with smart clothing system. Based on neuro-fuzzy control algorithm, 

microcontroller programming has been done. Finally, smart clothing protoype that combines garment 

with sensors, actuators, power supplies and a data processing unit has been developed This system is 

easily worn as a garment and is able to detect and identify obstacle’s position accurately. The 

proposed smart clothing system would become united part of visually impaired people’s lifestyle 

without imposing upon them any physical or aestetical load. 

 

Système  portable autonome d'évitement d'obstacles intégré avec des fils conducteurs 

pour les personnes malvoyantes 

Résumé : Dans cette étude, un système portable d'évitement d'obstacles, novateur, totalement intégré 

aux structures de textile, permettant la détection d'obstacles pour les personnes malvoyantes, a été 

développé. Les composants du dispositif électronique du système de vêtement intelligent proposé ont 

été déterminés en utilisant un algorithme basé sur un système d’inférence hiérarchique. L’adaptation 

de la méthodologie des capteurs et actionneurs aux structures textiles et leurs performances en termes 

de qualité de signal et d'exactitude ont été analysés. Afin de trouver le nombre optimal de capteurs 

ainsi que de développer l'algorithme d'évitement d'obstacles adapté, différents scénarii ont été 

développés et comparés par enchainement de plusieurs ensembles de capteurs à différents angles. Le 

niveau de perception vibrotactile a été quantifié par des relations floues. De cette manière, le type de 

structure du tissu, la zone où le système d’actionneurs du vêtement intelligent, doivent être fixés ; le 

type de signal de déclenchement d'onde et de son niveau de fréquence qui devrait être appliqué aux 

actionneurs ont été déterminés. Afin de guider les personnes malvoyantes avec le système de vêtement 

intelligent, un algorithme basé sur un contrôleur neuro-flou pour l'évitement d'obstacle a également été 

développé et implanté au microcontrôleur. Enfin, un prototype de vêtement intelligent avec des 

capteurs, des actionneurs, des alimentations et une unité de traitement des données intégrés aux 

structures textiles a été développé. Ce prototype est facilement portable comme un vêtement et est 

capable de détecter et de localiser les obstacles avec précision et en temps réel. Le système de 

vêtement intelligent proposé pourrait faire partie intégrante de la vie quotidienne des personnes ayant 

une déficience visuelle, sans toutefois leurs imposer une contrainte physique et esthétique. 

 

Keywords: E-textiles, smart clothing, intelligent textiles, visually impaired people, fuzzy logic, neuro-

fuzzy controller  
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